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Abstract 
Miniature (<few cm3) atomic clocks, with their high time precision (higher than 10-9 fractional 
frequency instability) capabilities, are needed to improve the performance of many portable 
applications such as GPS receivers. Compact (100-1000 cm3) Rb vapor-cell double-resonance 
(DR) clocks could not be miniaturized mainly because it’s optical pumping component: the 
inductively-coupled glass-blown rubidium (Rb) discharge lamp (several cm3), had many 
limitations including high-power consumption (several Watts) and non-planar hard-to-integrate 
geometry. Today’s miniature atomic clocks therefore use a laser diode (VCSEL) as the light 
source, which are compact, energy efficient, and operate at low power. However, they have 
several undesirable characteristics including a strong temperature dependence of the output 
wavelength, and ageing effects. A miniature mm-scale Rb plasma light source could avoid these 
disadvantages of a laser diode and extend the inherent advantages of a Rb discharge lamp 
(intrinsically correct Rb D line wavelengths and very low-frequency drifts with time) to a 
miniature DR clock. A microfabricated (1 cm x 1 cm x 0.3 cm) planar miniature Rb dielectric 
barrier discharge (DBD) light source was developed for this purpose, as part of the MACQS 
project (funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation), and the characterization, 
optimization and performance evaluation of such light sources for optical pumping in atomic 
clocks and magnetometers are presented here in this thesis. The primary objective of this 
research is to evaluate the potential of planar mm-scale Rb light sources: to produce at least 
10 µW of the Rb D line (with <0.2% optical power fluctuations) when the power consumption 
is less than tens of mW, and have a lifetime of at least several years to be useful in a miniature 
optical pumping application. This research is the first to report a Rb plasma discharge from a 
miniature microfabricated cell.  
The optimum operating conditions, including the electrode material (Al, In, ITO) and electrode 
geometry, buffer gas pressure (Ar, He, N2 from 2 to 100 mbar), drive frequency (2-500 MHz) 
and the cell temperature (25 °C to 180 °C), were experimentally determined to enable an 
optically stable and low-power consuming lamp operation. Series LC-resonant RF drive circuits 
were developed to transfer maximum power to the capacitively-coupled Rb lamp-cell by 
impedance matching it to a 50 Ω source at all desired drive frequencies. A total optical power of 
140 µW was obtained when coupling less than 20 mW to the discharge cell, with up to 15 µW 
and 9 µW on the Rb D2 and D1 lines respectively. The Rb lamp was operated continuously for 6 
months and it was observed to function well without any significant degradation in its 
performance. The lamp operating conditions were found to be optimal when the electron 
oscillation amplitude becomes approximately equal to the discharge gap length, as a suitable 
trade-off between the lamp’s power consumption, optical stability and optical power efficiency 
was achieved in this condition. Preliminary optical pumping tests using the Rb lamp, performed 
by building a magnetometer test setup are also presented here.  
The optimized lamp performance results show the high potential of miniature microfabricated 
Rb light sources to operate with high stability and low input power, enabling a new class of very 
compact atomic clocks and quantum sensors. 
Keywords: atomic clocks, rubidium, dielectric barrier discharge, microfabrication, anodic 
bonding, rf plasma, solder sealing, double-resonance 
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Résumé 
Les horloges atomiques miniaturisées (<quelques cm3), avec leur précision élevée (instabilité de 
fréquence fractionnaire de moins de 10-9), sont requises pour améliorer les performances de 
nombreuses applications, telles les récepteurs GPS. Les horloges cellules à vapeur de rubidium 
(Rb) à double résonance (DR) compactes (100-1000 cm3) existant actuellement ne peuvent être 
miniaturisées principalement à cause de leur composante de pompage optique. Cette 
composante, une lampe à couplage inductif en verre soufflé à décharge de rubidium a de 
nombreuses limitations, notamment une haute consommation d'énergie (plusieurs Watts) et une 
géométrie non planaire difficile à intégrer et mesurant plusieurs cm3. Les horloges atomiques 
miniatures d’aujourd’hui utilisent plutôt comme source de lumière des diodes laser (VCSEL) car 
elles sont compactes, économes en énergie et fonctionnent à faible puissance, bien qu’elles aient 
plusieurs caractéristiques indésirables, dont une longueur d’onde ayant une forte dépendance à la 
température et des effets de vieillissement. Une source de lumière à plasma de Rb miniature (de 
l’ordre du mm) pourrait éviter ces inconvénients et permettre à une horloge miniature de profiter 
des avantages d’une lampe à décharge de Rb, dont la longueur d’onde intrinsèquement correcte 
des lignes D de Rb ainsi qu’une très basse dérive de fréquence. 
Dans le cadre du projet MACQS (financé par le Fonds National Suisse), une source micro-usinée 
(1 cm x 1 cm x 0.3 cm) de décharge à barrière diélectrique de Rb (DBD) a donc été élaboré pour 
pompage optique dans des horloges atomiques ou magnétomètres. La caractérisation, 
l'optimisation et la performance de cette source sont présentées dans cette thèse.  L'objectif 
principal de cette recherche est de développer une source de lumière Rb qui peut répondre à une 
exigence de durée de vie de plusieurs années et d'identifier les conditions de fonctionnement 
correspondant à une sortie d'au moins 10 μW de la ligne D du Rb, avec moins de 0.2% de 
fluctuations de puissance optique de moins d’une seconde, tout en minimisant la puissance 
d’entrée à la source (idéalement moins de quelques dizaines de mW). Ce travail de recherche 
présente pour la première fois d’une cellule micro-usinée Rb décharge de plasma. 
Les conditions de fonctionnement optimales, y compris le matériel (Al, In, ITO) et la géométrie 
de l’électrode, la pression du gaz tampon (Ar, He, N2 2 à 100 mbar), la fréquence d'entraînement 
(2-500 MHz) et la température de la cellule (25 °C à 180 °C), ont été déterminés 
expérimentalement pour permettre une consommation de faible puissance et une opération de la 
lampe optiquement stable. Des circuits de résonance LC en série ont été développés pour 
transférer le maximum de puissance aux lampes harmonisés à une impédance de 50 Ω, pour une 
opération efficace à toutes les fréquences désirées.  Une puissance optique totale de 140 μW fut 
obtenue en couplant moins de 20 mW à la cellule de décharge, allant jusqu’à 15 µW et 9 µW sur 
les lignes D2 et D1 du Rb, respectivement.  La lampe Rb fut opérée de façon continue pour six 
mois, les résultats indiquant que la lampe pourrait fonctionner de façon fiable sans dégradations 
significative de performance. Des résultats préliminaires de tests de pompage optique de la 
cellule, effectués à l’aide d’un montage d’essai de magnétométrie sont aussi présentés.   
La performance démontrée de la lampe optimisée montre le grand potentiel de ces sources 
micro-usinée de lumière étant capables d’opérer avec une grande stabilité et permettant la 
création d’une nouvelle catégorie d’horloges atomiques très compactes et de capteurs quantiques. 
Mots-clés: horloges atomiques, rubidium, décharge à barrière diélectrique, microfabrication, 
collage anodique, plasma RF, soudure étanche, double résonance  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Time is one of the most obviously perceivable dimensions and yet one of the hardest quantities 
to define without circularity. Time, along with space, defines human life, history, present, future, 
power, speed, change and all discernible entities. It is mainly because of its easily perceivable 
nature and its ability to enable comprehensible communications that the Euclidean space-time 
perspective (and the more general space-time continuum) has remained the dominant perception 
among humans. Most humans have evolved with this perception, understanding and accepting 
the circular nature of its dimensions’ definitions, and quantifying it to the level of precision and 
accuracy as needed. A time precision of a day or so might still be acceptable for some cases, for 
example, say a postal delivery, and it is expressible through several means including a simple 
verbal form of communication. But for an application such as the now ubiquitous GPS (Global 
Positioning System) receiver, a time precision of less than one billionth of a second might be 
required to accurately give the user’s position on earth. There are several existing and emerging 
device technologies, such as quartz oscillators and MEMS-based micro-resonators, that can 
potentially realize such a high-precision time signal which is communicable through electrical 
means – the most accurate and precise device till date being the atomic clock. 
 
Figure 1.1: The different types of atomic clocks classified according to size, power, cost and performance. 
Picture sources: [L-R]: NIST, HP Inc., Spectratime SA, Symmetricom Inc., Laptech Inc. Data source: [1].  
Atomic clocks monitor and manipulate atomic transitions to use the transition frequencies as 
references to produce a high precision time signal (more details in section 1.1). Today there exist 
several varieties of atomic clocks that exploit different atomic transition frequencies, atom/ion 
containment methods, and interrogation schemes for the realization of highly accurate and stable 
frequency references. Their frequency instability (Allan deviation) and accuracy generally scales 
inversely with total clock size. For example, atomic fountain clocks (the primary Cs fountain 
frequency standard) provide the most accurate frequency references (clock uncertainty down to 
less than 10-15) but occupy volumes of several m3 and consume hundreds of watts of power. On 
the other side of the size-scale are the compact vapor-cell 87Rb Double-Resonance (DR) 
microwave frequency standard (overall volumes of 100-1000 cm3), that bring the benefits of 
atomic clocks to applications where mass, volume, and power consumption of the clock are an 
issue, e.g. navigation systems [2], network synchronization and digital communication systems 
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[3]. Even smaller miniature and chip-scale atomic clocks have volumes of a few cm3 and lower, 
and consume <100 mW of power are now emerging from research to applications, in response 
to a large demand for portable or remote operations [4]. Alkali metals like Rb or Cs are preferred 
for atomic clocks because of their single valence electron and a relatively simple atomic energy 
structure when compared to other elements, which is important for a straight-forward 
interrogation.  
The compact Rb vapor-cell DR clocks use light emitted by a Rb discharge lamp for optical 
pumping and detection of the atomic transitions (explained in section 1.1). [A minimum of few 
µW on the Rb D1 or D2 line is required from the lamp for detectable optical pumping in DR 
clocks (experimentally determined)] These Rb discharge lamps [5],  are typically spherical (5-
10 mm diameter), glass-blown cells filled with a few hundred μg of Rb and a few mbar of a 
starter/buffer gas for easier ignition of the plasma, which is inductively coupled by an external 
coil. These lamps operate very well for compact clocks due to the intrinsically correct light 
frequency for optical pumping (Rb lines), technical simplicity, slow frequency drift (aging), and 
long lifetime. However, they cannot be used for miniature and chip-scale atomic clocks due to 
their high power consumption (several Watts), large size and non-planar geometry which prevent 
compact integration (chip-stack configuration, for example) and portable operation requirements 
[6]. Hence, the DR approach has been a challenge for chip-scale clocks [3] and the Coherent 
Population Trapping (CPT) approach was widely chosen [7], [8], [9] where a VCSEL (vertical 
cavity surface emitting laser diode) [10] is used to create a coherent “dark state” in the atomic 
sample [11]. The CPT technique also avoids the necessity of a microwave cavity which makes it 
easier to achieve such ultra-compact sizes. Some studies have been published on the realization 
of chip-scale clocks using DR or non-CPT methods but they also employ VCSELs [12], [13]. 
While VCSELs offer several advantages including compact size (~mm3), planar substrates, easy 
integration with other microfabricated components, and low power consumption (few mW), 
they have several undesirable characteristics including a strong temperature dependence of the 
output D line wavelength, ageing effects [3], long-term reliability concerns (prone to failures 
caused by events such as ESD) [14] and availability issues. Rb plasma discharge lamps 
intrinsically produce the D lines and their wavelengths are not dependent on temperature. They 
are also known to have a linear frequency aging of less than 10-13/day [15], with an average Rb 
diffusion rate (main performance-limiting mechanism) of 50 years into the glass walls of mm-
scale lamps [16]. Hence, a mm-scale planar low-power Rb plasma discharge light source would 
avoid these limitations of the VCSELs and would extend the inherent advantages of Rb 
discharges and hence the DR technique to miniature atomic clocks. 
This thesis presents the development and characterization of a microfabricated (1x1x0.3 cm3) 
planar Rb capacitively-coupled dielectric barrier discharge light source that can be used for stable 
optical pumping in miniature DR atomic clocks and quantum sensors. The microfabricated light 
sources were experimentally tested within a wide range of input conditions including drive 
frequency, input power, electrode material and geometry, buffer gas pressure, temperature and 
discharge gap length to identify the suitable operating conditions for a low-power operation. A 
stable optical power of 10 µW with less than 0.2% fluctuations (in the seconds scale) on the Rb 
D2 line was achieved when the power consumed by the Rb cell was less than 19 mW. The light 
source was also demonstrated to operate without any functional problems for at least six 
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months, emitting a stable 100 µW of total optical power at 100 °C (corresponds to 6 µW of Rb 
D2 line power). They are thus found to be stable and robust, showing high potential towards 
enabling a new class of highly compact atomic clocks and quantum sensors. 
This research was part of an overarching project: ‘Miniature atomic clocks and quantum sensors’, 
funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation, where the primary objective was to study and 
develop the physics package of a miniature double-resonance atomic clock (refer section 1.3 for 
more details). 
The following sections in this chapter details: (1) the basic concepts of the primary target 
application of this research – the Rb DR atomic clock and (2) the current state-of-art miniature 
atomic clocks and Rb discharge lamps. Separate sections summarizing the thesis objectives and 
the structure of this thesis report, and the overarching project details are included in this chapter. 
1.1  Double-resonance atomic clocks 
The principle of operation of an atomic clock is to exploit an atomic resonance as a reference to 
stabilize the frequency of a quartz oscillator.  
 
Figure 1.2: A schematic illustration of the double-resonance interrogation technique to produce the high-
precision time signal. 
In a double-resonance (DR) Rb atomic clock [17], this resonance is the “clock” transition 
between the two ground-state hyperfine levels of 87Rb, at a microwave frequency near 6.83 GHz 
(52S1/2 state, |F=2, mF=0〉 to |F=1, mF=0〉), detected on atoms maintained in a small Rb 
resonance cell, as shown in Figure 1.2. Pumping light from a lamp or laser resonant with the Rb 
D1 or D2 line (795.0 nm or 780.2 nm, respectively) illuminates the cell and creates a ground-
state polarization in the atoms. The clock transition is then detected by applying a microwave 
field to the atoms via a microwave-cavity placed around the cell, and the resonance manifests 
itself as a narrow dip in pump-light power transmitted through the cell versus microwave 
frequency. The frequency of a voltage-controlled quartz oscillator is locked to this dip using 
phase-sensitive detection and the continuous phase-correction voltage helps actualize a highly 
precise time/frequency signal from the quartz oscillator. As it can be seen from Figure 1.2, a 
85Rb filter cell can be used to filter out the (52S1/2 state, |F=2, mF=0〉 to 52P1/2, 3.2 states) spectral 
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line from the 87Rb lamp, to create the necessary nonthermal population distribution (imbalance) 
in the 87Rb 52S1/2 states in the resonance cell. This is because the 85Rb’s F=3 state naturally 
happens to be degenerate with the 87Rb’s F=2 state and hence enables this easy filtering. For this 
reason, Rb is preferred over Cs for double-resonance clocks. 
1.2 Current state-of-the-art portable vapor-cell atomic clocks 
Portable vapor-cell atomic clocks can be roughly divided into three categories primarily based on 
size: high-performance atomic clocks (package volume: ~1000 cm3, typical fractional frequency 
stability: 10-14 to 10-13 τ1/2), compact atomic clocks (100-300 cm3, 10-13 to 10-11 τ1/2), and miniature 
or chip-scale atomic clocks (few cm3-tens of cm3, 10-11 to 10-10 τ1/2) (Figure 1.3) [18], [7].  
 
Figure 1.3: Photographs of high-performance (XPRO, Symmetricom), compact (LCR-900, Spectratime) 
and chip-scale (SA.45s, Symmetricom) Rb vapor-cell atomic clocks.  
Most miniature/chip-scale atomic clocks (MACs/CSACs), reported so far use the coherent 
population trapping (CPT) interrogation technique, as mentioned earlier, where a VCSEL 
(Figure 1.4) is used for Rb optical pumping. The smallest and most low-power consuming CSAC 
reported so far was developed and optimized by researchers at NIST [19], where the physics 
package occupies a volume of 12 mm3, with 195 mW of power consumption to give a short-term 
frequency stability of 4x10-11 τ1/2. In the higher size scale, a 10 cm3, ~200 mW power consuming 
MAC with a short-term stability of 4x10-10 τ1/2 was reported by Lutwak et. al. [18] for military 
communication applications. These are laboratory or non-commercial standards while the only 
commercial CSAC/MAC, available since 2011, was developed by Symmetricom where the 
reported timing accuracy is around 10-10 τ1/2 with an overall package volume of 16 cm3 and a 
power consumption of 110 mW. These are the current state-of-the-art miniature and chip-scale 
clocks. 
 
Figure 1.4: An example VCSEL used by Serkland et. al. [9] and a typical Rb discharge lamp with an 
excitation coil around it to ignite an inductively-coupled plasma. 
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This research reports on a miniature Rb discharge lamp for use in a miniature DR clock. The 
current commercially available DR clocks using a discharge lamp are typically compact-size 
clocks, for example, the LCR-900 by Spectratime, which is 74x77x40 mm3 in size, consuming 
around 10 W of power with a short-term frequency stability of 1x10-11 τ1/2. The Rb discharge 
lamps typically used in these clocks are inductively-coupled glass-blown lamps, similar to the one 
shown in Figure 1.4. They are typically spherical, consume several Watts of power and require 
excitation coils around the cell making them unsuitable for miniature clocks. However, these are 
the current and existing state-of-the-art DR clocks and Rb discharge lamps and this research 
aims to extend the benefits of DR clocks and the discharge lamps to the miniature scale. 
1.3  Miniature atomic clocks and quantum sensors (MACQS) project 
The research work presented in this report was part of an overarching project called the MACQS 
project where the objective was to develop and study the key building blocks that are required 
for the realization of miniature DR atomic clocks and quantum sensors. The project started on 
July 1st, 2009 and was funded by the Sinergia project fund of the Swiss National Science 
Foundation. One of the key notes of this project is its multi-disciplinary approach; involving 
scientific teams specialized in the fields of atomic physics, microwave engineering, micro 
fabrication, material science, and photonics, brought together to exchange the know-how of 
different disciplines and work on this novel application. 
The envisioned miniature DR Rb atomic clock, planned in this project, is shown in Figure 1.5 
and consists of a microfabricated Rb plasma light source, an optional micro-fabricated 85Rb filter, 
a micro-fabricated Rb resonance cell which is enclosed by a miniaturized microwave cavity, and a 
photodetector. The Rb plasma light source intrinsically emits at the correct wavelengths, Rb D1 
and D2 lines, as required for optical pumping in a Rb clock, after excitation, when Rb atoms 
decay from the 52P1/2, 3/2 states back to the ground state 52S1/2. The different excitation methods 
and the physics involved are discussed in detail in the following chapters.  
Research partners from five laboratories participated in this project:  
(1) Laboratoire Temps-Fréquence (LTF), University of Neuchâtel,  
(2) Sensors, Actuators and Microsystems Laboratory (SAMLAB), EPFL, 
(3) Microsystems for Space Technologies Laboratory (LMTS), EPFL, 
(4) Laboratory of Electromagnetics and Acoustics (LEMA), EPFL, 
(5) Laboratory of Microengineering for Manufacturing (LPM), EPFL 
All laboratories worked together towards reaching the miniature DR atomic clock package 
(represented in Figure 1.5) while each lab had their own responsibilities and research focuses. 
LTF were the project coordinators, focusing on studies of the atomic physics aspects for 
miniature atomic clocks, in particular on laser and microwave DR spectroscopy in 
microfabricated alkali vapor cells. SAMLAB worked on the development of miniature Rb cells 
including both anodically bonded and low-temperature Indium bonded Rb vapor cells for 
discharge light source and resonance cell applications. The primary focus of LEMA was on 
designing and developing a miniature microwave cavity required to sustain the double-resonance 
in the Rb DR clock. LPM worked on developing a packaging solution for the miniature clock, 
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creating heating and microwave components and also worked on developing low-temperature 
hermetic sealing techniques for Rb vapor cells.  
 
Figure 1.5: A schematic representation of the envisioned miniature Rb DR atomic clock showing all the 
microfabricated components and the electronics inside a package volume within few cm3. 
The main research focus of LMTS was to develop a microfabricated Rb discharge light source 
for the target Rb DR clock and the work done towards achieving this goal is presented here in 
this thesis. The LMTS worked in collaboration with the other labs: SAMLAB provided with the 
miniature Rb vapor cells for the lamp design (microfabrication by Dr. Yves Pétremand), LTF 
(Dr. Christoph Affolderbach) helped with the lamp optical pumping tests with their expertise 
and resources for such tests, aspects of lamp and clock designs and many spectroscopical studies 
throughout the project, and LPM (Fabrizio Vecchio and Dr. Thomas Maeder) assisted with their 
manufacturing technology resources to collaborate on developing low-temperature Rb hermetic 
sealing techniques and LTCC-integrated lamp modules.  
This research project not only focused on a fully integrated miniature atomic clock, but also on 
more innovative and prospective scientific studies on selected relevant topics and challenges that 
may lead to separate and more product-oriented developments. The developed building blocks 
may also constitute the basic components of other quantum sensors (atomic magnetometers, 
atomic gyroscopes, etc.) and future quantum communication systems. This project is of high 
significance to several communities including timing and frequency, communications and to 
portable technologies in general as its impact could possibly pave the way towards a new 
generation of miniature and highly reliable atomic clocks and quantum sensors. 
1.4  Thesis objectives and report structure 
The aim of this research is to develop a low-power miniature rubidium plasma light source for 
optical pumping in miniature or chip-scale atomic clocks.  
• The device needs to be easily integrable with the other components of the miniature DR 
atomic clock and hence desired to be planar, with a size equal to or less than 10 x 10 x 3 
mm3, for a simple stack configuration of components. 
• The power consumption of the light source needs to be less than tens of mW and 
preferably as low as possible.  
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• A minimum of 5 μW optical power on one of the Rb D lines with less than 0.2% short-
term fluctuations is required for stable optical pumping and an acceptable clock 
performance.  
• The device needs to be robust with a minimum lifetime of several years. 
The scientific objectives of this research: 
• To study the physics behind plasma discharge emission from a mm-scale light source and 
identify the optimal operating conditions for maximum Rb D line emission 
• To develop a power-efficient rf circuitry to drive the planar light source and identify the 
steps that can be taken to minimize power losses 
• To develop an electrical model of the Rb light source and drive circuit to calculate the 
power coupled to the discharge gap and estimate the output Rb D line power for a given 
set of cell and input conditions 
• To experimentally observe and understand the effects of buffer gas, pressure, input 
frequency and other discharge gap parameters on the performance of the Rb light source 
The design and development of miniature Rb light sources, followed by the characterization and 
optimization of the developed microfabricated Rb dielectric barrier discharge light source, to 
achieve these thesis objectives, are reported in the following chapters and a brief outline of the 
chapters are mentioned below for reference. 
Chapter 2 gives the introduction to the physics of plasma discharges, the phenomenon of 
impact excitations leading to discharge emissions and the methods to achieve a high magnitude 
of these emissions by applying alternating (RF-AC) electric fields. Using the RF-AC approach, 
the electrodes can be placed outside the discharge gap. This would enable a longer device 
lifetime, as the predominant lifetime limiting process of electrode erosion from electron and 
ionic bombardment is avoided.  
The importance of adding a low-pressure buffer gas to a Rb vapor cell to enable a low electrical 
breakdown power, and the suitable gases and pressure ranges for the first prototype are reported. 
A literature survey outlining the available drive design options for the light source are discussed. 
The conceptually ideal frequency for the lowest breakdown power for a mm-scale light source is 
identified to be in the range when the transit time of electrons in the applied alternating electric 
field starts to get higher than half the time period of the applied field cycle. This corresponds to 
a drive frequency in the 1-50 MHz range for an optimal low-pressure buffer-gas filled Rb light 
source with a discharge gap in the few mm length scale. An external and parallel electrode 
geometry (dielectric barrier discharge or DBD design) to ignite a capacitively-coupled plasma 
(CCP) discharge was chosen for the planar mm-scale gap cell fabrication and characterization.  
Chapter 3 reports on the miniature rubidium DBD cell design, fabrication and development. 
The exact cell requirements including cell geometry, materials and pressure for achieving the 
desired performance are discussed. The explosive properties of Rb with air or water make it 
challenging to hermetically seal Rb in an optically-transparent miniature cell. The current state-
of-the-art miniature Rb vapor cell fabrication techniques are reported including the anodic 
bonding technique used to fabricate the cells used in this research. The suitable cell gap 
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conditions for a high Rb light output and a low breakdown power are analyzed based on kinetic 
theory and the ionization properties of different gases reported in literature. This study was 
important for determining an educated set of starting conditions for developing the first 
prototype of Rb vapor cells. A novel low-temperature (<140 °C with 58Bi42Sn) Rb dispensing 
and solder-sealing technique is reported, which was developed in collaboration with Dr. Thomas 
Maeder and Mr. Fabrizio Vecchio at LPM, EPFL for producing mm-scale planar Rb vapor cells. 
The electrode deposition methods used in this research are also discussed including a full list of 
cells used for characterization experiments. 
 
Figure 1.6: A microfabricated Rb DBD light source, with the LC drive circuit, emitting discharges when 
driven with radio-frequency power. 
Chapter 4 reports on the rf drive circuit development for the Rb DBD cell. The drive circuit 
needed to achieve a high voltage amplification across the lamp-cell with the lowest power input, 
allowing for a Rb D line output for at least few µW with ideally tens of mW (or lower) power 
consumption. The developed LC series resonant drive circuits for voltage amplification across 
the Rb cell and impedance matching of the cell-load to the source to 50 Ω at all desired 
frequencies between 2-500 MHz, are discussed. An electrical model of the Rb cell and the load-
impedance models in MATLAB [20] and PSPICE [21], developed to calculate the voltage and 
power coupled to the discharge gap and the different power loss mechanisms, are also discussed. 
Chapter 5 reports on the performance of the developed miniature Rb DBD lamp (Figure 1.6) at 
different operating conditions observed by experimentally varying different input variables 
(electrical power and frequency, electrode material and geometry, cell pressure and temperature) 
within an identified range of interest, and using different electrical and optical experimental 
characterization techniques. The effect of temperature, the observed red-mode transitions and 
also the observed lifetime and reliability characteristics of the Rb lamp are reported. 
Chapter 6 reports on the experiments and simulations performed towards the optimization of 
the discharge gap parameters for improving the light source performance. The electrical 
breakdown power and the optical stability characteristics for different buffer gases, pressures and 
discharge gap lengths are reported. Visual observation of DBDs and rf discharges at different 
input conditions are reported. The developed COMSOL [22] simulation model and the observed 
electron properties including electron density, electron temperature at relevant operating 
conditions are reported and discussed. 
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Chapter 7 reports on the preliminary optical pumping tests conducted using a custom-built 
magnetometer test setup to demonstrate the optical pumping ability of the Rb DBD lamp. The 
test setup and its components are explained and the pumping results obtained from inductively-
coupled Rb lamps on a microfabricated Rb resonance cell are also reported. 
Chapter 8 gives the summary of all the observed results and the conclusions identified from this 
research, discussing the high potential of this Rb light source for the next generation of 
miniature atomic clocks. 
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Chapter 2 Electrically-induced plasma discharge 
emission 
The primary thesis objective is to develop a stable and low-power consuming miniature rubidium 
discharge light source and hence, it is important to understand the physics behind efficient 
discharge emission. The basic concepts of discharge emission, relevant to this work, are 
discussed in this chapter, starting with a description of single atomic events, followed by 
statistical processes, electrically induced discharges and high frequency discharges. Single atomic 
events explain the fundamental processes governing the discharge physics while the statistical 
processes act as useful monitors for designing and developing a discharge light source. Electrical 
breakdown and the theoretical effects of the electrical frequency and gas conditions on the 
discharge behavior are discussed, finally arriving at the idea of dielectric barrier discharge light 
sources. The main goal of this chapter is to help the reader understand the fundamental concepts 
and logic behind choosing the rubidium discharge light source design (discussed in the next 
chapter).  
While the basic concepts discussed in this chapter can be found in several books, the primary 
references for this chapter are [23], [24], especially for sections 2.2-2.5. 
Plasma discharge light sources 
Plasma discharges have been commonly used in several light source applications, including the 
prevalent neon lamps and fluorescent tubes 
(Figure 2.1). In the miniature scale, the best 
examples are the plasma television panels where 
millions of micro plasma-cells filled with buffer 
gas and phosphors are ignited to create the 
necessary output light combinations for displays 
Figure 2.1c. Some plasma excimer light sources 
are also used for medical and skin treatments 
[25]. Most of the commercial plasma light 
sources are electrically-powered at various 
frequencies and exploit the impact ionization 
process for a high power efficiency output and 
the use of phosphors for high photon efficiency. 
Here, in this research, a similar approach (no 
phosphors necessary) using the impact ionization process is implemented and the fundamental 
physics approach needed for developing a power-efficient rubidium discharge emission from a 
mm-scale light source is discussed in the following sections. 
2.1  Gas discharge plasmas 
Gas discharge plasma or low-temperature plasma is the type of plasma state that is used for 
rubidium discharge emission in the light sources in this research and hence they are introduced 
in this section starting with the definition of the plasma state. The plasma state, often referred to 
as the fourth state of matter, is essentially a gas containing a non-negligible amount of ionized 
Figure 2.1: Some examples of plasma discharge
light sources: (a) a common neon sign, Source:
perma-laboratories.com (b) fluorescent light
tubes Source: best-b2b.com and (c) plasma TV
which uses at least several thousand plasma
discharge cells for the display. 
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species (Figure 2.2). More specifically, when a gas 
contains roughly more than 1 ppm of ionized species 
or charge carriers, like electrons and ions, it can be 
said to be in the plasma state. The ionization degree 
can vary from 1 ppm (partially ionized gas) to 100% 
(fully ionized gas). There are several ways to classify 
the plasma state, based on temperature, degree of 
ionization, density of ionized species and 
electromagnetic properties. The most fundamental 
classification is based on the temperature of the 
plasma: (1) high-temperature or fusion plasmas, (2) 
low-temperature or gas discharge plasmas. High 
temperature plasmas are ubiquitous being responsible 
for almost all the visible radiation emitted from stars. They are said to be in thermal equilibrium 
and can also be generated in tokamaks using magnetic fusion reactions [26]. Thermal equilibrium 
implies that the temperature of all species (electrons, ions and neutral species) is the same. Low-
temperature or gas discharge plasmas, on the other hand, correspond to a relatively low degree 
of ionization and can be classified into LTE (local thermal equilibrium) or non-LTE plasmas. 
Only the gas discharge plasma is discussed further in this study. The word ‘discharge’ originates 
from ‘electrical discharges’ – the term used to describe any flow of electric charge through a gas 
or liquid. 
Local thermal equilibrium (LTE) denotes that the temperature of all plasma species are the same 
in localized areas in the plasma. While many parameters play a role in determining this property, 
the gas pressure and the length of plasma interactions can be used to narrow down and 
understand the overall physics of the gas discharge plasma. A high gas pressure (for an infinite 
length of plasma interactions) implies many collisions between the various plasma species leading 
to an efficient energy exchange between the various plasma species leading closer to equal 
temperatures and an LTE plasma. Lower the gas pressure, lower collisions leading to higher 
differences in temperatures of plasma species and a non-LTE plasma. Now, for a finite length of 
plasma interactions (bound by glass walls for instance), when the gas pressure is low enough for 
the collision mean free path to become comparable to this finite length, the plasma reaches 
highly non-LTE conditions with a significant amount of energy and plasma species lost to walls. 
Designing conditions for sustaining LTE discharges are typically useful for any application that 
requires heating [27], [28] but is not necessary for discharge light sources or other non-heating 
applications [29] as other parameters like power consumption and geometry dictate the discharge 
conditions. But as LTE discharges are more stable and homogeneous, design conditions can be 
chosen to work closer towards the LTE domain while meeting the performance requirements of 
the discharge device.  
2.2 Excitation phenomena in gases 
Direct experimental evidence from the scattering of particles and electrons by thin foils, and 
from the diffraction of X-rays, and indirect evidence from the spectra of the elements, leads to 
the conclusion that an atom consists of a central positive charge, the nucleus, surrounded by 
Figure 2.2: A schematic and simplistic 
illustration of a plasma state consisting of 
a non-negligible density of charged 
entities in a gas. 
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electron clouds, the whole structure being electrically 
neutral. An example schematic of a Neon atom is shown in 
Figure 2.3. Almost the entire mass of the atom is 
concentrated in the nucleus, the mass of the electrons 
being negligible in comparison. The electron clouds 
extends over a geometrical region (sphere of radius in the 
order of Angstroms in the case of an s-orbital, lobes in the 
case of p-orbitals and higher), centered about the nucleus. 
This region consists mostly of empty space, within which 
there are constantly varying electric fields but it appears 
electrically neutral outside the sphere. This structure, when 
placed in a sufficiently strong electric field, can be 
disrupted by displacing the electrons which leads to either 
exciting or polarizing/ionizing the atom. In this section, 
some relevant concepts required to understand the 
excitation phenomena in gas atoms are discussed. 
2.2.1 Motion of particles in a gas 
Gas atoms in a system can be excited to higher 
energy states by supplying energy to the atoms. 
This can be done through several external means 
including thermal excitation by increasing the 
temperature of the system or by accelerating 
charged species by applying an electric field. 
Irrespective of the external source of energy, the 
energy is scattered and distributed among the 
gaseous entities in the system via collisions and 
hence it is important to understand the physics of 
particles in motion. Here, the fundamental atomic 
events involving the motion of particles or species 
(both charged and neutral) are discussed using the 
kinetic theory of gases and the quantum 
mechanical model of an atom. Assuming all 
particles are hard spheres, the effective cross-
section area of collision, Ac, of two particles of 
radii r1 and r2, can be given by, Ac = π.(r1 + r2)2. 
When there is only one type of gas atoms with diameter d or when there are several types of gas 
atoms in significant proportions with d being the diameter of the largest atom, the atomic 
collision cross-section would be Ac = π.d2. The mean free path, λ, which is defined as the 
distance between two collisions in a gas, of an atom can be given by [30]: 
2
total distance travelled by the atom
number of collisions
1
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Figure 2.3: A schematic model of a 
Ne atom (example) with electrons 
distributed in the various orbitals 
held by the positively charged 
proton centric nucleus at different 
energy levels. Source: Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Figure 2.4: A schematic representation of an 
electron impact collision with a gas atom 
leading to different possible atomic transitions 
after collision depending on the incoming 
electron’s kinetic energy, Ee [23]. 
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where L is the total distance travelled by the atom and n is the number of atoms in a unit 
volume. The √2 factor is because the average velocity of the atoms is defined as the root mean 
square velocity and hence the average root mean square number of collisions, considering that all 
atoms are always moving, is increased by √2. This formula (2.1) also applies to ions as they are 
only negligibly lighter than the mass of an atom. Depending on the charge carrier and the 
amount of charge, they can have shorter mean free paths due to electrostatic forces and this is 
sometimes compensated using a small numerical factor. 
Table 2.1: Different types of collisions in a gaseous system and the resulting atomic transitions [23], [24]. 
No. Type of atomic interaction Remarks 
1 Elastic collisions where the 
kinetic energy is conserved within 
the colliding species 
All collisions involving only elastic scattering of the colliding 
species after collision. 
2 Elastic momentum transfer 
collisions 
Usually between same species where there is a momentum 
transfer but the total kinetic energy is conserved within the 
colliding entities. 
3 Atomic excitation by electron 
collisions 
When the energy of the electrons exceeds the excitation 
potential of the atom. In the collision, however, the linear 
momentum and angular momentum about the common centre 
of mass must be conserved. 
4 Atomic excitation by collisions 
with neutral atoms and ions 
Same physics as 3 but occurs when atoms collide with 
accelerated ions or neutral atoms with high kinetic energy 
5 Multiple excitation, energy 
pooling collisions and auto-
ionization collisions 
When more than one electron in an atom are raised to higher 
atomic energy levels, the total energy of the doubly excited 
atom can be more than the first ionization energy (IE1) of the 
atom, leading to ionization, or if less than IE1 leading to higher 
state excitation. 
6 Atomic ionization by electron 
collisions 
When the colliding electron has a higher kinetic energy than 
the ionization potential of the atom 
7 Multiple ionization When an ion collides with an electron with higher kinetic 
energy than the atom’s higher ionization potentials (IE2 to 
remove the second electron) 
8 Ionization of excited atoms When an excited atom collides with an entity with kinetic 
energy more than the difference between IE1 and the excited 
level. 
9 Inelastic collisions between 
atoms and ions 
Momentum transfer collisions between atoms or ions leading 
to ionization or charge transfer between ions and neutral atoms
10 Penning ionization Ionization when an excited atom collides with a neutral atom 
with ionization energy less than the internal energy of the 
excited atom, with any surplus energy carried away by the 
released electron. This type of collision can also be called 
superelastic. 
11 Photo-excitation and photo-
ionization 
A photon on energy hν can be absorbed by an atom or 
molecule, exciting it to a higher state. If this energy is >IE1 of 
the atom, then this results in ionization. 
12 Electron attachment Electrons colliding with certain atoms can become attached, 
forming negative ions. The probability of attachment is 
greatest for electrons with low energy (~1 eV) as they are easier 
to be held by the atomic field. 
If particles having a random velocity, vr, have a mean free path, λ, the number of collisions each 
particle makes with the gas atoms/molecules per second (or the collision frequency), ν, is: 
ν = vr/λ (Figure 2.4). There are fundamentally three types of collisions: (1) elastic collisions 
where the total kinetic energy of the colliding species is the same after collision, (2) elastic 
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momentum transfer collisions and (3) inelastic momentum transfer collisions. The momentum 
transfer collisions with atoms can possibly lead to any of the following three atomic processes: 
(1) ionization, (2) excitation or (3) recombination and electron attachment. The collision 
frequency for momentum transfer, νm, is the frequency at which an electron loses all its 
momentum in collisions, and can be given by νm = ν.(1 – cos(θ)) where θ is the scattering angle of 
collision [30]. In order to understand the physics behind atomic/molecular excitation and 
discharge emission, the different types of collisions and the related atomic processes are 
discussed briefly below. 
2.2.2 Types of collisions 
The types of collisions in a gas are classified based on the involved species and the result of the 
collision (shown in Table 2.1) [23], [24]. This set of collisions considered here covers all the 
important types of atomic transitions that can result from two gaseous entities colliding in a 
system. This is especially relevant for the results discussed in section 6.2.2.  
For a finite gaseous system, there are walls which play an important role in determining the 
discharge physics of the system as the gaseous entities interact with the wall material. Table 2.2 
shows the primary surface processes involved in a gas system due to wall collisions and these are 
especially relevant to the results discussed in section 6.2.2. Surface processes play an important 
role in determining the discharge physics in the system when there are significant amount of 
electrons reaching and interacting with the walls. When the wall is a metal, all surface processes 
considered here are relevant while for dielectric or insulating walls, field and thermionic emission 
can be considered negligible for low-field applications like discharge light sources. The dominant 
surface process is the secondary electron emission, whose yield depends on the dielectric 
material used. 
An atom in an excited state, before it collides with another entity, can decay back to its ground 
state by emitting a quantum of energy equal to the energy difference between the ground and 
excited state. For a rubidium discharge lamp, it is important to maximize the quantum of 
rubidium decay transitions necessary for the clock transition, to achieve a high power output of 
the required discharge wavelength. In order to do that, it is useful to consider the overall 
statistical processes in the system rather than single atomic events, to avoid the high 
computational complexities and also for the immediate significance of statistical parameters for 
developing the discharge light source parameters. Single atomic events govern the discharge 
physics, but it is impossible to understand the system behavior by following these single 
events as all the species are widely distributed in their energies [23]. Hence, a statistical 
model is used for this purpose and is discussed in the next section. 
2.2.3 Electron energy distribution 
The statistical electron energy distribution functions including the electron temperature and 
electron density are useful parameters to easily characterize and estimate the lamp discharge 
emission properties. The most important statistical factor is the energy distribution of the 
electrons. This is because the electron mean energy is usually considerably greater than that of 
the gas atoms/molecules or ions and their distributions vary appreciably with gases and applied 
field conditions. However, ions, because of their large mass and rapid energy loss properties due 
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to elastic collisions, have a Maxwellian distribution of velocities similar to that of the neutral 
atoms [23]. 
Table 2.2: Different types of wall collisions in a finite gaseous system leading to electron emissions [30]. 
No. Type of wall interaction Remarks 
1 Field emission The application of a sufficiently large electric field can change the 
shape of the potential barrier from a rectangle to a triangle and 
allow for an electron in the potential well to escape through the 
barrier to a free state of the same potential energy. The typical 
minimum electric field required for this emission is around 
106 V/m.  
2 Secondary electron emission When electrons strike a solid surface, a fraction of them are 
reflected with hardly any loss of energy, but the majority penetrate 
the structure of the solid causing the emission of secondary 
electrons. The ratio between the total number of ejected electrons 
and the number of incident primary electrons is called the 
secondary electron emission coefficient, δ. δ rises with the energy 
of the primary electrons reaching a maximum value (at several 
hundred eV for most substances). δ value is usually between 1 and 
2 for most glasses. 
3 Thermionic emission The electrons in a material (especially metal) are distributed in the 
energy bands according to the Fermi-Dirac law and as the 
temperature increases, a few electrons can achieve sufficient 
energy to overcome the potential barrier at the surface and leave 
the solid. 
4 Photoelectric emission Electrons are ejected when photons with sufficient energy strike 
the surface, their maximum kinetic energy dependent on the 
frequency of the incident light (hν). The photoelectric yield, γ, 
depends on the surface properties including surface roughness, 
angle of incidence and state of polarization of the light. 
5 Electron emission due to 
bombardment of ions, 
excited and neutral atoms 
The primary mechanism involved in electron emission due to ion 
bombardment is the distortion of the potential barrier of the 
surface atoms due to its local electric field, giving the electrons in 
the upper Fermi level to tunnel through the barrier. The kinetic 
energies of the ions have been observed to have only a marginal 
effect in increasing the emission yield. However, neutral atoms 
can eject electrons from the surface only if they have sufficient 
kinetic energy before collision. 
6 Electron attachment Electrons can also temporarily attach to the surface atoms if they 
have a very low kinetic energy being held by the local field of the 
surface atoms. However, a strong external electric field would 
usually dominate the electron movement, hence reducing the 
probability of electron attachment. 
The electron energy distribution can be determined by the steady-state rate at which the number 
of electrons in a particular energy level is either (1) increased by slower free electrons gaining 
energy from the field and/or by faster electrons having lost different amounts of energy in elastic 
and inelastic collisions or (2) decreased by the electrons in this group losing momentum/energy 
through collisions. In steady-state conditions, the gain and loss of energy are equal and a 
constant energy distribution can be given by [23], 
εε df
n
dn ).(=           (2.2) 
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where dn/n is the fraction of electrons having energies in the range of ε to (ε+dε) and f is used 
to denote a function. There are broadly two types of electron energy distribution functions, 
either of which can be used to compute the energy distribution depending on the gas properties: 
(1) Druyvesteyn and (2) Maxwellian. Druyvesteyn is the energy distribution function when the 
only electron energy losses are by elastic collisions (assuming a constant electron mean free 
path), while the Maxwellian distribution applies when collisions between electrons (mutual 
repulsion) are dominant and responsible for the energy distribution. Both distributions are given 
below [23]: 
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where ε is the mean electron energy. It has been found that the Maxwellian distribution is 
usually a good approximation in molecular gases because of the widely distributed excitation 
levels of the gas up to the ionization potential [23]. For a given gas type, pressure and applied 
field conditions, the average electron energy would be low due to the molecules easily absorbing 
energy from electrons in a wide range of energies through inelastic losses. However, in noble 
gases, where the excitation levels are much closer to the ionization potential, the average electron 
energy is much higher than in molecular gases for the same input conditions (applied field and 
gas pressure). Hence, the Druyvesteyn distribution becomes a closer approximation for 
these gases which can easily form metastable excited states close to the ionization 
potential of the gas. Higher order approximations can also be included (Townsend-Ramsauer 
effect [24]) to take into the account the varying electron mean path with electron energy, but are 
not necessary for developing a discharge light source. 
For the maxwellian distribution, the ‘electron temperature’, Te, can be defined as [24]: 
2
2
1
2
3
re vmkT ==ε          (2.4) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and vr is the random velocity of an electron. The electron 
temperature or the mean electron temperature represents the mean energy of the electron energy 
distribution in a system. The overall transport phenomena, that is, drift and diffusion of the gas, 
depend on the mean electron temperature while the ionization and excitation processes depend 
more on the number of electrons in the high energy tail (electrons with energies higher than the 
respective ionization and excitation potentials). Due to this reason, the excitation 
phenomenon is always directly proportional but a slow varying function of the overall 
mean electron temperature. 
2.3  Electrically induced discharges 
Plasma discharges ignited and sustained by an applied electric field (implemented in this 
research) are electrically-induced discharges. Gas discharge emission (or rubidium vapor 
discharge emission here) in a system can be instigated by various forms of external energy, for 
example, by increasing the gas temperature or through chemical ignition. In fact, even without 
any external energy, statistics would show that a negligible amount of rubidium atoms emit 
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discharges even at room temperature without any external power. However, what is needed is a 
steady-state high power emission of these discharges with the minimum external power 
consumption and size requirements. Sustained or steady-state discharge emission by increasing 
the temperature would mean that the system needs to be heated to several thousands of Kelvin. 
In fact, the only efficient method to meet the performance requirements of the miniature light 
source is by using an external source of electrical energy. In this section, the basic concepts 
behind electrically induced discharges are discussed to define the electrical breakdown 
phenomenon and sustained discharge emission. 
All charged entities in a system can be influenced and accelerated by an external electric field. In 
a gas, there are always some free electrons present (currently accepted reason for this being due 
to cosmic radiation) that can be accelerated by applying a force (F = e.E where e is the electron 
charge and E is the applied electric field) due to the applied field. These accelerated electrons in 
turn transfer their momentum to the atoms through collisions. When the magnitude of the 
applied electric field is increased, the mean electron temperature increases and the collisions with 
atoms can lead to atomic excitation and ionizations. Ionization leads to the separation of the 
charge in the atom, creating two separate charge carriers: an ion and an electron after collision. 
With an increasing electric field, more ionization processes take place leading to the creation of 
large amounts of charge carriers with high momentum. At a specific value of the field, the gain in 
the electron density caused by ionization becomes equal to the loss of electrons by diffusion, 
recombination or attachment. In other words, an electron at least makes one ionizing 
collision to create at least one other free electron before getting lost through 
recombination or other processes. This value of the field corresponds to the ‘electrical 
breakdown’ of the gas, after which a self-sustained discharge emission is possible.  
Based on kinetic theory and experimental observations by researchers over time, electrical 
breakdowns have been classified broadly into: (1) drift-dominated breakdown and (2) 
diffusion-controlled breakdown. Considering a plasma volume confined by parallel plate 
electrodes (also applicable when the electrodes are covered with dielectric material) separated by 
a discharge gap length, d (Figure 2.5). To reach a steady-state plasma discharge emission, new 
charged particles (electrons and/or ions) have to be permanently generated in the plasma volume 
by applying a suitable electric field, and compensate all the loss processes of charged particles. 
When the discharge of the charged particles at the dielectric/electrode surface is the dominant 
loss process compared to the recombination of the charged particles in the discharge gap or the 
walls, the eventual electrical breakdown is said to be drift-dominated or drift-controlled where 
the charged particle losses are partially compensated by the release of secondary electrons from 
the dielectric/electrode surface. When the dominant loss process is the ambipolar diffusion and 
recombination of charged particles in the discharge gap/walls, the eventual electrical breakdown 
is said to be diffusion controlled [31]. A complete set of defining these breakdown conditions 
can be found in [24], and the relevant details are briefly mentioned below. 
Electron drift velocity 
Electrons moving through a gas in random directions with a wide distribution of velocities, when 
subjected to an electric field, E, has superimposed upon its random motion, a slow drift in the 
centre of the cluster in the direction of the field. The average drift velocity, vd, can be derived to 
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a first approximation by calculating the momentum gained by an electron along a free path in the 
field direction and assuming that the entire momentum is destroyed in a collision [23]. Averaging 
over all lengths and directions of free paths, the drift velocity can be given as [23]: 
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where λe is the electron mean free path, m is the mass of the electron, vr the random velocity, ν 
the collision frequency and µe is termed the electron mobility. This equation (2.5) is a close 
approximation as an exact derivation of the drift velocity would require knowledge of the exact 
electron energy distribution of the specific case and the variation of the electron mean free path 
with energy. One important note: higher gas pressure would mean a lower mean free path 
and the drift velocity is inversely proportional to the gas pressure and directly 
proportional to the applied field intensity. 
The drift of ions can be derived but is not of much significance to the light source design. This is 
because the ion has a relatively huge mass compared to the electron and hence almost ends up 
staying near the vicinity of neutral gas molecules long enough to polarize them. The resultant 
attractive force not only shortens the free path of the ion, but also causes a continuous exchange 
of momentum and this significantly reduces the drift velocity [23]. Hence, ion mobility or drift 
velocity is of significance only in very low field and frequency conditions and therefore 
considered negligible in all other cases.  
Electron diffusion coefficient 
All entities/particles in the gaseous state move about in random continuously colliding and 
exchanging momentum. If the number density of these particles is not uniform, the region of 
high particle density will transfer more momentum in the direction of regions with lower particle 
density than in the other directions. Hence, there results a net force on the particles driving them 
towards the region of low density and subsequently the current density under these conditions 
can be given by: J = -D.∇n, where n is the particle density and D is the diffusion coefficient. 
Using well-known kinetic theory methods, the D values have been derived for both ions and 
electrons: D = λ.vr/3 where λ and vr values of the respective ion or electron can be used [23]. As 
expected, the diffusion coefficient of the electrons are much higher than that of ions due to their 
smaller mass, longer mean free path and substantially larger random velocities. 
In a gaseous discharge system, for a given intensity of an applied electric field, both drift and 
diffusion phenomena take place, where the dominance of one over the other depends primarily 
on the input electrical polarity switching frequency and the gas type and pressure. However, both 
phenomena can be treated independently for conditions where the drift velocity is smaller or 
comparable to the random velocity. In these conditions, the electron energy distribution and the 
electrical breakdown can be said to be diffusion controlled with the whole set of electrons 
moving (or oscillating depending on the input) with a drift velocity. When the applied field 
intensity is very high, the drift velocity is much greater than the random velocity leading 
to drift-dominated electron distribution and temperature. 
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In summary, when the applied field and pressure conditions are such that a significant number 
of charged particles reach and discharge on the electrode/dielectric surface, the breakdown is 
drift-dominated. When most of the charged particles discharge through recombining collisions 
in the discharge gap or walls, the breakdown is diffusion controlled.  
2.4 Electrical breakdown in a steady (DC) electric field condition 
The electrical breakdown in the presence of a DC 
electric field is discussed and reviewed in this section for 
the light source design. The concepts reported in this 
section are also of fundamental importance to this 
research and for understanding the high-frequency 
discharges, discussed in the next section. The glow 
discharge regime, achieved after initiating electron 
avalanches and the Townsend breakdown, is the 
preferred operating regime for a light source due to its 
highly stable light output and low power consumption. 
The physics involved in these processes, the Paschen’s 
law, which has been widely used to estimate the 
breakdown power, and some details on the DC plasma 
lamp prototype developed at LMTS, prior to this 
research, are discussed in this section. 
The electrically induced discharge mechanisms, discussed so far in this section 2.3, fully apply to 
a gaseous system under a steady or DC electric field. High-power steady-state discharge emission 
from atoms is possible after the gas volume reaches the electrical breakdown condition (defined 
earlier). The external field (or voltage) required to initiate this breakdown is termed the 
breakdown field, Ebr (or the breakdown voltage, Vbr) and this value is used to understand the 
voltage and hence the power required to initiate a plasma discharge in a given set of conditions. 
Ebr = Vbr/d (d – discharge gap length). The terms starting potential or ignition potential, usually 
used in discharge lamp literature, are also synonymous with breakdown voltage. Here, in this 
section, the primary processes initiating an electrical breakdown, and the reported (by past 
researchers) breakdown characteristics for different gas conditions when in a steady field are 
discussed briefly. 
When a DC field is applied and increased on a gas present between two electrodes, breakdown 
of the gas happens at a certain value and can be understood as the state when a conducting path 
is fully established through the gas and across the electrodes. The observable effects of 
breakdown are either (1) a jump or sudden change in the current flow through the electrodes or 
(2) the sudden emission of light radiation from the initiated plasma discharge. The exact 
definition condition for breakdown varies widely with the type of application. For lamp 
applications, breakdown is defined as the state when the plasma starts to emit light 
radiation and continues to do so as long as the applied electric field is sufficient enough 
to sustain it (or a self-sustained discharge). The breakdown voltage is recorded using the 
effect (2) in this research, and usually there is always visible radiation from most gas discharge 
plasmas and hence can be observed by the naked eye.  
Figure 2.5: An illustration of an electron
avalanche effect resulting in Townsend
discharges and an electrical breakdown
for an applied DC field condition. 
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Electron avalanche and Townsend discharges 
The precursor to a DC field breakdown is an electron avalanche (shown in Figure 2.5). It 
denotes a process of multiplication of 
electrons in a series of impact ionizations 
(ionization of an atom on collision with other 
gaseous entities, usually an electron). When a 
strong field is applied on a gas (when mean 
free path < distance between electrodes), free 
electrons will collide with the gas 
atoms/molecules, which will result in more 
charge separations and thus more electrons. 
This electron multiplication is termed the 
electron avalanche and the degree of 
multiplication is given by the multiplication 
factor, M [24]: 
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where α is the ionization coefficient or the Townsend coefficient, x1 and x2 are the positions 
where the multiplications are measured between. The current of the electrons leaving the 
cathode, I0, is increased by a factor (α.d), where d is the distance between the electrodes, to give 
the expression for the current flowing through the electrodes, I [32]: 
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This expression (2.7) is used to describe, what is called the Townsend discharge, which can be 
sustained over a limited range of gas pressure and field intensity. With an increasing field 
strength, the discharge behavior changes to a relatively unstable corona discharge region. The 
corona discharge occurs when the gradient of the electric field around a conductor (the 
electrode) is high enough to form a conductive region, but not high enough to cause an electrical 
breakdown [33]. Coronas can be understood as localized plasma discharges occurring at highly 
ionized regions in the gas volume due to the presence of local high field gradients [34]. Hence, it 
is sometimes possible to visually observe very-low-power light radiation, usually near the metal 
electrodes, before an eventual breakdown at higher field strength.  
Glow discharges 
The glow discharge regime is the most suitable operation regime for a light source operation due 
to its diffuse light output and low sustaining power requirements. Figure 2.6 [35] shows the 
changing DC discharge behavior with increasing voltage/field strength. There will be marked 
change in discharge behavior up on further increasing the field strength to enter the glow 
discharge regime with a stable self-sustained emission of visible discharges. DC electrical 
breakdown usually refers to this point when the glow discharge regime begins and the term 
Figure 2.6: A voltage versus current plot of all low-
density plasma discharge regimes (Townsend, glow 
and arc discharge). Operating in the normal glow 
discharge regime is ideal for light source applications 
[35]. 
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Townsend breakdown is used to refer to the first flow of non-negligible current across the 
electrodes on increasing field strength (Figure 2.6). After a DC breakdown, the primary process 
responsible for maintaining a self-sustained discharge is the secondary electron emission from 
the electrodes. The condition for initiating a self-sustaining discharge (found by Townsend), also 
called the transition condition, is (γ is the Townsend second ionization coefficient) [32]: 
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The glow discharge regime covers a wide range of discharge behaviors and can be classified into 
three distinct regions: (1) sub-normal glow discharge, (2) normal or homogeneous glow 
discharge and (3) abnormal glow discharge. For lamp applications, it is important to stay in the 
homogeneous glow discharge regime for two important reasons: (1) lowest power consumption 
to output a given optical power, and (2) stable emission region. As seen from the Figure 2.6, 
increasing the field beyond a certain value will lead to electric arcing and eventual rupturing of 
the electrodes due to the high current flow. So, if an increase in the optical power output is 
desired from the plasma, increasing the input power (and hence the field strength) would reach 
an upper limit and is also undesirable for a low-power lamp application. However, other 
parameters including gas pressure and the discharge gap length can be modified to achieve 
higher power emission and possibly higher power efficiency.  
Paschen’s law 
The Paschen’s law [36] is a set of equations that gives as output the expected DC breakdown 
voltage for the given set of input discharge gap conditions. The law essentially states that the 
breakdown characteristics of a gap are a function of the product of the gas pressure p and the 
gap length d. The product (p.d) is a measure of the number of collisions an electron makes by 
crossing the gap. For air, and gaps on the order of a millimeter, the breakdown is roughly a linear 
function of the gap length: V = 0.03 p.d + 1.35 kV [37]. The general expression of the Paschen’s 
law is given by: 
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where constants a, b and c depend on the gas composition and γ is the secondary electron 
coefficient of the electrode material. Figure 2.7 shows the experimentally reported Paschen 
curves for some common gases (N2 compatible with Rb). With increase in gas pressure, the 
mean free path of an electron reduces resulting in many collisions before reaching the anode. 
Each collision randomizes the electron direction hence reducing the influence of the applied 
electric field in accelerating the electrons. Hence, when the electron mean free path is less than 
the discharge length, d, increasing the pressure would increase the voltage required for 
breakdown. However, when the pressure or d is reduced to such an extent that the mean free 
path is more than d, the electron undergoes too few ionizing collisions and hence again requires 
a higher voltage to compensate for the reduced electron density. Hence, there is a breakdown 
minimum that can be seen in Figure 2.7 that happens at this conjuncture.  
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Many other factors have an effect on the 
breakdown of a gap, such as radiation, 
particles (dust), electrode shape and surface 
irregularities and hence the use of this law is 
very limited, especially to sub-mm scale 
discharge lengths (where strong field 
inhomogeneities due to surface roughness 
start to dominate the discharge mechanisms). 
Paschen's law reflects the Townsend 
breakdown mechanism in gases, that is, a 
cascading of secondary electrons emitted by 
collisions in the gap. Typically, the Townsend 
mechanism (and by extension Paschen's law) apply for (p.d) products less than 1.3 kPa×m [37]. 
For alternating field conditions, researchers have reported that the breakdown voltage is 
dependent on both (p.d) and only d (same p.d but varying d) [38]. Hence, this law acts only as a 
preliminary reference for the miniature lamp development and completes the relevant 
characteristics of discharges in a DC field condition which are later used for comparison of 
results and analysis of the light source performance.  
DC discharge design for miniature light sources 
DC discharge designs have been widely used for many applications such as mass spectrometry 
[39], chemical depositions [40], gas chromatography [41] and for light sources [42]. Most of the 
DC discharge light sources use phosphor-coated dielectric walls to increase the efficiency of light 
output and it is estimated that more than 80% of the world’s 
artificial light are from fluorescent DC discharge tubes [34]. 
However, a DC discharge design for the miniature lamp has 
one crucial problem: electrode erosion by plasma discharges. 
Figure 2.8 shows the results of a DC discharge experiment 
performed at LMTS, EPFL by P. Moser (fabrication by P. 
Carazzetti). An interdigitated electrode design [43], with 5 µm 
spacing and Al electrodes patterned on silicon, was supplied 
with DC power (350 V and 0.087 mA) to ignite and sustain a 
(100 mbar Ar) DC gas discharge for 1 hour. The cathode layer 
was later observed to be highly eroded (as shown in 
Figure 2.8) due to the high ionic bombardment. This severely 
limits the lifetime of the device and hence also eliminates the 
fundamental DC discharge design for the Rb discharge light 
source.  
The first design requirement for the miniature light source is 
that the electrodes should not be in contact with the 
discharges, or in lamp terminology: an electrodeless lamp. In 
the simple case that the electrodes are covered with insulating 
material, there are no more any metal electrodes for secondary 
electron emission and an eventual breakdown. One efficient 
Figure 2.7: Paschen curves for various gases [30] 
plotted based on the experimentally derived model.
Figure 2.8: Photographs of 
interdigitated electrodes patterned 
on silicon, before and after 
igniting and sustaining a DC 
discharge for 1 hour. Both 
electrodes were eroded with the 
cathode being severely eroded due 
to the heavy ion bombardment. 
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way here is to switch the polarity of the field continuously and quickly with time to accelerate 
and oscillate the electrons in the discharge volume; making ionizing collisions with atoms to 
generate electron avalanches and eventually an electrical breakdown. However, the discharge 
physics (and hence the light source performance) varies drastically when switching the polarity, 
or changing the frequency of switching (or the AC field frequency), gas conditions or the 
discharge length. In the next section, the discharge behavior versus these parameters is discussed, 
which would help narrow down the fundamental cell-design parameters to set a mature starting 
range for the rubidium light source design. The gas and input conditions can then be 
experimentally varied to determine the performance scale and hence the preferred range of 
operation for the light source (reported in sections 5.4.3 and 6.1.3). 
2.5 Electrical breakdown in an alternating electric field condition 
Here in this section, the different parameters associated with the AC and high-frequency 
electrical breakdown are discussed which are necessary for understanding and eventually 
determining the optimum frequency conditions (experimental results in section 5.4.2) for 
achieving a low-power consuming device with a long lifetime.  
The excitation and ionization processes in a gas subjected to an alternating electric field (AC field 
of any finite frequency) differ significantly from those in a steady or DC field. The first 
significant difference is the fact that the charge carriers need not be swept out of the discharge 
volume on to the walls (provided the frequency is high enough). Hence, due to the lower losses 
in space-charge, lower fields might be necessary to initiate an electrical breakdown and hence 
favorable for the discharge light source design. The second significant difference is that the 
breakdown is lesser dependent on secondary processes like secondary electron emission, which 
play a crucial role in determining DC breakdown conditions. The third difference and one of the 
biggest advantages of an alternating field plasma ignition is that, the walls can be insulators and 
hence the equilibrium density of ionization in the discharge volume is highly controlled. 
The factors that determine the field strength required for breakdown, and hence the current and 
electron density of the discharge are: 1) gas pressure (p), 2) electrical frequency or drive 
frequency (ω=2.π.f) and 3) discharge length (d) and 4) volume (V). The gas pressure determines 
the electron mean free path and also the initial collision frequency. It is now necessary to 
differentiate the various set of conditions in which different physical processes and parameters 
become important and identify the preferred range of conditions for the light source design: 
(1) Very low pressure, λe > d and any drive frequency [23]: the electrons hit the walls more often than 
they hit gas molecules and hence secondary effects at the walls control breakdown. Under these 
conditions, the secondary electron emission coefficient, δ, of the insulating wall determines the 
breakdown potential, Vbr, required (higher the δ, lower the Vbr). 
(2) Medium or high pressure, λe < d and low drive frequency ν >> f [23]: the electrons make many 
collisions for each oscillation of the electric field and drift as a cluster in phase with the field. 
This condition can be further divided into two sub-groups: (a) if the frequency is sufficiently 
high, the amplitude of oscillation may be less than the discharge length. In this case, new charge 
carriers are formed mainly by ionizing collisions and the main loss mechanism is through 
diffusion into the walls. (b) at lower frequencies and larger amplitudes of oscillation, the entire 
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cluster of electrons is driven to the walls in each half cycle of the field. Hence, in this (b) case, 
secondary wall processes start to play a crucial role in determining the breakdown and discharge 
behavior. 
(3) Medium or high pressure, λe < d and high drive frequency ν << f [23]: the electrons make many 
collisions of small amplitude between collisions with gas molecules. In such conditions, a cluster 
of electrons would appear to have no drift motion, spreading outwards only by diffusion. There 
are wide range of conditions between 2 and 3 in which the applied frequency and collision 
frequency is almost equal but no marked change in the mechanism (or a peak or trough for 
example) has been observed at this point. However conceptually, the lowest breakdown field 
condition should be when ν = f [30], [23] which can be seen in the discussion in 2.4.2. 
(4) Any pressure and very high frequency, λe << d [23]: in this case, the electrons are no longer under 
the influence of an electric field but are under that of a standing wave with oscillatory electric 
and magnetic components, distributed in space in a manner determined by the frequency of the 
field and the discharge cell geometry. These conditions usually correspond to the microwave 
frequency range of operation. 
Motion of electrons in an alternating electric field 
An electron, with an initial velocity, v0, starting at a point (x=0) and at time (t=0) in the direction 
of an applied uniform electric field, E, has an equation of motion [23]: 
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where E0 is the electric field component, φ is the phase angle of the field – both at t=0, and ω is 
the angular drive frequency (ω = 2.π.f). Integrating with the boundary condition that dx/dt = v0 
at t=0 gives the velocity, v, at time, t: 
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The displacement, x, in the direction of the field can be calculated from equation (2.11) and 
given by: 
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As it can be seen from equation (2.12), there is a steady drift at a uniform speed (first term in 
equation 2.12) in the direction of the original velocity. The second term in 2.12 is the sinusoidal 
oscillation of the electron, whose amplitude is proportional to E/f2 and is superimposed on the 
drift motion of the electrons. The significance of this equation is that, it shows an electron 
moving without hitting any gas molecules will not absorb any power from the field. This is 
because, the oscillatory velocity component is always 90° out of phase and the drift component 
(first term) will, in alternate half cycles, absorb energy from the field and return to it. Hence, 
when the gas pressure is very low or when the frequency is too high (case (1) discussed in the 
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previous page), such that there are very less number of collisions, the breakdown potential 
needed will be very high. 
For the case (2), when the electron collides many times during a half-cycle, that is, when the gas 
pressure is not too low or the frequency not too high, there is higher gain of energy from the 
field by the electrons. Considering electron elastic collisions, which are the fundamental type of 
collisions in the initial low-field conditions, the phase of the electron’s motion is changed after 
collision with only a small fraction of its initial kinetic energy being lost on collision (~2m/M, m 
– mass of electron, M – mass of colliding entity). Thus, the steady electron motion is changed on 
collision to a random motion, after which it can gain energy from the field getting influenced 
slowly back to steady motion in the direction of the field. This showcases one of the main 
differences in DC and alternating field discharges where collisions are the dominant energy loss 
mechanism in DC, while collisions are the dominant energy gain mechanism in AC. However, 
collisions are also loss mechanisms (via excitations and ionizing collisions) and sometimes the 
dominant loss mechanism in AC as well but as no energy can be absorbed by the discharge 
volume without collisions, it is an important point of consideration for a light source design. 
The energy of the electron that is gained from the applied field is much higher than the energy 
lost in an elastic collision with the gas atoms/molecules due to the change in phase after collision 
[23]. In this way, the energy of a swarm of electrons can increase until an appreciable number of 
them are fast enough to excite or ionize the gas molecules through momentum transfer 
collisions. In these conditions, it is convenient to consider the motion of an average electron 
representative as a cloud or cluster of electrons as it would be too complicated to consider single 
electron motions. The electrons gain momentum from the field and lose it by colliding with gas 
molecules. This net gain in momentum can be represented as a force given by [23]: 
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where g is the frictional factor of collision energy loss in an electron. The drift velocity is more 
relevant here than the electron’s random velocity since it represents a cloud of electrons. The 
value for the factor g has been derived by past researchers using different theories where there 
are different initial assumptions and hence has various definitions. For example, collision theory 
assumes that an electron loses all its momentum in any direction on collision and in this case g 
would be equal to m/τ where τ is the average time of flight of an electron between collisions (or 
τ = 1/ν). Experimental observations have shown that the value was close to the m/τ at electron 
temperatures less than about 8 eV (for λe<d and a maxwellian electron energy distribution), 
slightly decreasing with an increase in the electron temperature above 8 eV [24]. For lamp 
applications, the mean electron temperatures are typically < 20 eV and hence m/τ is an 
acceptable approximation for the value of the frictional factor. 
From equation (2.13), the drift velocity can be derived to a simplified expression [24]: 
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On integrating equation (2.14), the expression for the displacement, x, can be given by [24]: 
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The electron current of the high-frequency discharge is J = n.e.vd which can be calculated by 
substituting vd from equation (2.14) [n – electrons/unit volume]. It can be noted that the drift 
velocity and hence the current lags behind the applied field by the phase angle φ. The 
instantaneous power, Pabs, absorbed by the discharge volume from the field is also equal to the 
product of the voltage across the electrodes, Ve, and the current through the discharge volume, 
Ie. Also, Ie = J.A [A – surface area of the discharge volume] and Ve = E.d [d – discharge length]. 
Hence, Pabs can be given by [24], [23]: 
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The steady state power absorbed is given in equation (2.16) using equation (2.14) and the fact 
that the time averaged mean value of cos2ωt is zero. Here, it can be seen that higher the drive 
frequency, lower is the power that can be gained by the electrons for a given gas pressure and 
applied field strength. Moreover, there are many more relevant remarks that can be made on the 
expected breakdown characteristics versus the drive frequency and (p.d) based on the derived set 
of expressions, which are discussed succinctly in the following sub-section. 
Breakdown behavior versus gas pressure and drive frequency 
Based on the model described in this chapter and the expressions derived in this section, it is 
possible to comment on the expected behavior of the breakdown voltage against the gas 
pressure and drive frequency for a given discharge length. For a given drive frequency where the 
electron oscillation amplitude, Ae, is less than the discharge length, d, at high pressure (many 
collisions per oscillation), the electrons gain a small amount of energy (E.λe) along a free path and 
lose it in elastic collisions. As pressure increases, the energy gained per mean free path decreases. 
However, to maintain the minimum ionization rate to ignite a breakdown, a higher breakdown 
voltage is required (nearly proportional to 1/λe). But, when the pressure is decreased, the 
breakdown voltage will reduce until one of the two critical conditions is reached – (1) Ae>d or 
(2) Ae<λe, after which it will increase. In the first case, when the number of gas molecules gets 
low, an electron makes too few ionizing collisions before diffusing to the walls – thus requiring a 
higher breakdown voltage to compensate the number of ionizing collisions. The second type of 
critical condition is when the pressure is so low that the mean free path is higher than the 
electron oscillation amplitude. This would drastically increase the breakdown voltage due to the 
marginal number of ionizations per half cycle. 
At appreciably high drive frequencies, a reduction in pressure could first lead to the condition in 
which the electron makes many oscillations in the field before colliding with a gas molecule 
(where the gas pressure is high enough to make ionizing collisions before diffusing into walls). 
As the electron oscillates at 90° out of phase with the field, the average energy gained by the 
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electron is zero. Hence, as the field becomes lesser effective in transferring energy to the 
discharge volume, much higher field strengths are required to maintain the rate of ionization for 
breakdown. Researchers have reported in the past that, the breakdown field at high pressure 
(ν >> f) will have a very low dependence on the drive frequency, whereas at very low pressure 
(ν << f), it will be proportional to the frequency for a given pressure. The minimum field 
condition occurs when ν ≈ f. 
2.6  Overview of discharge drive options 
So far, it is understood that for the light source design, the electrodes need to be insulated and 
hence an alternating electric field that can transfer energy to the electrons in the discharge gap 
volume is needed, whose frequency is to be decided based on the gas atoms, pressure, discharge 
length, electrode and wall properties, to realize low power consumption and stable operation. 
From various literature surveys [44], [45], [46], the expected electrical breakdown field versus 
drive frequency was identified and Figure 2.9 is a contribution of this research towards miniature 
light source developments.  
 
Figure 2.9: General behaviour of the breakdown field required versus the operating drive frequency 
normalized to the DC value (for a constant p.d and buffer gas) for mm-scale discharge lengths. The 
different discharge drive techniques and their typical drive power requirements for igniting and sustaining 
discharges are also illustrated. This graph is only for understanding the overall trend of the breakdown 
field versus drive frequency and the exact values vary with the gas type, (p.d) and other conditions. 
Figure 2.9 gives a picture of how the breakdown field (red plot) varies with change in drive 
frequency (given all the other conditions are constant) for mm-scale discharge lengths. It can be 
seen that at the breakdown field can reach a minimum at ~>1 MHz as the electrons start to stay 
more in the discharge gap rather than being driven to the walls. Hence, it is an interesting 
frequency range for the rubidium light source. 
It is possible to energy couple the field to the electrons through several methods (Figure 2.9), for 
example, by applying a time-varying magnetic flux density using a coil carrying a high-frequency 
high-intensity current, which would induce a solenoidal high-frequency electric field that can 
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accelerate the electrons and sustain a discharge. This coupling technique is widely called the 
inductively coupled plasmas (ICP) [47] and is currently the predominant principle used for 
developing glass-blown rubidium discharge lamps for atomic clock applications [48]. The other 
popular technique, primarily used in plasma processing applications, is the capacitively-coupled 
plasma (CCP) which applies an AC electric field across two parallel plates, following the same 
fundamental physics described so far in this chapter. If there is at least one insulating layer or a 
dielectric between the two parallel metal electrodes of a discharge emitting light source, it can be 
called a dielectric barrier discharge or DBD light source, and such light sources are discussed in 
the next section (2.7).  
The ICP technique has been reported to have some advantages, the primary advantage being the 
ability to achieve relatively higher plasma densities (1012>n0>1011 cm-3) than capacitively coupled 
plasmas (CCP) where the plasma density is typically around 1010 cm-3 for the same pressure 
conditions [34]. It has been widely used in materials processing [49], mass spectrometric 
detection [50], [51] atmospheric-pressure torches (Figure 2.10c) [52], light sources [53], [54] and 
many other applications [55]. It has two broad types of electrode configurations: (1) cylindrical 
helix and (2) flat helix. In the first configuration, a coil is wound around the discharge chamber 
or lamp (depending on the application) 
while a flat helix or spiral is wound from 
near the axis to near the outer radius of 
the discharge chamber/lamp, separated 
from the discharge region by a dielectric 
[56]. The advantage of the flat structure 
is reduced plasma power loss and better 
ion generation efficiency but better 
heating control, deposition control (for 
sputter applications) is possible only 
with the cylindrical structure. A 
microfabricated ICP generator (Figure 
2.10c) has also been demonstrated for 
ionizing applications [57], but the coils 
were placed inside the chamber of 
plasma activity for low power 
consumption. This would be unsuitable 
for lamp applications as the electrodes 
would be eroded from the plasma discharges over time. The biggest limitation of the ICP 
technique is that it requires high power for lamp operation (at least several Watts) when the 
electrodes are placed external to the discharge gap, also due to plasma skin effects [58] and hence 
is unsuitable for a miniature portable lamp application. The efficiency of field coupling is also 
high only for cylindrical helix configurations and spherical discharge volumes, which requires an 
external coil for the drive that is unsuitable for a compact integrated atomic clock solution. 
However, a CCP is very suitable for planar discharge cells (and hence for stack-integration 
solutions) as a high field coupling efficiency can be achieved with a parallel electrode 
configuration. 
Figure 2.10: (a) A 13.56 MHz capacitive coupled plasma
reactor, Source: PAL, University of Texas, Dallas (b) An
inductively-coupled plasma torch, Source: Elemental
analysis, Inc. (c) a micro-coil inductively-coupled plasma
generator for ionizing applications [57], (d) a capacitively
coupled micro-plasma generator for gas chromatography
applications [64]. 
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The CCP technique is widely used in plasma reactors Figure 2.10a [59], [60], especially at 
13.56 MHz (an ISM radio-frequency allotted by international communications authorities at 
which one can radiate a certain amount of energy without interfering with radio 
communications), sputtering and thin film deposition [61], [59] and other plasma processing 
applications [62]. There has also been a lot of research on developing capacitively coupled micro-
plasmas, for light sources [63] and especially for gas chromatography applications (Figure 2.10d) 
[64], [65]. It allows the use of an AC-RF field and insulated electrodes, which would avoid the 
problem of electrode erosion. It is very suitable for the preferred planar light source 
configuration, as it enables low power operation and low drive frequency operation (lower 
transmission losses) due to the high efficiency of energy that could be coupled to the electrons 
by the applied electric field with a parallel electrode configuration and hence is chosen for 
designing the first Rb light source prototype.  
The other possible techniques for discharge lamps include microwave coupled plasmas (MCP) 
[66], surface-wave discharges [67], travelling-wave discharges [68] but the power required for 
these discharges are typically very high (at least tens of Watts in most cases). Hence, they are not 
discussed any further in this report. 
2.7  Dielectric barrier discharge light source design 
A dielectric barrier discharge light source design would include all the requirements identified so 
far - insulated electrodes, capacitively coupled plasma and an RF drive frequency range (1-
500 MHz). The fundamentals of DBDs, its applications and its design suitability for the 
miniature light source are discussed in this section.  
 
Figure 2.11: Typical DBD configurations where design type (c) is a useful sealed cell solution for the 
rubidium discharge light source. 
2.7.1 Dielectric barrier discharges 
Dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) or just barrier discharges are the electrical discharges 
between two electrodes separated by an insulating dielectric barrier (typical configurations shown 
in Figure 2.11) [69]. They are based on the same physics as capacitively coupled plasmas (CCP), 
where an AC field is used to drive a discharge between metal electrodes but are characterized by 
the presence of one or more insulating layers in the current path or the discharge gap between 
the electrodes [70]. While these discharges have many general advantages including non-
equilibrium plasma operation over a wide pressure range, they offer two specific advantages for 
light source applications: (1) the current through the discharge gap is limited because of the 
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dielectrics, and (2) no electrodes are in contact with the plasma. These aspects enable low-power 
operation of a light source by allowing a low sustaining AC voltage, and also eliminate the 
problem of electrode erosion, which is otherwise a major lifetime limiting process.  
DBDs have been used in several 
applications originating from industrial 
ozone generation applications in the early 
20th century [71] (Figure 2.12a and b), 
excimer UV lamps for medical 
applications [72] to plasma display panels 
where arrays of sub-mm DBD cells 
(pixels) are ignited for light and display 
(Figure 2.12c and d) [73], [74], [75]. The 
main DBD lamp applications to date 
generally required high light output in the 
UV. This light is either irradiated on 
phosphors to reemit the desired visible 
wavelengths [76], [77] or directly 
irradiated on substrates for chemical 
processing applications [78], [79], [80]. 
High-power (several Watts) large-sized 
lamps have been used for chemical 
treatments and other purposes [81], [82] while low-power (<tens of mW) miniature plasma 
discharge cells are now widely commercially used in plasma displays. In either case, typically a 
high gas pressure (> few hundred mbar) is always used as it favors excimer formation and helps 
achieve a high luminous efficiency [69], [83]. Hence an active focus in recent years has been in 
the high p.d (product of pressure and discharge gap length) range with an operating frequency at 
the kHz range. 
2.7.2 Types of DBDs 
DBDs are composed of two primary groups: (1) volume discharges – microdischarges that take 
place in thin channels between parallel 
electrodes and (2) surface discharges 
which are usually independent of 
discharge gap and homogenous over 
short distances take place in thin layers 
off dielectric surface [69] (Figure 2.13). 
Siliprandi [84] reports that, depending on 
the buffer gas and pressure in the 
discharge gap, DBDs operate in two 
regimes: at low pressure (generally less 
than 50 hPa), they operate in the 
Townsend breakdown regime generating 
a diffuse glow discharge, while at higher pressures (approximately more than 50 hPa), the 
discharge generally splits up into a large number of randomly distributed microdischarges or 
Figure 2.13: The plasma discharge in a DBD cell can be 
divided into two primary groups of DBDs - volume and 
surface microdischarges, along with diffuse glow 
discharges which are better described by diffusion 
theory. Volume discharges also include the filamentary 
discharges and streamers which occur at certain input 
conditions (usually low frequency and/or high electric 
field conditions). 
Figure 2.12: Typical DBD applications: (a) Ozone
generation using DBD reactors, (b) schematic of the
ozone generation in each DBD tube, (c) a plasma TV
display containing DBD micro-light sources, (d) a
schematic of the plasma display panel showing the DBD
cells [73]. Image source for (a), (b), (c): Jose Lopez,
Dielectric barrier discharge, ozone generation and their
applications, 2008. 
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current filaments of nanosecond duration also called the streamer regime [84], [85]. In both 
regimes, the dielectric barrier serves two functions: (1) it distributes the microdischarges evenly 
over the entire electrode area and (2) it limits the amount of charge and energy that can be fed 
into an individual microdischarge. After typically a few nanoseconds, the microdischarge is 
choked due to charge build up on the dielectric which results in a local reduction of the electric 
field within the filament [84]. Typically an electric field of few hundred V/cm is required to 
sustain a visible glow discharge in these conditions, however the breakdown voltage required to 
ignite the discharge is around several hundred Volts depending on gas pressure and discharge 
gap conditions. 
For the light source design, it is not possible to theoretically determine any further the ideal 
values of discharge cell parameters for a stable and low-power light source operation. As now 
there is a solid understanding of the fundamental physics involved and a mature set of starting 
point conditions for the light source design, the next step is to identify the appropriate 
fabrication techniques to develop the desired miniature Rb DBD cell. 
Chapter conclusions 
In order to develop a miniature Rb plasma discharge light source, the fundamental physics 
behind discharges were discussed. Insulated electrodes were identified as necessary to avoid 
electrode erosion from ion and electron bombardment. Several discharge drive techniques exist 
but rubidium excitation by an alternating electric field condition was identified as most suitable 
and power-efficient. Capacitively-coupling the electric field to accelerate the electrons in the 
discharge volume using a parallel-electrode configuration would allow for a compact cell design 
and low-frequency operation hence reducing transmission losses. A dielectric barrier discharge 
light source design would allow for all the requirements identified so far - insulated electrodes, 
capacitively coupled plasma and an RF drive frequency range (1-100 MHz) and hence is the 
chosen design approach in this research. 
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Chapter 3 Miniature DBD cell development 
Following the discussion on the preliminary miniature Rb DBD vapor cell design specifications 
in chapter 2, this chapter details the cell design considerations and the fabrication techniques 
used to develop this miniature discharge cell. First in section 3.1, the size and performance 
requirements of the Rb light source are 
briefly discussed, to identify the cell 
filling conditions for low-power and 
stable operation. A brief review of 
different cell filling and fabrication 
techniques used by peer researchers 
and the state-of-the-arts is presented in 
section 3.2, followed by a detailed 
explanation of the two types of Rb 
vapor cell fabrication methods: (1) 
solder-sealing and (2) anodic bonding, used in this research. All the lamp-cells used for the 
characterization studies in this thesis were anodically bonded Rb vapor cells. The list of cells 
fabricated for discharge experiments and the different cell-electrode deposition methods and 
materials used are discussed.  
Some of the results reported in this chapter have been published in the Sensors and Actuators A: 
Physical journal [86] and presented at the 2010 Eurosensors conference [87]. 
3.1  Rb light source – size and performance requirements  
The target application of the miniature rubidium discharge light source here is its integration into 
a miniature portable atomic clock, being developed by our partners in the MACQS project (more 
details in section 1.3), with a physics package volume in the order of few cm3. The double-
resonance (DR) clock physics package can be built with four main components, as discussed 
earlier: (1) 87Rb discharge light source, (2) 
87Rb resonance cell, (3) microwave cavity 
and (4) a photodetector as a simple stacked 
configuration (as shown in Figure 3.2). 
Alternative solutions can also work, for 
instance, the type of rubidium isotope could 
be changed to 85Rb or natural Rb (usually 
around 72% 85Rb and 28% 87Rb) in the case 
of the discharge light source and the 
resonance cell [88], [89], [90]. Also, an 
additional Rb cell consisting of an isotope 
other than the dominant one used in the 
discharge lamp can be inserted between the lamp and the resonance cell for isotopic filtering of 
Rb D line for performance improvements (shown in Figure 3.1) [91], [92]. However, these 
solutions are possible and more relevant for performance improvements and optimizations after 
a chip-scale DR clock has been fully developed. In this research, where the objective is to 
Figure 3.2: Envisioned integration of our light source
in a miniature double-resonance clock with the
optional Rb isotope filter. 
Figure 3.1: Cross-sectional schematic view of the miniature
DBD cell where d=2mm and D=5mm for most of the
anodic bonded cells used in this research. 
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develop the proof-of-concept few cm3 DR clock physics package, the discharge light source cell 
volume has to be less than 1 cm3, preferably being as small as possible. 
The minimum optical power needed from the discharge light source for stable optical pumping 
in an atomic magnetometer is a few μW on the Rb D line wavelength (D1: 795 nm or D2: 780 
nm). This value was determined through optical pumping experiments using a laser in an atomic 
magnetometer test setup with Dr. Christoph Affolderbach at LTF, University of Neuchâtel and 
the typical interrogation frequency was in hundreds of kHz. However, for an atomic clock, the 
expected minimum optical power for optical pumping will be slightly more for a detectable 
signal (one reason being the high-frequency interrogation frequency in GHz) and the desired 
optical pumping power in miniature scale clocks has been reported to be 10 μW (using a laser 
and attenuating optics) [4]. Also a highly stable optical output with optical power fluctuations 
<0.2% is required (for example, more than 0.2% variations from the Rb discharge lamp have 
caused clear changes in satellite clock frequencies [15]). In summary, Table 3.1 gives the list of 
the desired performance and geometry requirements of the light source. 
Table 3.1: List of the desired performance and geometry requirements of the light source for portable 
optical pumping applications. 
 
Performance parameter 
Requirement for optical 
pumping applications 
Size < 1 cm3 
Optical output 10 µW of Rb D1/D2 line 
Optical stability < 0.2% sub-second fluctuations 
Power consumption < tens of mW 
Lifetime > several years 
3.1.1 Physical properties of Rb 
Rb is an alkali metal with an atomic 
number of 37 and an atomic mass of 
85.4678 amu (nat. Rb). It is a silvery-white 
metallic element with a melting point of 
39.3 °C. It has only one stable isotope – 
85Rb and another isotope 87Rb with a half-
life of more than 48 billion years. 72% of 
all naturally available Rb is 85Rb and almost 
all the remaining 28% is 87Rb with a very 
negligible percentage shared by other 
unstable isotopes. It is the 23rd most 
abundant element on Earth (also more than 
cesium) and hence not too scarce for such 
low-volume consuming applications.  
What is needed for the light source is Rb 
vapor. Few µL of liquid Rb would be 
enough to create the vapor pressure 
needed by heating the cell to the necessary 
temperature. However, more volume is 
Figure 3.3: Energy level diagram of the Rb atom
showing all probable excitation and decay transitions
and the corresponding discharge emission
wavelengths. The D lines are shown in red. Source:
www.chem.purdue.edu 
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usually added to compensate the Rb vapor atoms diffusing into cell walls with time [16]. 
However, dispensing Rb in cells is not straight-forward as Rb is explosive with air and water, 
undergoing rapid oxidation when oxygen is present [93]. Hence, both dispensing and sealing Rb 
(or Cs) in cells have to be done in oxygen-free (and H2O free) environments, for example in 
pressure-controlled vacuum chambers or N2 glove boxes. There are also other techniques, for 
example, where an alkali compound, which does not react to oxygen or decompose while cell-
bonding, is sealed in a cell and then UV light is irradiated on the compound to release the alkali 
vapor [94], [95]. All these techniques are discussed in more detail with references in section 3.2.2. 
The vapor pressure of Rb increases with temperature – this allows control of the number of Rb 
vapor atoms by heating and controlling the temperature of a Rb sealed cell. The vapor pressure 
of Rb can be given as (where T is temperature in Kelvin and p is pressure in mbar) [96]: 
TT
T
P Rbv 10_10 log63.56051.0
47.260808.125log +−−−=  (solid phase)  (3.1) 
TT
T
P Rbv 10_10 log98.3000078.0
42.602412.21log −+−=  (liquid phase)  (3.2) 
The energy structure of the Rb atom can be seen in Figure 3.3. It shows the different atomic 
energy levels of Rb and all probable excitation and decay transitions and the corresponding 
discharge emission wavelengths. 
3.1.2 Buffer gas and pressure conditions 
Adding a buffer gas to the Rb vapor cell (Figure 3.1) significantly reduces the breakdown field 
requirements, essential for the desired low-power lamp operation, and the suitable gas conditions 
are discussed in this section. The Rb D line, D1 for example, corresponds to the emission of 
energy when an excited Rb atom decays back from the 52P1/2 to the 5S state, while D2 
corresponds to the 52P3/2 to 5S transition (shown in Figure 3.3). This corresponds to 
wavelengths of 795 nm or energy of 1.56 eV in the case of D1, 780 nm or energy of 1.58 eV in 
the case of D2. The lifetime of the 52P1/2 and 52P3/2 states have been reported to be around 
27.7 ns and 26.2 ns respectively [96]. The inverse of this lifetime also gives the spontaneous 
decay rate (Einstein A coefficient), which is the natural line width of the emitted radiation. If N 
is the average number of Rb decay transitions per second needed for a steady-state emission of 
10 μW Rb D line power, then, in the simple case, there needs to be at least N number of neutral 
Rb atoms being collided per second by electrons with kinetic energy >1.56 eV. For the case of 
D2, 10 μW => 10 μJ/s = N.h.c/λ.τ = (N.Ephoton)/τ = N.(1.6*10-19).(1.56)/(26.2*10-9) => N = 
1.1x106 photons/s or number of excited Rb atoms/s.  
The theoretical minimum number of Rb vapor atoms required in a purely Rb vapor cell, 
according to elementary kinetic theory, would be 2*N = 2.2x106 Rb atoms to achieve the desired 
output (irrespective of applied field strength). This is because, N number of neutral Rb atoms 
need to be ionized to produce enough electrons to excite the remaining N Rb atoms under an 
applied electric field. However, this is not true due to many reasons, mainly: (1) the electron 
density and energy is dependent on all input conditions and cannot be monitored, distributed or 
controlled to a theoretical minimum value, (2) neutral Rb atoms can absorb the emitted D lines 
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from the neighboring excited Rb atoms decaying to its ground state. This (2) means that the 
total optical power output is reduced and the number of neutral Rb atoms available for impact 
ionization is also reduced. Hence, these factors have to be included in calculating the required Rb 
vapor pressure in a cell for successful optical pumping.  
Assuming the worst case for (1) when all ionizations are caused only by single electron impacts, 
the ionization efficiency of an electron, ηei, (ηei is the number of ionizations produced by one 
electron moving by 1 mm) can be given as [24]: 
).(. iei VVpadx
dN
−==η   for  V ≤ 2Vi     (3.3) 
( ))(max 1.. iVVbei ep −−−= ηη  for V ≤ Vmax     (3.4) 
where p is the vapor or gas pressure in mbar, V is the electron energy in eV and Vi is the 
ionization energy of the gas atom in eV. The constants a, b and ηmax (ionizations/mm.mbar) have 
been experimentally determined using DC discharge tube conditions [24] and is mentioned here 
for some inert gases and Rb vapor in Table 3.2 for preliminary calculations (p in mbar and ηei in 
ionizations/mm). ηmax for alkali vapors usually corresponds to around 20 eV and Vmax 
corresponds to the energy at ηmax.  
Table 3.2: Values of a, b and ηmax of some inert gases and Rb for ionization efficiency calculations. 
 He Ne Ar N2 Rb 
a (x 10-3) 3.5 4.2 53 19.5 143 
b (x 10-3) 2.6 1.4 41 1.9 * 
ηmax 0.097 0.22 0.97 0.76 0.48 
As a low-power operation is desired, the average electron energy in this desired operation mode 
would be <2Vi and hence the equation (3.3) can be used for the η computations. For Rb vapor 
atoms at room temperature (p ~ 10-6 mbar) and substituting V = 2Vi, [Vi of Rb = 4.17 eV], ηei = 
6x10-7 ionizations/mm. This would correspond to too few ionizations for cells with discharge 
lengths in the mm-scale or lesser for an electrical breakdown and eventual discharge emission. In 
order to have ηei to be at least 1 for a purely Rb 1 mm gap cell, the temperature of the cell needs 
to be increased to more than 300 °C to increase the Rb vapor pressure, or the input power and 
the discharge length has to be increased drastically. All these correspond to either high power or 
size requirements and are hence a purely Rb cell is not a viable solution for the light source 
design. However, by adding a buffer gas, that is inert with Rb, the pressure can be increased 
leading to higher ionization efficiency without increase in input power or cell size. For example, 
adding 10 mbar of Argon to the Rb vapor pressure and substituting V = 2Vi [Vi of Ar = 
15.75 eV], the ionization efficiency, ηei, is now 8.34 ionizations/mm. The two cases are not fully 
comparable yet as now the average electron energy is 2Vi = 31.5 eV which is about 3.7 times the 
previous case (2Vi = 8.34 eV). If the electron temperature can be considered as a linear function 
of input power, the ionization efficiency in the 10 mbar Ar case, after factoring the 3.7 times, is 
still 2.25 ionizations/mm, which is magnitudes higher than the purely Rb cell case. Hence, 
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adding a low-pressure buffer gas would drastically reduce the power needed for breakdown but 
the exact gas type and parameter values that would be suitable for the desired performance 
requirements have to be experimentally determined. It is known that plasma displays using 
DBDs usually work in the pressure-discharge gap (pd) product of 1-25 mbar.cm range [97] with 
a preference for higher pressure (p) by adjusting distance (d) for better photon yield (for example 
NEC uses 670 mbar Xe-Ne and a gap of 100-300 μm [98]). 
The idea is to have the lowest addition of other gases to the Rb cell to have the highest 
probability of Rb excitations rather than buffer gas excitations. Or in other words, moving 
electrons with energy higher than the Rb 5P state but less than the first ionization energy will 
encounter more collisions with gas atoms and lesser collisions with Rb atoms with increase in 
buffer gas pressure. This will lead to a lower percentage of Rb optical power output for the same 
input power conditions when compared to a Rb cell with a lower buffer gas pressure. Adding 
such a optimum buffer gas and pressure has been the commonly used solution for Rb discharge 
lamps [48], [99]. The ideal buffer gas would (1) be inert to Rb, (2) have a low first ionization 
energy (IE1) for low-power ignition and (3) have a low atomic diameter for a higher mean free 
path and electron acceleration. The IE1 of the gas atom needs to be higher than Rb’s IE1 so that 
Rb is always preferentially ionized at low electron temperature conditions. Also, a low atomic 
diameter usually means a higher IE1 and hence a suitable trade-off between these conditions 
needs to be experimentally determined. Gases such as Ar, Xe, Ne, Kr, He, N2 and mixtures of 
these gases are suitable choices. Experimental results obtained from Ar, He and N2 are reported 
in section 6.1.3. 
3.2  Rb cell fabrication techniques 
A Rb vapor cell has been the essential component of all Rb DR clocks for several decades now, 
being mainly used as the atomic resonance cell for interrogation. Hence, there has been quite a 
bit of research in developing different fabrication techniques for Rb vapor cell development, 
with more focus towards miniaturized cells development since the advent of microtechnology 
and the rising demand for portable applications. Importantly, these Rb vapor cells can be used as 
a discharge lamp if a field sufficient enough to induce an electrical breakdown can be applied 
using suitable electrodes and drive circuitry. Although almost all Rb vapor cells other than glass-
blown cells were fabricated for use as resonance cells, their fabrication processes are highly 
relevant for this research and are discussed in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Glass-blown Rb discharge lamps 
The most popular, and in fact, the only type of Rb vapor cell reported before this research, to be 
used as a Rb discharge lamp, is fabricated using the conventional glass-blowing technique. These 
ICP lamps are commercially manufactured with a typically spherical geometry of diameter 1-3 
cm and are inductively-coupled using a high-frequency (typically 30-150 MHz, several Watts) 
single-turn current coil around the cell. Figure 3.4 shows a compact rubidium frequency standard 
(manufactured by Spectratime) using a glass-blown Rb vapor cells (shown in the same figure) for 
the discharge lamp and the resonance cell. A low-pressure (typically less than few mbar) buffer 
gas is added to allow for a lower breakdown voltage [100] and also avoid Rb self-absorption at 
room temperature or operating temperatures [101].  
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Rb self-absorption refers to the neutral Rb 
atoms absorbing the emitted discharge lines 
from neighboring Rb atoms fluorescing to 
their ground state from an excited state. By 
adding a low-pressure gas, the dominance of 
this phenomenon is shifted to higher 
temperatures and is negligible at temperatures 
lower than what is called the Rb self-
absorption temperature. This is generally 
understood to be the temperature when the 
number of Rb atoms to the number of buffer 
gas atoms is roughly 1:1000 [102]. A plot of 
this trend: Rb self-absorption temperature 
versus Argon pressure is shown as an 
example in Figure 3.5. 
The standard spherical lamps are unsuitable 
for miniature atomic clocks, as discussed 
already, because of component integration 
issues. A cylindrical but miniature Rb glass-
cell was fabricated (not by conventional glass-
blowing) for performance evaluation as 
resonance cells by Yves 
Pétremand et al. (Figure 
3.6) [103]. While a 
miniature-scale (<1 cm3) 
volume was possible to 
fabricate using glass-
blowing, the cell was 
highly non-planar with 
high surface variations 
which would severely 
reduce the transmission 
intensity. This approach 
also leaves a few mm long 
seal-off tube attached to 
the tube which makes is difficult to integrate with other components. Also, due to the high 
surface tension of glass, as well as the possibility of the alkali atoms reacting with glass at 
elevated temperatures, scaling down to mm scale is very challenging [4]. 
3.2.2 Miniature Rb vapor cell fabrication methods – state-of-the-art 
This section reports on the different methods and the current state-of-the-art techniques for 
fabricating miniature Rb vapor cells. These miniature cells have always been developed for 
resonance cell applications in atomic clocks and other quantum devices. However, a similar 
Figure 3.4: (a), (b) Photographs of a glass-blown Rb
cell developed at LTF, Neuchâtel and the Rb ICP
lamp with the cell placed inside an excitation coil. (c)
A compact Rb DR clock (Spectratime), showing a
conventional glass-blown lamp emitting light to a
resonance cell.
Figure 3.5: The expected Rb self-absorption temperature calculated based
on 1:1000 ratio of Rb vapor to Ar atoms in the discharge volume. 
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miniature cell is required for the lamp-cell, which with addition of appropriate electrodes (section 
3.5) can be developed into a plasma light source.  
There are only a very few cell bonding and fabrication techniques 
that can be compatible with alkali (Rb and Cs specifically) sealing. 
This is broadly due to the incompatibility (or non-negligible 
reactivity) of the alkali metals with many metals and materials used 
for bonding and also due to the significant challenges posed by Rb 
and Cs for any high-temperature bonding because of its high vapor 
pressure and conductivity. First of all, at least one of the cell walls 
needs to be transparent to the D lines (which are almost in the 
visible range) for a high optical output and this already limits the 
possible hermetic sealing techniques to glass-compatible cell bonding 
processes only.  
The miniature alkali cell fabrication can be divided into two distinct steps: (1) dispensing alkali 
atoms in a miniature cell and (2) cell bonding and hermetically sealing the alkali atoms. There are 
many different approaches used for alkali dispensing in miniature volumes but all approaches 
using microfabrication technologies share an overall common process flow for hermetically 
sealing the cell. Both Cs and Rb have very similar properties when it comes to cell-sealing and 
hence the overall sealing schemes for both elements can be used interchangeably. The exact 
sealing process parameter values for the respective element can then be changed appropriately. 
Rb cell fabrication by anodic bonding 
Currently, the most successful hermetic sealing 
technique developed for fabricating miniature 
planar Rb vapor cells is the anodic bonding 
technique. Some reasons being: (1) this 
technique is highly efficient for bonding glass 
(typically Pyrex) with Si (typical bond strengths 
between 10 to 20 MPa from pulling tests [104]), 
which can hence be used to fabricate a glass-Si-
glass Rb vapor cell that can both be used as Rb 
discharge cell or as a clock resonance cell. (2) It 
can create tight hermetic seals (no measurable 
gas leakage rates in many cases; sometimes as 
low as 10-15 mbar/s) that are important for clock 
applications [105]. (3) It can allow relatively low-
temperature sealing (<400 °C) which reduces the 
complexities of Rb vapor sealing at elevated 
temperatures. 
The fabrication method implemented at NIST 
[94] is given as an example (Figure 3.7). Figure 
3.7 shows the schematic of a miniature Cs cell 
Figure 3.6: A miniature Rb 
cell fabricated by the glass-
blowing technique [103]. 
Figure 3.7: A schematic illustration of cell
fabrication based on silicon etching and anodic
bonding. A Si wafer (a) with holes etched
through it (b) is anodically bonded to a piece of
glass (c). It is then filled with alkali atoms and
buffer gas (d), and a second piece of glass is
bonded on top (e) to form a robust, hermetically
sealed vapor cell (f) [94]. 
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fabrication based on silicon etching and anodic bonding. A Si wafer is DRIE etched to create 
through hole using the desired lateral dimensions of the discharge volume. Using the anodic 
bonding technique by applying around 1 kV across the Si and a Pyrex layer (heated to 300 °C 
and placed on the bottom), the Pyrex layer is bonded to the Si layer. Then elemental Cs was 
injected into the cavity/preform with a micropipette in an anaerobic chamber, followed by back-
filling with the desired buffer gas pressure. Now within the same pressure-controlled 
environment, the second Pyrex layer is anodically bonded (using similar conditions to the first 
step) to the top Si layer to create a hermetically sealed cell. Some other leading research groups 
and atomic clock manufacturers like Symmetricom and Sarnoff also use a similar technique 
[106], [13]. However, the dispensing technique used in Sarnoff is slightly different, where a thin 
Tungsten-carbide drill is used to transfer a Cs droplet into the preform. 
All Rb discharge cells studied in this research were fabricated using the anodic bonding principle 
by Yves Pétremand, at the Rb-cell bonding setup developed by EPFL-SAMLAB and UniNE-
LTF. A brief concept of this technique and the fabrication process flow are discussed below. 
Concept of anodic bonding 
Anodic bonding is an irreversible bonding process performed by heating a glass and a 
semiconductor (or metal) sandwich and applying a DC voltage across the layers (AC voltage also 
possible). Here, a Pyrex wafer and a p-type Si wafer are used for the bonding. [Pyrex has been 
used extensively to develop Rb vapor cells and has been reported to have lower Rb diffusion 
rates in the increasing presence of 
buffer gas atoms [107]].  
The cathode (negative terminal) is 
connected to the Pyrex layer and the 
anode to the Si layer using metal 
contacts and the whole setup is placed 
on a heating stage (dual-side heating 
stages are also used). Figure 3.8 shows 
the schematic view of the bonding 
process [108].  
With the application of heat and voltage, two types of reactions occur in forming an intermediate 
SiO2 bond interface layer: ion dissociation/association reactions and interfacial bonding reactions 
[109]. The elevated temperature permits ionic conduction within the glass, while the imposed 
potential drives the migrating ions of opposite charge towards the interface (as it moves towards 
the cathode). Cations (mainly Na) move through the glass toward the cathode, hence leaving a 
depletion layer behind and allowing glass reconstruction. This reconstruction allows for the 
excess oxygen anions to move towards the interface due to the applied field. This space charging 
of the depletion layer generates an interfacial electrostatic field and a force pulling the glass and 
Si surfaces together and holding them during the formation of a permanent bond. The contact 
usually starts at a single point between the interfaces and allows the diffusion of the oxygen 
anions into the positively charged Si. Hence, bond formation can occur only when surfaces are 
Figure 3.8: The anodic bonding process showing the 
formation of the depletion layer and the interfacial
electrostatic field. The oxygen anions migrate to the
positively charged Si to form a permanent bond. 
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very clean and have low surface roughness (typically <1 µm surface variations reported for glass-
metal bonding [110]). 
Fabrication process flow of the vapor-cells used in this research 
This sub-section gives the details of the process flow and parameter values used to fabricate the 
Rb vapor cells for experimental studies. Figure 3.9 illustrates the process flow for developing the 
micro-fabricated Rb cell (height: 0.3 cm) – bonded stack of three layers: Pyrex (500 µm thick), 
silicon (2 mm thick), Pyrex (500 µm thick) enclosing a 5-mm-diameter, 2-mm-thick cylindrical 
cavity in which a few micrograms of rubidium and the desired pressure of argon are hermetically 
sealed by a two-step anodic bonding process.  
 
Figure 3.9: Microfabrication process flow of the Rb light source showing Rb dispensing and hermetic 
sealing of the buffer gas+Rb vapor cell. Steps 1 and 2 are performed at wafer level and steps 3 and 4 are 
completed at chip level. 
First, the cavity is created by deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) a 5 mm diameter through-hole in 
a silicon wafer. Then, the etched silicon wafer is anodically bonded to the bottom Pyrex layer at 
300°C while applying 1000 V between the two layers. The wafer is then diced to 1 cm x 1 cm 
chips for continuing the next steps in chip-scale level. After this first bonding step, natural 
Rb/87Rb is dispensed into the cavity under vacuum from a commercial Rb source (SAES 
Getters). A stable rubidium chromate compound is heated ex-situ using a high current coil to 
produce Rb vapor that is sprayed on to the cavity through a nozzle. The desired pressure of 
buffer gas (2 to 70 mbar Ar in most cases) is is then back-filled in the chamber, and the top 
Pyrex layer is anodically bonded to the bottom layers at 300 °C and 400 V (for approximately 
one hour) to create the hermetically sealed Rb vapor cell. 
Other Rb dispensing and sealing methods  
Few other alkali dispensing and sealing approaches have been reported [111], [112], [113], [114], 
[115], [116]. For example, Radhakrishnan and Lal (2005) encapsulated rubidium in wax 
micropackets, as shown in Figure 3.10 [117]. The cell preforms were made by anodic bonding of 
bulk micromachined silicon wafers to Pyrex under a xenon atmosphere. One side of the cavity 
array has a silicon nitride membrane that gets thermally bonded to the wax micropackets, as 
shown in Figure 3.10. The rubidium is released into the cavity by laser ablation of the silicon 
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nitride membrane. Rubidium absorption was measured in these cells successfully, but the effect 
of the wax on the ground-state hyperfine coherence has not been studied yet.  
Liew et al. (2007) [94] developed a wafer-level 
process to make arrays of nitrogen buffer gas 
cells with cesium. Here, cesium azide (CsN3) is 
evaporated through an aluminum shadow mask 
into cell preforms made from silicon with 
borosilicate glass windows. The cavities were 
closed under vacuum by anodically bonding a 
wafer of borosilicate glass onto the top. The 
cesium azide is then decomposed into cesium 
and nitrogen by exposing the cells to ultraviolet 
light (the decomposition is stopped when the 
nitrogen pressure reaches the desired value). 
Another interesting technique, demonstrated by 
Gong et al. [113], uses cesium-enriched glass as a source for alkali atoms in microfabricated cells. 
The glass pieces are melted into a well on the bottom of an anodically bonded cell preform and 
the cell is sealed by anodic bonding under the desired buffer gas atmosphere. Finally, the cesium 
atoms are released from the glass by passing an electrolytic current through the glass at 500 °C 
and 1 kV between a NaNO3 anode and the silicon (cathode). 
Researchers at NIST also presented another dispensing method where liquid solution of a stable 
cesium compound (CsCl) and barium-azide (BaN6) is placed in the preform outside the vacuum 
chamber [118]. During the second bonding step, cesium is released according to the scheme: 
CsCl+BaN6 → Cs+3N2+BaCl by placing the setup inside a UHV (ultra high vacuum) chamber 
and heating the preform to 200 °C [119]. The biggest advantage of this technique is that it allows 
the alkali (RbCl in the case of Rb) dispensing in normal room conditions. While this technique 
worked well for big centimeter-sized cells, it had three main problems for miniature cells: (1) it 
was not possible to remove all the residual N2 gas before sealing, (2) the free barium still present 
in the cavity after sealing reacted with N2 to form compounds like BaN6 and (3) the released 
compounds, especially in the case of Rb, are highly toxic and explosive – undesirable for 
laboratory level research. Due to these conditions, there are cell impurities and high variations in 
cell pressure with time hence deeming this process unsuitable for lamp cells without further 
optimizations in the sealing process. 
Discussion on Rb dispensing and sealing 
Alkali dispensing using micropipettes in a glove-box might seem straight-forward but even the 
presence of tiny amounts of residual oxygen oxidizes/partially oxidizes the tiny alkali volumes 
used for dispensing. Hence, it is highly practical for commercial level fabrications where a 
systematic control of all process parameters can be rigorously implemented with possibly 
automated dispensing to produce hundreds of cells. The reduction method, on the other hand is 
a relatively easy and cheap way to produce cells if the reduction is made to happen somewhere 
outside the cavity and only the alkali vapor product is evaporated into the cavity through a small 
Figure 3.10: Process to enclose Rb in wax 
micropackets. By Radhakrishnan et al. 
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nozzle (Chloride reduction is only an example, there are many other compounds that are suitable 
for this technique, like rubidium azides and chromates – the central point is reducing a stable 
alkali compound ex-situ by initiating a chemical reaction with reducing agents and heat to 
produce pure alkali vapor for targeted dispensing). This was explored by other research groups, 
including here in EPFL-SAMLAB, Switzerland, which led to further improvements in this type 
of sealing process to develop pollutant-free alkali sealed cells. One variant of such an optimized 
reduction and dispensing technique is what was used in this research to develop anodically-
bonded Rb vapor cells which was reported in the fabrication process flow sub-section.  
A low-temperature (<250 °C) bonding technique would be convenient for fabrication of Rb 
vapor cells. This would drastically reduce the complexities encountered in other high-
temperature bonding processes where the main problem is the complete escape of alkali vapor 
atoms from the cavity at elevated temperatures and/or the presence of alkali vapor between 
bonding interfaces creating hermeticity problems. In order to avoid these problems, low-
temperature bonding techniques like solder-sealing [120] and glass-frit bonding [121], suitable for 
Rb discharge cell development were explored in this MACQS project - by EPFL-LMTS and 
EPFL-LPM [86] and low-temperature indium bonding [122] and anodic bonding [103] by EPFL-
SAMLAB. A low-temperature solder-sealing process developed in collaboration with EPFL-
LPM to fabricate hermetically-sealed Rb cells for this research is discussed in the next section.  
3.3  Novel Rb cell fabrication technique by solder-sealing 
In this section, a fast and low-temperature solder-sealing technique developed (in collaboration 
with Fabrizio Vecchio and Dr. Thomas Maeder at EPFL-LPM) for fabricating a hermetic 1.4 x 1 
x 0.3 cm3 Rb cell is presented and discussed. This is a novel Rb dispensing and hermetic sealing 
technique for convenient Rb handling and batch fabrication of miniature Rb cells and has been 
published in the Sensors and Actuators A: Physical journal [86]. Several solder and metallic 
combinations were studied and sealing temperatures down to 138 °C were possible using a Sn-Bi 
eutectic (58Bi-42Sn) solder. A novel Rb storage and dispensing technique using high order 
alkanes was also researched. Some advantages of these developments: 
1. Low-temperature sealing avoids the complexities experienced in Rb sealing at elevated 
temperatures which include (1) the complete escape of alkali vapor atoms from the cavity and/or 
(2) the presence of alkali vapor between bonding interfaces creating hermeticity problems;  
2. The sealing process is accomplished within few minutes, with the peak temperature (solder 
melting time) of 150 °C in the order of 10 seconds. This fast process minimizes Rb evaporation 
and the reactions with the bonding interface. Despite the low melting point of both Rb and 
traditional solder metals, intermediate compounds are formed especially during bonding [123], 
but they have very high melting points and hence exhibit very limited solubility and very low 
levels of mixing with the alkali liquids. This essentially means that some impurities are indeed 
formed on the bonding interface and also would be present in small concentrations inside the 
sealed cell as a result of solder-Rb interactions, but they are practically inert and have not been 
observed to affect the reliability of the cell; 
3. It is a batch fabrication compatible process and highly cost-efficient; 
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4. A novel Rb dispensing and storage technique using high order liquid alkanes that would allow 
the alkali dispensing in normal room conditions without the need of a glove box. 
3.3.1 Rb solder-cell design and development 
The primary objective here is to develop a reliable low-temperature cell sealing technique using 
solders and materials that would be compatible with Rb to create miniature Rb vapor cells. For 
this, first a Rb-compatible transparent (at 780 and/or 795 nm) solid substrate needs to be 
identified. Glass, in general, is the only option as no other material seems to meet the cell wall 
requirements. It is also cheap, easily available and well established in terms of physical and 
chemical properties. However, not all glasses are equally good for Rb due to the presence of 
some oxides groups with low dissociation energies and importantly some metal groups which 
can be reactive with Rb. While SCHOTT glass 8436 is understood as the best Rb resistant glass 
manufactured yet due to the lowest Rb consumption rates [124], borosilicate glass or Pyrex and 
soda-lime glass, which are relatively easily available and are used in this study, also have similar 
compositions to the tested glasses [125] with acceptable Rb diffusion rates.  
The idea is to pattern a closed-
shape solder layer on two glass 
substrates, which can then be 
placed one on top of the other 
with the solder layers aligned and 
in contact with each other (Figure 
3.11). By applying a compressive 
force on the two substrates while 
they are heated to a temperature 
more than the melting point of 
the solder, the solder layers mix homogeneously and create a hermetic enclosure. Figure 3.11 
shows the cell bonding setup which includes the alignment and heater arrangement designed for 
this purpose. An intermediate metallization layer is required to bind/adhere the solder layer to 
the glass substrate. This is because solder layers form very weak bonds (bad wetting) when 
directly deposited on glass substrates and hence a suitable intermediate layer is deposited to 
ensure good wetting and firm adhesion.  
The solder and metal layer pastes are patterned on the glass substrates using the mesh screen-
printing technique. This work was done in collaboration with Fabrizio Vecchio while the photo 
masks were (except for one time) made by the LPM technicians. First, the inverse of the 
shape/solder layer design is printed on a transparent sheet to act as a shadow mask. This sheet 
mask is placed on top of a photo-sensitive flexible sheet and exposed to UV light. After 
exposure, this sheet is then manually pressed on to a mesh plate (after typical cleaning 
procedures) of appropriate mesh size (typical mesh diameter: tens of microns) to create the mesh 
mask. This mesh mask now acts as a stencil and can be used to screen-print the necessary 
solder/metal paste using appropriate squeegees in the EKRA E1 screen-printing machine. The 
metallization layer is screen-printed first and is then heated to a high temperature (typically 500-
700 °C) by placing it in a firing oven to form a permanent bond with the glass substrate. The 
solder layer is then screen-printed exactly on top of the metallization layer using the same mask 
Figure 3.11: Schematic of the bonding procedure of two solder-
layer deposited glass substrates and the cross-sectional view of a 
bonded cell. 
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design (but larger mesh diameter) using typical alignment procedures and dehydrated by heating 
it for few minutes at a temperature less than the solder melting temperature (say 100 °C). 
 
Figure 3.12: The illustration of the solder-bonding setup using four springs for a balanced compressive 
force, L-shaped pieces for alignment of the rectangular substrates, walls to submerge the dispensed Rb in 
liquid alkane and a 300 °C capacity heater with temperature control. 
 
Figure 3.13: Photographic illustration of some screen-printed glass substrates for bonding. An example of 
a substrate with a bad wetting solder/metallization layer combination is also shown. 
Table 3.3: Visual observations and comparisons of the different metallization–solder combinations on 1 
mm thick glass substrates. 
Solder↓\Metallization→ Sn-Bi Sn-Pb-Ag Sn-Ag 
ESL 590G (Ag, 525 °C) Bad wetting 60% yield Bad wetting 
ESL 9912A (Ag, 625 °C) 50% yield Good wetting Good wetting 
ESL 9695 (AgPd, 625 °C) 30% yield Good wetting Good wetting 
Different solder/metallization combinations were tried, in order to arrive at the best solution 
and also provide a selection of promising alternatives. For the metallization layer, ESL 590G 
(Ag, 525 °C firing temperature; ElectroScience Laboratories (ESL), USA), ESL 9912A (Ag, 
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625 °C firing temperature) and ESL 9695 (AgPd, 625 °C firing temperature) thick-film pastes 
were tested. Besides the metals, these pastes contained LPM-proprietary glass frits and oxides 
designed to allow bonding to nonmetallic substrates [126].  
For the solder, standard eutectic 58Bi42Sn, 62.5Sn36.5Pb1Ag and Bi–Sn–Ag solder pastes were 
used (all proportions given in weight). The resulting cells were first visually compared using an 
optical microscope, with the aim to find combinations exhibiting reliable and complete wetting 
of the metallization by the solder (results in Table 3.3 and illustrated in Figure 3.13). ESL 9912A 
together with Bi–Sn/Bi–Sn–Ag was found to be the best combination, featuring good wetting 
and a low melting point that reduces both the Rb evaporation and leaching of the metallization 
by molten solder [127]. 
3.3.2 Rb dispensing in liquid alkane and sealing method 
The developed Rb (or any other alkali metal) dispensing and storage method is illustrated in 
Figure 3.14. The vapor cell is comparatively large with a dedicated metal pads where a few µL of 
Rb is dispensed using a glass micropipette. One of the novelties of this method is that all 
manipulations are carried out inside a large pool of dodecane, which protects the alkali metal 
from oxidation during handling and, being hydrophobic, does not readily take up water. 
First, the Rb is slightly heated up to its melting point, and dispensed into the solder-enclosure 
when staying under the dodecane. Then, the 
other substrate is placed on top and this 
assembly is rapidly transferred into a vacuum 
chamber where the solder-sealing would be 
done (Figure 3.12). During the transfer, short-
term protection of the Rb from air is still 
ensured by the small volume of dodecane that 
is maintained by the solder walls. In the 
chamber after flushing out the ambient air, the 
cell is first progressively heated up to 80 °C in 
the presence of a buffer gas (20 mbar N2 here) 
to gently evaporate the dodecane inside the reservoir while avoiding outright boiling. Boiling, i.e. 
a greater solvent vapor pressure than the ambient total pressure (the 20 mbar partial vacuum 
used here), is avoided because it may disturb the position of the Rb drop or even the position of 
the top substrate. After this evaporation step, the cell is further heated up to the soldering 
temperature for typically 20 s in the final desired buffer gas and pressure, ensuring hermetic 
closure. 
3.3.3 Hermeticity tests 
The hermeticity of the cell can be tested by monitoring the encapsulated pressure inside the cell 
after sealing. The first type of test that was performed was integrating a miniature pressure 
sensor to the cell and monitoring the pressure inside the cell with time (Figure 3.15). Figure 
3.15d shows an example cell that has been integrated with an Intersema MS5540 pressure sensor 
module. Before the sealing procedure, a tiny hole (0.8 mm) is drilled through one of the glass 
Figure 3.14: Rb dispensing and storage in a pool
of dodecane (liquid alkane). The Rb is dispensed
using a micropipette on the cell inside a walled
platform to keep the Rb submerged even after
removal from the dodecane pool. 
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substrates (inside the solder enclosure, 
Figure 3.15c) and a miniature pressure 
sensor (Figure 3.15b) is fixed on the 
flat side of the substrate using a strong 
vacuum epoxy (Varian Torr Seal). The 
sealing procedure is then followed as 
mentioned in the previous section, 
after which the pressure inside the cell 
can be monitored through this sensor 
which is connected to a computer via a 
dedicated USB module. Figure 3.16 
shows the results attained for one of 
the cells. It can be seen that the cell 
pressure remained very close to the 
initial sealing pressure value 
for several days but reached 
atmospheric pressure over 
time (within weeks). In some 
cases, it was observed that 
the cell pressure increased to 
values slightly higher than 
the ambient pressure 
indicating that there might 
be non-negligible outgassing 
from the Torr Seal. Hence, 
using this test, it was difficult 
to confirm the hermeticity of 
the cell and hence another 
technique using FTIR 
spectroscopy was also 
investigated. 
If the cell is sealed with N2O gas 
(other gases also possible), it is 
possible to use an FTIR 
spectrometer at CSEM, Neuchâtel, 
to detect the presence of N2O and 
its concentration by monitoring the 
absorption spectrum of the cell. 
N2O has its strongest absorption 
peak at 2250 cm-1 and the 
absorption intensity at this 
wavenumber is proportional to the 
N2O pressure inside the cell. Figure 
3.17 shows the transmission curves 
Figure 3.15: (a) Drilling a hole through the glass substrate 
using an ultrasonic drill, (b) a miniature pressure sensor, (c) a 
drilled glass substrate, (d) an integrated sensor and substrate.
Figure 3.16: The pressure of the cell plotted during and after the cell is
sealed. While the cell was found to be sealed, there was a slight increase
in cell pressure with time which could be leak or because of outgassing.
Figure 3.17: An absorption spectrum of a sealed cell obtained 
from FTIR spectroscopy showing the presence the N2O and 
confirming hermeticity. 
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of the background and in the presence of an N2O (30 mbar) sealed cell. The N2O absorption can 
be clearly seen and this value corresponds to a 30 mbar pressure – proving the hermeticity of the 
cell (a calibration test was done by soldering a pressure sensor on top of the cell and comparing 
the FTIR peak intensity with the pressure read by the pressure sensor). The change in the 
absorption intensity was measured over time, and the cell was observed to stay sealed with 
around the same initial pressure for 2 weeks. After, the pressure started to slowly increase until 
reaching atmospheric value, indicating that further developmental work was necessary to 
improve the durability of the sealing. 
These results were encouraging as it showed a high potential for establishing a new and easy 
fabrication technique for Rb vapor cell production. However, more efforts necessary to optimize 
this process towards long-term hermetically-sealed cell solutions were not possible due to time 
and resource constraints. Several steps can be taken towards process optimization, starting with a 
further investigation into the metallization and soldering materials for (1) minimum leaching and 
enhanced wetting of the metallization by solder and (2) elimination of contamination by solder 
flux residues. 
Following these results, the solder-sealed cells were not used for lamp characterization 
experiments. Hermetic Rb cells, with geometries suitable for lamp development, could be 
fabricated using the anodic bonding technique. Hence, these anodically bonded Rb cells were 
used for lamp characterizations and the list of fabricated cells are reported in the following 
section. 
3.4 List of fabricated cells used as light sources 
Table 3.4: The list of microfabricated cells used in this research and their properties. 
Cell reference 
number 
Rubidium content Buffer gas 
type 
Buffer gas 
pressure (mbar)
Discharge gap 
length (mm) 
CN0 No Rb Argon 70 2 
CN1, CN2 Nat. Rb Argon 70 2 
CN3 Nat. Rb Argon 30 2 
CN4 87Rb Argon 30 2 
CN5 Nat. Rb N2 100 2 
CN6 Nat. Rb (several µL) Argon 70 2 
CN7 87Rb Argon 15 0.5 
CN8 87Rb Argon 15 2 
CN9 Nat. Rb N2 150 2 
CN10 Nat. Rb (several µL) Argon 30 2 
CN11 Nat. Rb Argon 2 2 
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In order to develop a Rb DBD lamp-cell, first a hermetically sealed Rb vapor cell is fabricated 
after which the electrodes are deposited on the external cell walls for drive and plasma ignition. 
The list of Rb vapor cells that have been developed using the anodic bonding process described 
in 3.4.2 and used in this research are mentioned here in Table 3.4. All cells have the same lateral 
dimensions of 1 cm x 1 cm with a discharge volume diameter of 5 mm. 
Following the discussion in section 3.1.2, the ideal buffer gas would (1) be inert to Rb, (2) have a 
low first ionization energy (IE1) and (3) have a low atomic diameter for a higher mean free path 
and electron acceleration. A low atomic diameter usually means a higher IE1 and hence a 
suitable trade-off between these conditions needs to be experimentally determined. And the ideal 
buffer gas pressure needs to be as low as possible to allow for higher ratio of Rb excitations for a 
given input voltage and temperature. 70 mbar of Argon has an acceptable trade-off between the 
above conditions, whose pressure is also suitable for a low-power breakdown and high Rb line 
output operation and hence a good test gas for the first prototype (CN1). Based on experimental 
observations, reported in chapter 5, the pressure values for the other cells were chosen later for 
further optimization of the lamp’s power consumption and the output light stability. 
3.5 Electrode deposition for Rb DBD cells 
For the planar cell, external and parallel layers of electrodes are most efficient in coupling the 
energy to the electrons in the cavity by maximizing electric field lines through the discharge 
volume. The electrodes are to be deposited on both the top and bottom Pyrex layers outside the 
cell after it is sealed with Rb and buffer gas. However, the exact geometry and type of electrode 
material that would be best for the Rb light source needs to be experimentally determined 
(reported in section 5.3) for which three different electrode materials were tested in this study 
with each material having its own respective deposition technique. If a specific cell was deposited 
with a certain electrode material, it was reused again for testing with other electrode materials 
only after the complete removal of the original electrode layer. 
1) Indium solder: Indium solder circular pre-forms, with a thickness of hundreds of microns, 
were used as electrodes by depositing it on the Pyrex layers manually using heat and solder guns 
(illustrated in Figure 3.18). The main reason for choosing this material is because of its excellent 
wetting properties with glass. The second reason being the geometry of the electrodes can be 
easily modified using a solder iron. The main disadvantage of this material though is that the 
melting point of this solder is 156.6 °C which could cause problems when the discharge lamp 
temperature reaches near this value. 
Even if the cell is not heated 
thoroughly to this temperature, 
there could be some local heating 
phenomena which could possibly 
rupture the electrodes locally and 
cause changes in the energy coupled 
to the discharge volume. This melting point however allows the easy removal of the electrode 
when a heat above 160 °C is applied. The limitation of this deposition technique is that the 
geometry is not very accurate with high surface variations as it is manually done, increasing the 
Figure 3.18: Illustration of In solder deposition. 
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probability of field inhomogeneities. So this electrode material is more useful for basic tests and 
development but not for long-term commercial solutions. 
2) Aluminium thin film: 200 nm thick Al thin films were tested as electrodes by depositing a thin 
layer of Al atoms on the Pyrex using the evaporation technique (Figure 3.19). A source of Al is 
heated and evaporated to produce Al vapor inside a vacuum chamber which then is allowed to 
condense on the unheated Pyrex layer of 
the cell. Using custom-built shadow 
masks, any electrode pattern with a 
resolution of few hundreds of microns 
was possible. The advantage of this 
technique is that the deposition is more 
reliable and the geometry is highly 
accurate with very low surface variations 
as compared to the Indium solder. This 
reduces field inhomogeneities and hence 
possible performance variations within different sets of cells. When a high-melting solder alloy 
like Sn-Ag or Sn-Pb-Ag (with a small amount of Indium mixed for better wetting) is used for 
connecting the deposited electrodes to external power, the melting point of the solder interface 
is more than 200 °C and hence does not limit the lamp operation for a wider temperature range. 
However, its main limitation is that it is opaque and hence cannot be patterned directly on top of 
one side of the discharge gap for optical output. Although, due to its smooth surface, a blanket 
bottom Al electrode would act as a mirror during lamp operation, increasing the photon yield 
output through the top. The Al deposition on Rb cells was performed by technicians of the 
CSEM cleanroom in Neuchâtel. 
3) ITO thin film: ITO thin films were tested as electrodes by coating a 100 nm thin film top 
electrode through sputtering or physical 
vapor deposition (basic concept shown in 
Figure 3.20). By igniting a plasma 
discharge near an ITO target, high energy 
particles are made to bombard the target 
to release the molecules as vapor that 
then condense on the top Pyrex layer of 
the cell. This electrode material is very 
interesting as it is conducting and has 
high transmission of more than 90% at 
100 nm thickness. This allows for the 
electrode to the directly deposited over the discharge gap, hence maximizing the efficiency of 
field coupling. However, it has a non-negligible resistance (surface resistivity Rsq ~ 20 Ω/sq), 
increasing with the area and thickness of deposition. This additional resistance increases the 
power consumption of the light source but also helps in heating the cell. Hence, it is a good but 
not an obvious choice for the lamp design and has to be experimentally tested in terms of power 
consumption for different geometries to understand its performance metrics. The ITO 
deposition was performed at EPFL-PVLAB.  
Figure 3.19: 200 nm Al thin film electrode deposited 
using the evaporation technique (concept schematic). 
Figure 3.20: 100 nm ITO thin film electrode deposition 
by physical vapor deposition (concept schematic). 
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The details of the size and geometry of the electrode configurations used in this research are 
given in section 5.3. 
Chapter conclusions 
This chapter explained the design and fabrication of the miniature Rb discharge cell used in this 
research and the reasons for the choice of geometry: 1 cm x 1 cm x 0.3 cm to be compact and to 
integrate with the other components of the miniature DR clock. A buffer gas is needed for a 
low-power ignition and 70 mbar of Argon was chosen as the test gas as it had an acceptable 
trade-off between the atomic diameter and ionization energy properties and was in the suitable 
pressure range for a high Rb line output and low-power breakdown operation.  
A low-temperature Rb hermetic sealing and dispensing technique was developed, in 
collaboration with LPM, EPFL, based on solder-sealing for fast and easy fabrication of Rb 
discharge cells. While this technique showed promising potential, due to time and resource 
constraints and due to the establishment of a successful Rb cell fabrication technique using 
anodic bonding at IMT, Neuchâtel, further efforts towards optimizing the solder-sealing 
technique were abandoned.  
The concept of anodic bonding and the state-of-the-art fabrication process flow used for 
fabricating discharge cells were described. The full list of cells used in this research and the 
different electrode deposition methods used in this study were described. The next chapter will 
focus on developing the electrical drive circuitry to optimally power the lamp and achieve high 
power efficiency. 
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Chapter 4 Electrical drive circuitry for the 
miniature Rb DBD lamp  
The design approach taken towards developing an electrical drive circuitry to achieve a desired 
output of 10 µW on a Rb D wavelength from the miniature micro-fabricated Rb DBD cell (cell 
list in section 3.4) at minimum power consumption is discussed in this chapter. To achieve the 
above-stated goal, external electrical power has to be first efficiently transferred to the miniature 
Rb DBD cell, which is later optimized for best results. An electric field changing polarity in the 
RF range (> 1 MHz and < hundreds of MHz), if applied across the chosen parallel-electrode 
configuration, would accelerate the scattered electrons resulting from random collisions, 
eventually leading to electron avalanches, breakdown and a sustained capacitively-coupled 
plasma (CCP) discharge (refer section 2.5). The gain in acceleration of the electrons is directly 
proportional to the strength of the applied field and for a given (p.d) and cell condition, a 
minimum value of breakdown field is required for a specific applied frequency. The idea here is 
to achieve this field strength with the lowest power consumption. 
The necessary concepts involved in the rf drive circuit development for the DBD CCP cell is 
first discussed (in section 4.1) including the considered boundary conditions. The LC resonant 
drive circuit developed and optimized in this research is reported in section 4.2 where the 
appropriate LC components selection using a vector network analyzer, load impedance modeling 
in MATLAB and electrical circuit modeling and voltage calculations using PSPICE are discussed. 
The electrical equivalent model of the Rb cell is described in section 4.3, to understand the 
distribution of the cell impedance, the different power loss mechanisms and the magnitude of 
power that is coupled to the discharge gap. The modeling and results reported in sections 4.2 
and 4.3 have also been published in the IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and 
Frequency Control journal [128] and the Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics journal [129].  
4.1 RF drive design concepts for a CCP discharge cell 
In order to build a drive circuit to produce a high-intensity rf (>1 MHz and <500 MHz here) 
field across the discharge volume, the relevant concepts and the rf drive design requirements 
need to be understood first. The following sub-sections explain (1) the electrical power 
propagation model for the rf range considered in this research, (2) the description of the rf field 
applied across the discharge volume using the electrostatic approximation applicable in the low-
rf (<tens of MHz) range and (2) the rf design elements and the structure of the full drive circuit 
developed towards achieving highly power-efficient operation.  
4.1.1 Electromagnetic wave propagation model 
For a simple DC or a low frequency AC (<1 kHz) field across two parallel plates, the 
conventional Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws can be applied for analysis. However, they fail 
at higher frequencies where the electromagnetic wave propagation model, as explained by 
Maxwell’s equations [130], describes the electrical behavior in a highly convincing manner. In 
order to understand this more clearly, an electrical field propagating in a direction (positive z-
direction in a Cartesian co-ordinate system for example as shown in Figure 4.1) in free space is 
considered and can be written in a sinusoidal form as: 
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where Ex and Hy are the x-directed electric 
and y-directed magnetic field vector 
components and E0x and H0y are the 
constant amplitude factors in V/m and 
A/m in the respective x and y directions. 
These waves possess an angular frequency ω 
and a propagation constant β that defines 
the spatial extent in terms of the 
wavelength, λ, such that β = 2.π/λ. Classical 
field theory based on Maxwell’s equations 
shows that the ratio between the electric and magnetic field components is defined as the so-
called intrinsic impedance, Z0, (or the characteristic impedance of free space) and is given by 
[131]: 
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where µ and ε are the magnetic permeability and electrical permittivity of the material (through 
which the EM field is propagation) and are defined as µ = µ0.µr and ε = ε0.εr with µ0 and ε0 being 
the absolute permeability and permittivity of free space [µ0 ≈ 1.26x10-6 H/m and ε0 ≈ 8.85x10-12 
F/m] and µr and εr are the relative values of the material. The field components, as observed are 
orthogonal to each other with both of them orthogonal to the direction of propagation. This is 
called the transverse electromagnetic mode or TEM and it is the dominant wave propagation 
mode in the RF range. There are other modes, such as, transverse electric and magnetic wave 
modes, which are of more relevance only at much higher frequencies - in the microwave and 
optical range, as the field vectors tend to no longer be orthogonal to the direction of 
propagation. The phase velocity, vp, of this TEM wave can be given as [132]: 
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Substituting free space values in equation (4.3) gives the speed of light, c. Equation (4.3) is 
mentioned here only for understanding the fundamental property of the TEM waves used in this 
research and not necessary for any further calculations. Although, the electromagnetic model is 
described very briefly here, it can be noted that the electric field, with units V/m, can be 
understood as a normalized voltage wave while the magnetic field, with units A/m, can be 
understood as a normalized current wave. The power per unit area, PEM, and the average power 
per unit area, EMP , transported by an EM wave at any instant of time is given by [132]: 
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Figure 4.1: The schematic of the electromagnetic
wave propagation model with the orthogonal electric
and magnetic field components. 
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4.1.2 The electrostatic approximation 
A simple model of the microfabricated Rb discharge cell 
(figure 3.15) as a parallel electrode, with dielectrics in 
between (Figure 4.2), is considered – the distance 
between the electrodes being 3 mm (2 mm gap + 2x0.5 
mm dielectric layers). Now when an electromagnetic 
wave, changing polarity in the radio-frequency range, for 
example 10 MHz, is applied on one of the electrodes 
while the other is grounded, the wavelength of the 
applied rf is around 30 m. To accelerate the electrons 
and influence the breakdown efficiently, a high electric 
field/voltage is required and not a high 
current/magnetic field (refer section 2.5). Hence, in this case when the applied rf wave has a high 
characteristic impedance (high voltage to current ratio) and the rf wavelength is much higher 
than the discharge length, it can be approximated that the electric field is homogeneous across 
the discharge volume and dominant enough to neglect the effect of the magnetic field 
component. This is the electrostatic approximation and is sometimes referred to as the E-mode 
(electrostatic mode) operation in plasma reactors [133]. When the rf wavelength gets closer to 
the order of the discharge length, the effect of the magnetic field becomes non-negligible 
resulting in the transition to what is called the H-mode (electromagnetic mode) operation [133], 
[134]. Even higher frequencies (>several GHz) leads to the W-mode (wave mode) operation but 
is not discussed further here.  
As the first target frequency range is in tens of MHz, the electrostatic approximation is initially 
considered for developing the rf drive design. 
4.1.3 RF input power options for driving the Rb lamp 
A steady source of rf excitation with precise (±0.01 dBm) control over the power level and 
frequency is required for the Rb light source. A low-voltage, negligible-power (less than a mW) 
and accurate frequency ‘signal’ can be generated from, for example, an appropriate quartz 
oscillator which when supplied a DC voltage can produce an AC voltage signal of similar 
amplitude in the radio-frequency range. This generated signal has its own characteristic 
impedance defined by the ratio of the output voltage to the output current. Figure 4.3a shows 
the electrical equivalent circuit of a generic quartz oscillator operating in the fundamental mode 
and Figure 4.3b shows the two resonance modes of such an oscillator where the parallel 
resonance is preferred for its higher voltage output. Many driver concepts for DBDs exist [135], 
[136], [137] but almost all of them have been designed for high-power lamp emission purposes. 
The most power-efficient drive circuit is needed for the miniature lamp. 
Using the simplified model shown in Figure 4.2, the rf drive design approach is explained 
starting from the ideal case for clear understanding. The cell, which is the load, is assumed to 
have an overall impedance, ZCell, and can be defined as, ZCell = ZR + j.ZI where ZR is the total 
real/resistive part of the impedance or the proportion of incident real power that will be 
absorbed and ZI is the reactive part or the proportion of incident real power that would be 
Figure 4.2: Simplified DBD cell model
as a capacitive load with parallel-
electrodes. The RF wavelength diagram
is only for understanding and is not to
scale. 
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reflected. The equivalent model of the cell is 
explained in more detail in section 4.3. The typical 
voltage values for an rf electrical breakdown in mm-
scale discharge gaps have been reported to be in the 
range of several tens of Volts to hundreds of Volts 
[138], [139], [140], [141]. Assuming VBR is the 
breakdown voltage across the cell-electrodes for a 
given frequency, the power required for breakdown 
can be given as, PBR = VBR2/ZCell. PBR here represents 
the theoretical minimum power required for 
breakdown and would equal Pabs in equation (2.16) 
for an ideal capacitive load. That is, if the cell is 
considered an ideal capacitor (all cell dielectrics being 
ideal with no losses), the only power that is absorbed 
is by the electrons in the discharge volume (or ZR = 
free electrons energy absorption factor). However, 
obviously an ideal capacitive load does not exist and 
ZR here represents all the losses in the cell (including dielectric resistive losses). ZCell can be 
thought of as a few pF capacitive load or a 50-100 kΩ impedance load until it is redefined more 
precisely in section 4.2. 
So, in the most ideal case, an external input in the order of 100s of Volts from a crystal or such 
oscillator with a characteristic impedance of ZCell would only require one DC supply and a 
minimal transmission line (with the impedance of the transmission line, ZTr = ZCell) leading to 
lowest total power consumption (Figure 4.4). If Ptot is the total power supplied, it would be, 
Ptot = PBR + PTr_loss + POsc_loss. PTr_loss represents the amount of real power lost in the transmission 
line and POsc_loss includes the damping and conversion losses of the oscillator. However, such a 
direct application is not possible yet due to the various issues with oscillators such as lowering of 
the output quality factor and increasing frequency instabilities [142] which severely limits the 
maximum output voltage (usually less than 5 V). Also, it is almost impossible to find an oscillator 
or a transmission line/cable with the exact characteristic impedance of the cell. Such a 
transmission line can be custom-developed but requires a major effort and is outside the scope 
of this research. Hence, a voltage amplification stage along with appropriate transmission lines 
and impedance matching circuits are required between the oscillator and the cell-load (Figure 
4.5).  
Figure 4.5 illustrates the rf drive design schematic 
showing the required modules for achieving the desired 
VBR across the cell-electrodes. The total circuit can be 
split into two stages: the input stage and the LC stage 
[143], as shown in the figure, for easier understanding. 
The input stage consists of an oscillator with an 
impedance of ZOsc, whose output rf voltage signal is 
connected to an amplifier [144] through a transmission 
line (with impedance ZTr1) and an impedance matching 
Figure 4.3: (a) Electrical equivalent model of 
a crystal oscillator with the (b) typical 
impedance spectrum versus frequency. 
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the ideal rf input 
power supply to the Rb cell-load. 
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circuit. This impedance matching circuit is a combination of L, C and R components to match or 
convert the source impedance to the load impedance for maximum power transfer (discussed in 
section 4.1.4). The amplifier output also has similar transmission lines and matching circuits to 
have a 10s of Watts capacity output with characteristic impedance, Zin. The LC stage consists of 
the Rb cell-load and the appropriate LC-impedance matching circuit to maximize voltage 
transfer from Zin to ZCell. 
 
Figure 4.5: The rf drive design schematic showing the input and LC stage of the drive circuit. 
In this research, only commercially available rf components and instruments that are suitable for 
the drive circuit design were used for the input stage design, which practically limits the choice to 
only 50 Ω impedance instruments, connectors and transmission lines (coaxial cables). This is 
mainly because of two reasons: (1) The main focus here is to characterize the Rb discharge cell 
performance and identify the optimum operating parameters of the LC stage (Figure 4.5) of the 
rf drive circuit for a given input stage - as the input stage can later be custom-redesigned 
independently based on the identified ideal operating frequency, cell-impedance and power 
conditions for stable optical pumping applications. (2) Building a complete custom rf circuitry 
which includes a low-noise low-loss rf amplifier with an output capacity of several Watts, and 
characterized transmission lines with an optimized cell-specific characteristic impedance requires 
a huge effort (probably several years of study and development) and is outside the scope of this 
research. Hence, the drive circuit developed in this research is optimized for a 50 Ω input 
impedance system and is discussed further from section 4.2. However, as much higher power 
efficiencies can be achieved by custom-designing the complete rf circuitry, some discussions in 
this regard are included in the next sub-section which describes the rf drive elements. 
4.1.4 Elements of RF drive design 
The relevant elements and their respective definitions used for building and modeling the rf 
drive circuit for the Rb DBD lamp are discussed in this section. The electrical behavior of 
conductors and LC components when operating at the rf range are described including their 
equivalent electrical circuits that are used for voltage and power computations reported in 
section 4.2 and 5.4. The impedance matching technique, based on which the LC drive 
components are selected and the LC stage drive circuit is developed in this research, is described 
in the last sub-section.  
Transmission lines 
A transmission line is simply an electromagnetic wave carrier. As it can be seen from 
equation 4.2, the intrinsic impedance of an electromagnetic wave is inversely related to the 
electrical permittivity of the material through which it is propagating. In air, the impedance is 
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almost 377 Ω. However, metals have a very high, almost infinite, relative electrical permittivity 
(value of the real part is one but very high value of the complex part). Hence, typically metals are 
used as transmission lines to easily transfer high power. The equivalent circuit model of a 
transmission line is shown in Figure 4.6. The characteristic impedance of a transmission line can 
be defined as: 
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While the L and C are reactive components that do not absorb any 
power, the transmission power losses are due to the R and G 
resistive components of the transmission line impedance. R is the 
resistance and G is the conductance, both dependent on the 
resistivity of the transmission line material and the increasing skin 
depth effects when carrying a high-frequency field. The typical 
resistance and loss functions of different materials, geometries and 
lengths can be found here [131]. Using this model, it is possible to 
develop transmission lines with the specific ZTr required for the 
application by choosing the right materials and geometry to 
achieve lowest R and G values for minimum losses. Here, in this 
research, all transmission lines and connectors (except the wires 
connecting the cell to the matching circuit in the LC stage) are 
standard 50 Ω BNC-type cables and connectors.  
High-frequency capacitor 
A parallel-electrode capacitor configuration with surface area of the electrodes, A, and distance 
of separation, d, (given that the shortest lateral dimension of the electrode is always greater than 
d) filled with a material with relative electrical permittivity, εr, will have a capacitance C, given by 
[119]: 
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Ideally there is no current flow between the electrodes. However at high frequencies, the 
dielectric materials become lossy mainly due to the frictional 
losses of oscillating dipoles. The relative permittivity is thus 
defined by the complex function: ''' . rrr j εεε −=  where εr’’ 
denotes and contributes to real or resistive losses in the dielectric 
material and εr’ contributes to the reactive power stored in the 
dielectric. The εr’’ and εr’ values for different materials can be 
obtained from the loss tangent value, δ, of the material which has 
the relation: ''' /)(tan rr ωεσωεδ += . 
A real capacitor operating at the rf range has many non-negligible parasitic components which 
need to be modeled to accurately establish the voltage and power losses of the capacitive 
Figure 4.6: The transmission 
line and its characteristic 
impedance model. 
Figure 4.7: Electrical model of
a high-frequency capacitor
with parasitics. 
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components. Figure 4.7 shows the electrical model of a real high-frequency capacitor with the 
non-negligible parasitic resistances, Rsc and Rpc (representing the current leakage and dielectric 
frictional losses) and a series parasitic inductance, Lc (representing the increasing reactive power 
storage loss with higher frequency and the component self-resonance effects). The impedance of 
the capacitor, Zc, can be derived and given as: 
 csc
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Regarding the selection of rf capacitors for the drive circuit, it is important to identify the ones 
with the lowest DC series resistance for lower power losses. Higher the value of the capacitance, 
lower its self-resonance frequency and hence the upper frequency limit within which it can be 
used for becomes lower. However, its reactance becomes lower, making Rpc power losses more 
insignificant with increase in the value of capacitance. 
High-frequency inductor 
A coiled wire when supplied a current in the RF range, exhibits (1) an inductance due to the 
resistive force created by the time-varying magnetic field lines in proximity, (2) a frequency-
dependent wire resistance primarily due to the skin and proximity effects, (3) a DC series 
resistance representing the DC wire resistance and (3) a parasitic capacitance arising due to the 
conductive wires in proximity with each other. These components constitute the electrical 
equivalent circuit model of a high-frequency inductor which is shown in Figure 4.8.  
The skin effect is the tendency of the applied rf current in a 
wire to become unevenly distributed within the wire volume 
such that the current density is largest near the surface and 
decreases towards the centre [131]. This happens due to the 
opposing eddy currents induced by the changing magnetic 
field resulting from the rf current. This causes the effective 
resistance of the conductor to increase at higher frequencies 
with the decreasing effective wire cross-section available for 
conduction or skin depth (the depth from the surface 
effectively used for current flow). For thin-wire single-turn RF coils and axial inductors (used in 
this research), the proximity effect can almost be considered negligible and the frequency 
dependent resistance can be considered to be directly proportional to √f due to the dominant 
skin effect [Skin depth is inversely proportional to √f for a given material]. The impedance of the 
high-frequency inductor, ZL, can be given as: 
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Selecting the appropriate rf inductors for the drive circuit is based on some considerations: (1) 
High power (several Watts) lamp operation requires inductors with high power/current rating. 
Higher the current rating, higher is the resistivity of the conductor leading to higher resistive 
losses. (2) The component has to be as small as possible as the target is a portable application. 
Figure 4.8: Electrical model of a
high-frequency inductor with
parasitics. 
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(3) Higher inductance value means higher intensity of the time-changing magnetic field effects 
from the rf current through the conductor in proximity leading to higher skin effect (and 
proximity effect) resistive losses. Hence, lower inductance values are always preferred. For 
example, if a high inductance value is needed, using several lower value inductors in series 
(adding up to the desired value) is usually more power-efficient than one inductor of the desired 
value. 
Impedance matching circuits 
High power transfer efficiency from the rf power supply to the Rb-cell load is required for a low 
power operating lamp. In the following paragraphs, the principles behind identifying this 
maximum power transfer and efficiency operation for a given input radio-frequency power are 
discussed. When power needs to be transferred from one stage (source) to another (load), the 
maximum possible power, for a given input voltage, can be transferred when the impedance of 
one stage is the complex conjugate of the other. It is not the same as maximum power transfer 
efficiency, which, for stages with purely real/resistive impedances, increases with the ratio of 
load to source impedance. Figure 4.9 shows the general trend of these two behaviors for a given 
input voltage [145].  
As voltage transfer is the primary interest, it can be seen from the 
figure that the maximum real voltage transfer is possible with a 
higher load to source resistance ratio with the maximum power 
transferrable getting significantly reduced. This result is useful 
only for situations where the real part of the load impedance is 
dominant and is representative of the total load impedance (for 
possible matching circuits in the rf input stage design). However, 
for a largely reactive load, such as the Rb cell, the load impedance 
is dependent on the applied frequency and hence the maximum 
voltage transfer condition also becomes frequency dependent and 
is described below. 
Considering a simplified circuit (Figure 4.10), where the parallel electrode-Rb cell model shown 
in Figure 4.2 is considered as an ideal capacitive load, the impedance/reactance of this cell can be 
given as: XCell = -1/j.ω.CCell (CCell is the capacitance of the cell in pF and ω is the applied angular 
drive frequency in radians/s). It is connected to a 1V 
RF-AC voltage source with fully-inductive 
impedance XL = j.ω.L (L is the inductance in 
Henries). The voltage across the cell can be given by 
VCell = I.XCell. Now it can be seen that, when the 
values of L, C and ω have been chosen such that ω.L 
= 1/ω.CCell, the total impedance of the circuit 
becomes zero resulting in infinite current (in the ideal condition). And, XCell is still finite resulting 
in an infinite increase in VCell. But all real circuit components/cells have a non-zero resistive 
component which limits it to a large finite value. This frequency is the series LC resonant 
frequency, fr, given by 
LC
fr
π2
1
= [ω = 2.π.fr] and the voltage across the cell can be given by: 
Figure 4.9: Maximum power 
transfer and maximum power 
efficiency versus impedance for 
a purely real load [145].  
Figure 4.10: A simplified LC series resonant 
circuit with the capacitive cell load. 
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 VCell = Q.Vin           (4.9) 
where Q is termed the quality factor of the LC circuit. The quality factor is defined as the ratio of 
power stored to the power dissipated at the resonance frequency. This equals the ratio of one of 
the reactive impedances to the parasitic resistance of the LC-R circuit, R, and can be derived as:  
C
L
RR
LQ 1== ω          (4.10) 
Hence, for a largely reactive load, it can be seen that the maximum voltage transfer (equation 4.9) 
happens at the series LC resonance condition and is governed by the Q value for the chosen fr (it 
must be noted that VCell in such circuits will almost be fully reactive). For the output rf drive 
stage development in this research, this reactive load impedance matching/voltage amplification 
concept is used. Equation (4.10) is a simplified definition of the Q factor for an ideal LCR circuit 
and the real circuit quality factor, Qrp, calculation requires the modeling of all the circuit parasitic 
components, shown in the next section 4.2. 
4.2 LC resonant drive circuit for the Rb DBD lamp 
Following the discussion in the last section, a series LC resonant circuit design approach was 
chosen for driving the Rb DBD lamp. The rf input power is supplied by a 50 Ω rf amplifier 
(discussed in 4.2.1) and the LC stage consists of the Rb-cell load connected to LC components 
to equal a 50 Ω impedance load at the series resonant frequency of operation. The following 
sub-sections explain the rf input drive stage used and the LC-stage circuit developed for driving 
the Rb lamp-cell at different frequencies over a wide range (2-500 MHz). 
4.2.1 Drive circuit - input stage 
The input stage of the drive circuit (as mentioned in Figure 4.5) refers to the rf power source and 
amplification circuitry used for driving the LC stage: the impedance-matched Rb cell-load. As 
explained earlier, all the chosen components in the input stage have a 50 Ω input/output real 
impedance. The rf sinusoidal voltage signal was generated using an HP 8642A (0.1-1050 MHz 
range) signal generator with a 50 Ω output 
impedance. This was connected to the 50 
Ω input of an rf amplifier (two amplifier 
modules used: (A1) 1059-BBM1C3KFL 
model, 30 W minimum CW power, (A2) 
1028-BBM1C3KAJ 10 W minimum CW 
power, both models: 1-500 MHz, Class AB, 
Empower RF Systems) through a 50 Ω 
coaxial cable with appropriate BNC 
connectors on both ends. The amplifier has 
its own internal impedance matching circuit 
to give out a 50 Ω output terminal which is 
connected to the forward terminal (50 Ω 
BNC coax) of an rf power meter with a dual-directional coupler (Rohde & Schwarz NRT power 
reflection meter with NAP-Z7 power head). The LC stage can then be connected to the rf power 
Figure 4.11: The measured impedance spectrum of the 
cell with and without PCB (Figure 4.12) calibration 
showing its high capacitive reactance at frequencies 
<200 MHz.
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meter’s output terminal for driving the Rb cell-load after appropriate impedance matching. The 
photographs describing the complete drive circuitry and measurement setup can be found in 
section 5.1. 
4.2.2 Drive circuit - LC stage 
The LC stage, as illustrated in Figure 4.5, refers to the load stage that constitutes the series LC 
resonant circuit and the Rb DBD cell, as schematically shown in Figure 4.12. The LC 
components are represented as ideal components for 
easier understanding, however they have non-
negligible parasitics as explained later in this section. 
The Rb DBD cell, after electrode deposition, is a 
capacitive load whose precise impedance needs to be 
determined for developing the electrical drive circuit 
for igniting rf discharges. The impedance spectrum 
(Figure 4.11) of a 70 mbar Argon filled Rb vapor 
DBD cell (CN1), with 5 mm diameter circular In 
bottom electrode and a 5.5 mm outer diameter and 
4.5 mm inner diameter In ring top electrode, was 
accurately measured using a vector network analyzer (Agilent ENA 5071C) after necessary 
instrument calibration steps. The values measured by directly connecting the Rb cell electrodes 
to the BNC input of the vector network analyzer and the values measured through a BNC 
connection of the PCB when the chip was placed on its designated place (as shown in Figure 
4.12) are shown in Figure 4.11. The cell-load was found to be almost fully capacitive at the tens 
of MHz frequency range with a capacitance value of around 1.2 pF and a total impedance of 
around 80 kΩ. Hundreds of LC drive circuits have been built for characterizing the Rb cell in a 
wide range of frequencies between 2 and 500 MHz, out of which 10 optimized drive circuits at 
relevant drive frequencies and the resulting data have been reported in this section. 
LC components selection 
The first test drive frequency was chosen to be 13.56 MHz since it is an ISM band and in the 
frequency range chosen for the first plasma ignition test (refer section 2.5). Now for maximum 
voltage transfer across the cell, a tunable inductor in series with the cell needs to be added as the 
source such that the inductive reactance is the complex 
conjugate of the cell impedance exactly at the resonant 
frequency, that is, 13.56 MHz. Also, as the output terminal 
of the input stage has a real 50 Ω impedance, an appropriate 
resistor needs to be added in the LC stage to equal the total 
impedance to a purely real 50 Ω load. For a 1.2 pF cell and 
13.56 MHz drive frequency, the appropriate inductance value 
can be calculated to be around 950 µH. Such a high 
inductance typically has a self-resonance frequency at less 
than 10 MHz and hence cannot be used in this circuit (Some 
high-performance rf inductors in this inductance range could 
have their self-resonance beyond 15-20 MHz but will usually have a bad quality factor at the 
Figure 4.13: A photograph of the 
PCB for the Rb-cell and the LC 
stage components for impedance 
matching. 
Figure 4.12: A schematic representation of 
the LC-stage and the series LC resonant 
circuit configuration. 
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desired frequency). Higher inductance values also entail higher skin and proximity effects leading 
to higher resistive losses. In order to bring the required inductance value to an acceptable range, 
a tunable capacitor, with a higher capacitance than the cell-load, is added in parallel with the cell-
load (can be seen in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.18) to reduce the overall cell load reactance. For 
example, adding a 10 pF capacitor brings the cell+capacitor reactance from >80 kΩ to ~ 1 kΩ. 
This would now necessitate an inductance of around 12 µH for the desired reactance matching at 
13.56 MHz, which is now in the acceptable range as it will not be limited by the component’s 
self-resonance and it will also have a lower real impedance at this frequency due to relatively 
lower skin effects. This is the first step used for selecting the appropriate inductor and capacitor 
components for the LC stage. Now the exact values can be optimized for maximum voltage 
transfer for which the impedance of these components and the resulting circuit need to be 
measured first using the vector network analyzer (VNA) (high-precision LCR meters and 
impedance analyzers can also be used but additional calculation steps might be necessary 
depending on the instrument). 
Single port load-matching using network analyzer 
 First, the Rb cell is placed and fixed on a PCB designed at 
LMTS for the LC stage circuit and cell (Figure 4.13). The 
PCB has circular copper pads on the top layer (and bottom 
layer) for soldering the component connections and thin 
copper interconnects in the insulated middle layer. Few 
mm long lengths of metals are used to solder-connect the 
top and bottom electrode, using In solder, to the PCB 
metal pad (Figure 4.15). A variable capacitor with a tuning 
range around the desired value (example tuning range: 1-
45 pF) is selected and soldered on to the PCB to be in 
shunt with the cell electrodes. A variable inductor with a 
suitable tuning range is then soldered in series to the cell (a 
fixed inductor can also be used as only a minimum of one 
tunable LC component is necessary to accurately match 
the reactive impedance). The PCB has two input terminals: 
for the high-voltage rf and ground connections, designed for a 50 Ω BNC connector, although 
other high-frequency connectors can also be used.  
 
Figure 4.14: Concept of a Smith chart 
with the infinities of both resistance 
and reactance meeting at the centre-
right of the circular plot. The 50 Ω 
load point is at the centre. 
Figure 4.15: Impedance matching example showing the addition of components to match the cell-load to 
50 Ω at 13.56 MHz and the corresponding change in the Smith chart (refer Figure 4.14) 
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Now this LC stage PCB with the BNC terminal is connected to one port of the network analyzer 
(after it is calibrated to a 50 Ω real impedance) to plot the impedance spectrum (scatter 
parameter s11) of the circuit on a Smith chart. The 
concept of the Smith chart is illustrated in 
Figure 4.14. Figure 4.15 showcases the steps taken 
towards achieving a fully-matched LC load with an 
example components used for the drive operation 
at the desired radio-frequency. The impedance 
measured across the load with the addition of each 
component and the corresponding transition in the 
Smith chart, are shown to finally reach the target 
real 50 Ω load. Figure 4.16 shows the final LC 
stage PCB with all the components for 13.56 MHz 
drive operation.  
A log plot of the scatter parameter, s11, versus 
frequency, obtainable from the network analyzer, 
would also give the measured reflection coefficient or an estimate of the LC circuit quality factor 
at the resonant frequency and it has the following relation with the circuit impedance, Z11: 
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where Z0 is the reference characteristic impedance (50 Ω here). 
Optimizing LC component values 
As seen from the previous sub-section, all 
components have non-negligible real and 
complex parasitic values at the rf range in the 
real world, as opposed to the ‘ideal’ component 
behavior. In more words, with increase in 
frequency, inductors and capacitors can have a 
high real impedance due to the DC resistance, 
inductive skin effects and the increasing 
significance of parallel parasitic resistances, and 
resistors can have a non-negligible capacitive or 
inductive reactance depending on the proximity 
effects of the conductor. When the cell 
impedance has a high capacitive reactance 
(which is the case for the microfabricated Rb 
cells at approximately <200 MHz), a series 
inductor is needed to compensate the high 
reactance of the cell. However, a separate resistor is not always needed to equate the LC stage to 
a real 50 Ω load, as the parasitic resistances of the LC components can be administered for this 
purpose. This is important because, resistors are obviously lossy, having many unwanted and 
Figure 4.16: A photograph of the LC stage
PCB with a Rb discharge cell (with In
electrodes) fixed on to a PCB along with the
soldered matching LCR components. It is
impedance matched to 50 Ω at 13.56 MHz
with an output BNC connection. 
Figure 4.17: A 50 Ω matched LC stage with a Al 
electrode Rb cell and using only an series inductor 
and a parallel capacitor. A schematic of this circuit 
is also shown for reference. 
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uncontrolled parasitic reactances that lead to voltage losses and reduction of the maximum 
voltage transferrable across the cell-load. Hence, an LC stage circuit impedance-matchable to 50 
Ω without the use of a separate resistor will be much more power-efficient. An example LC stage 
built on this idea using an Al electrode Rb cell (with 30 mbar Ar), is shown in Figure 4.17 which 
is 50 Ω matched for drive operation at 20.7 MHz. The only reason a resistor should be used is 
for achieving a very precise drive frequency of operation for testing. That is, if a very-specific 
lamp operating frequency is desired (better than 1 MHz precision), it is difficult or impossible to 
find the exact selection of LC components with the desired parasitics to achieve the 50 Ω 
matched load at the desired frequency. In such cases, an appropriate resistor needs to be added. 
The parasitics of the resistors were observed to add significant losses to the system and has a 
very weak dependence on the actual resistance value. Hence, if such a drive circuit is to be batch-
produced in the future, it is better to custom-develop the LC components for a purely LC-based 
load operation at the desired frequency rather than use high-frequency resistors. 
The one disadvantage of this design approach is that: when a separate resistor is used, most of 
the 50 Ω resistance in the LC-load is contributed by the resistor and hence most of the real 
power that is dissipated as heat is handled by the resistor. When a separate resistor is not used, 
the full 50 Ω resistance is distributed across the parasitic resistances of the LC components, 
which lead to higher heating of those components. The component that is primarily affected by 
this is the inductor due to its significant skin effect resistance. Hence, this approach would be 
useful only if the lamp operating power level is within the power-rating of the components and 
the higher component temperature does not induce unacceptable levels of shifts in the 
components’ quality factor. Appropriate mini-cooling fans can also be improvised on these 
components to mitigate these effects. 
At frequencies above 200-300 MHz, the cell-load is no longer dominantly capacitive that a 
capacitor component is needed in parallel with the cell to reduce the capacitive reactance. In 
such cases, only one appropriate inductor (with desired parasitics) in series with the cell is 
necessary to cancel the reactance and achieve the 50 Ω condition. Results obtained from these 
different drive circuits at different frequencies and their performance analysis are reported in 
section 5.4. 
LC-load circuit modeling using MATLAB 
In this sub-section, the impedance modeling of the LC-load circuit using MATLAB is described, 
which is used to extract all the parasitic of the LC components used. This is necessary for 
calculating the voltage across the Rb-cell using PSPICE (discussed in the next sub-section).  
The forward terminal of an rf power meter (refer 4.2.1) is connected to the output terminal of 
the rf amplifier and the load terminal connected to the 50 Ω matched LC stage. This would allow 
the direct measurement of the power delivered to the LC-load, Pin, (measured forward power 
minus the measured reflected power) and hence the voltage, Vin, incident on the LC-load BNC 
input [ 50.inin PV = ]. However, the exact voltage across the cell is needed for optimizing the 
drive circuitry, and it can be determined by modeling the complete LC-load electrical circuit in 
the PSPICE simulation tool [146] and running an AC frequency analysis. To obtain good 
accuracy of the voltage values using PSPICE, exact values of all the parasitic elements associated 
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with the circuit components need to be known and modeled along with the component models 
in PSPICE as the simulation tool solves lumped-parameter models [The voltage across the cell 
cannot be measured accurately with a high-frequency high-voltage probe as any probe would 
strongly alter the circuit – the cell capacitance is only in the order of 0.5–5 pF, which is lower 
than the minimum input capacitance of high frequency probes (typically at least several pF)]. 
Some DBD breakdown potential determining techniques are listed here as references [147], 
[148].  
In order to accurately model the components, 
the impedance versus frequency plots of the 
complete LC-load circuit and of each 
component is measured separately using the 
VNA (frequency range: 1-500 MHz, 1600 data 
points). When measuring separate components, 
the components were solder-connected to a 
50 Ω BNC connector with a minimal 
transmission line and measured after calibrating 
the VNA for the BNC connector and the 
transmission line impedance compensation. The 
electrical impedance function (Zload) of the LC-
load circuit and the respective LC components 
are coded in MATLAB [149], where the high-
frequency electrical equivalent models of LC 
components, as described in section 4.1.4, are considered to represent the respective drive 
components of the circuit. Considering an example LC circuit shown in Figure 4.18 developed 
for drive operation at 20.7 MHz, the impedance function of this circuit coded in MATLAB is: 
Zload = sqrt(real((i.*ω.*(Lt*1e-6)) + (((-i./(ω.*(Ct*1e-12))).*(((Rl + k.√ω + i.*ω.*(L*1e-6))./(1 + i.*ω.*(Cl*1e-12).*(Rl 
+ k.√ω) - (Cl*1e-12).*(L*1e-6).*(ω.^2))) + ((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-12).*Rpc) + 
1))).*(i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + (Rpe./((i.*(ω.^2).*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1)))./((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-
12).*Rpc) + 1))) + (i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + (Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1)))))))./((-i./(ω.*(Ct*1e-12))) + (((Rl + 
k.√ω + i.*ω.*(L*1e-6))./(1 + i.*ω.*(Cl*1e-12).*Rl - (Cl*1e-12).*(L*1e-6).*(ω.^2))) + ((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + 
(Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-12).*Rpc) + 1))).*(i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + (Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1)))./((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-
6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-12).*Rpc) + 1))) + (i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + (Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1))))))))).^2 + 
imag((i.*ω.*(Lt*1e-6)) + (((-i./(ω.*(Ct*1e-12))).*(((Rl + k.√ω + i.*ω.*(L*1e-6))./(1 + i.*ω.*(Cl*1e-12).*(Rl + k.√ω) - 
(Cl*1e-12).*(L*1e-6).*(ω.^2))) + ((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-12).*Rpc) + 1))).*(i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + 
(Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1)))./((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-12).*Rpc) + 1))) + (i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-
9) + (Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1)))))))./((-i./(ω.*(Ct*1e-12))) + (((Rl + k.√ω + i.*ω.*(L*1e-6))./(1 + 
i.*ω.*(Cl*1e-12).*(Rl + k.√ω) - (Cl*1e-12).*(L*1e-6).*(ω.^2))) + ((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-12).*Rpc) 
+ 1))).*(i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + (Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1)))./((i.*ω.*(1.242*1e-6) + (Rpc./((i.*ω.*(5*1e-
12).*Rpc) + 1))) + (i.*ω.*(Lce*1e-9) + (Rpe./((i.*ω.*(Cce*1e-12).*Rpe) + 1))))))))).^2)  [ω=2.π.fr] (4.12) 
By curve-fitting the measured impedance plot versus frequency of the complete LC-load with 
the impedance equation of the circuit, such as equation (4.12), all the parasitic values of the 
elements can be extracted for voltage calculations in PSPICE. As it can be seen, the impedance 
functions, such as equation (4.12), are complex functions with many variables and hence the 
curve-fitting toolbox in MATLAB was used for extracting the fitting variables. 
Figure 4.18: The electrical circuit model of the LC
stage load based on which the impedance equation
(4.12) is calculated. This load is connected to a
transmission line with an inductance Lt in series
and capacitance Ct in parallel. 
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The steps taken towards 
reliably extracting the 
parasitic values of the circuit 
through curve-fitting are 
described here. For curve-
fitting in MATLAB, the 
curve-fit equation 
(impedance function), the 
list of variables (component 
and parasitic values), their 
initial values and the 
expected minimum and 
maximum value of these 
variables are needed as 
input.  
Seeing equation (4.12), from a general mathematical perspective, there are many more variables 
than defining equations; hence many possible sets of solutions would yield good fits. The set of 
parameters which yields the closest fit with the minimum R2 value (coefficient of determination) 
is sought but does not automatically mean that it is the best solution and additional steps are 
needed to identify the correct solution set of variables. For this, the initial input range of all the 
component values needs to be as accurate as possible and this can be obtained from the 
impedance spectrum of the individual components measured using the VNA. Also, as the 
variables have values ranging between 25 orders of magnitude (1010 to 10-15), the fitting function 
needs to be redefined such that the initial values of the variables are within few orders of 
magnitude, so that the fitting analysis is made error-free by not allowing the solver to reach the 
out-of-bounds conditions often, and to produce faster and accurate set of output variables 
within few orders of magnitude (the variables 
can be later appended with the relevant order 
of magnitude). The values of the LC 
components (not the parasitics) can also be 
extracted from curve-fitting the impedance 
spectrum of the individual components, and 
this would reduce the number of variables in 
the circuit impedance equation as the 
component values are known and can be 
inserted. In this case, it is important to include 
the compensation of the PCB parasitics in the 
VNA calibration.  
The curve-fit using the circuit impedance equation on the measured impedance spectrum of an 
LC-stage circuit for impedance matching and drive operation at 20.7 MHz is shown in Figure 
4.19 as an example. All fits were made sure to yield an R2>0.95. Figure 4.20 shows the R2 values 
obtained for the different fitting curves for some drive circuits developed over a wide frequency 
range.  
Figure 4.19: An example curve fit (red) using the equivalent circuit 
model for the recorded impedance spectrum data (blue) for a drive 
circuit operation at 20.7 MHz.
Figure 4.20: The R2 values recorded from the
respective curves fitted for various drive circuits
with impedance matched LC resonant frequencies
between 2-500 MHz. 
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The parameter values from the best fit were substituted in the PSPICE model (explained in the 
next page) of the same equivalent circuit to attain the modified quality factor: Qrp, the voltage 
across the electrodes and the power transferred to the cell. It should be noted that these values 
can also be calculated algebraically but would be tedious and inefficient. This procedure is 
repeated for all other impedance matched LC drive circuits resonant at different frequencies and 
is used to calculate the breakdown voltage, VBR, across the electrodes for the measured input 
breakdown power, Pin. Depending on the drive frequency and fit values, some parasitic 
components were sometimes ignored to make it easier to solve as they make a negligible 
difference to the output. For example, Lce (typically ~30 nH), shown in Figure 4.18, can be 
ignored for low drive frequency circuits (<5 MHz) as it has a non-negligible effect on the 
impedance or Qrp only at very high frequencies (>~100 MHz). 
Cell voltage calculations using PSPICE 
The complete set of parasitic and component values of the LC-stage circuit under analysis can be 
obtained as output from the MATLAB impedance curve-fit described earlier. Now the same 
electrical circuit used for 
impedance curve-fitting 
is used to design an 
electrical circuit model in 
PSPICE (OrCAD 
Capture) for calculating 
the voltage across the 
Rb-cell. Figure 4.21 
shows the PSPICE 
model created to 
simulate the 20.7 MHz 
drive circuit and also 
output the s11 or 
impedance plot versus 
frequency. Standard parts 
were used for modeling the LCR components and the skin effect of the inductor was modeled as 
a GLaplace transform with Xform value: (1/k.(sqrt(S/2.π)). Using an AC analysis simulation and 
choosing the appropriate frequency range and the number of points per decade, the model is 
first verified by reproducing the impedance spectrum of the LC-stage in PSPICE (s11 circuit) and 
comparing it to the measured impedance (the voltage values marked numerator and denominator 
in Figure 4.21 correspond to the impedance). After verification, the voltage difference markers 
are placed across the modeled cell (Cce) for an AC analysis versus frequency. Figure 4.22 shows 
the plot of this voltage (VCce) versus frequency. VCce here directly reflects the Qrp value. This is 
because a 1 V AC input supply is used and Qrp is the voltage gain/amplification from the input 
voltage to the load – or the ratio of the voltage across the cell to the input voltage 
(Qrp = VCce/Vin = VCce/1 = VCce). Hence, the Qrp values can be obtained similarly for all the other 
drive circuits in the 2-500 MHz frequency range and the voltage across the cell, VCell, can thus be 
calculated by substituting Q=Qrp in equation (4.9). Figure 4.23 shows the Qrp values observed for 
Figure 4.21: An example PSPICE circuit for the 20.7 MHz drive circuit 
showing the s11 plot and LC stage circuit parts and the voltage markers. 
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different drive circuits using cell CN3 with Al electrodes. It is also compared with the theoretical 
Q values obtained using equation (4.10). 
The observed reduction in the quality factor (voltage amplification factor) with frequency is 
mainly due to the reducing cell impedance with frequency. The voltage across the cell roughly 
scales according to equation (4.12), 
which can be derived from 
equations (4.9) and (4.10).  
CR
LPV inCell
.
.
=      (4.12) 
For a given input power and load 
resistance, VCell reduces with a 
decreasing series inductance or an 
increasing total capacitance and 
vice versa. As the cell capacitive 
reactance reduces with increase in 
frequency, the series inductance 
value used also reduces to maintain 
zero-reactance matching. This trend 
contributes to the decrease in the Qrp 
at higher frequencies. For drive 
frequencies approximately less than 
50 MHz, a capacitor is connected in 
parallel (in most cases) to the cell to 
reduce its capacitive reactance to 
accommodate an inductor with an 
acceptable value (<few hundred µH 
for lower resistive losses and heating 
effects). This capacitance value, 
however, decreases with higher 
frequency with the parallel capacitor 
no longer needed for frequencies >70 MHz. This trend contributes to the increase in the Qrp 
with increase in frequency. However, the decrease in inductance (950 µH at 2 MHz to 15 nH at 
464 MHz) is orders more than the decrease in capacitance (55 pF at 2 MHz to 1.2 pF at 464 
MHz) with frequency and hence the overall behavior is as observed in Figure 4.23. 
Alternative drive design - high-voltage RF transformers 
An alternative solution to impedance-matching circuits for the LC stage design is an RF 
transformer [150]. The transformer works on the standard voltage transformer principle: 
Vs.Np = Vp.Ns where Vp is the input voltage on the primary winding which has Np number of 
turns and Vs is the induced voltage on the secondary winding which has Ns number of turns. For 
a loss-less transformer, if an impedance Zs is connected to the secondary winding, it appears to 
the primary circuit to have an impedance of (Np/Ns)2.Zs. For a Rb cell load Zs = ZCell and the 
Figure 4.22: The plot of the voltage across the cell versus 
frequency and VCce = Qrp. 
Figure 4.23: The plot of Qrp versus frequency for 
impedance matched Rb-cell CN3 with Al electrodes. 
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ratio of Np/Ns can be chosen to get Zp value closest to Zs for high power transfer to the cell. Zp 
is the impedance of the primary winding which is the primary DC resistance and input 
capacitance. High-voltage high-frequency (up to 50 MHz) RF 
transformers (Communication concepts, RF400 model, figure) with 
different turns’ ratios were tested for the Rb lamp drive but were 
found to be unsuitable and highly power inefficient when compared to 
the LC-matched circuits. This is because (1) the transformers were 
found to have high resistive losses at >8 MHz range of operation, (2) 
the transformers could only achieve near-impedance matching 
conditions which lead to a lot of reflected power and losses due to 
heating and (3) adding LC components to the secondary load for more 
accurate Zs=Zp matching was still highly power inefficient compared 
to the LC-matching circuits. Hence, RF transformers were considered 
unsuitable and are not discussed in more detail in this report. 
4.3 Electrical modeling of the Rb DBD lamp 
Power consumption must be minimized for the Rb DBD lamp to be used in a portable 
application. The previous section discussed about how the voltage across the cell and hence the 
power incident on the cell can be calculated from externally measurable parameters. Now, the 
main goal of this section is to electrically model the microfabricated DBD light source to 
understand where the power is dissipated, and hence ultimately predict light output for a given 
lamp cell, and circuit within an rf range of 2–500 MHz. Table 4.1 shows the list of different 
power and voltage parameters along with their electrical notations used in this report.  
Table 4.1: List of electrical notations of the different powers and voltages used in this report. 
Parameters Total 
input 
power 
Power 
coupled 
to the 
electrodes 
Power 
coupled to 
the gap 
Power 
absorbed 
by the gap
Total power 
consumed 
by pyrex 
layer 
Power 
lost in 
pyrex 
layer 
Power 
lost in 
Si layer 
Power 
lost in the 
drive 
circuit 
Notations Pin Pe Pg Pabs Ppy Ppyloss Psiloss PLCloss 
Parameters Optical 
power of the 
discharges 
Optical power 
on the Rb D 
line 
Voltage 
across 
the gap
Voltage 
across the 
dielectric 
Voltage across 
the pyrex layer 
Voltage 
across the 
silicon layer
Notations Pop Pop_RbD Vg Vd Vpy Vsi 
The externally measurable parameters are power delivered by the amplifier, the drive frequency 
and the impedance of the cell. We seek to determine the power that is coupled to the discharge 
gap (Pg), to determine the actual electrical to optical power efficiency of the cells, and understand 
what fraction of power is dissipated in the discharge gap, the dielectric layers and the matching 
circuit. The model described below has as output Pg and Pop_RbD as a function of externally 
measurable parameters. 
The drive frequency and the discharge gap conditions primarily control the discharge behavior. 
Under conditions when the electron oscillation amplitude, Ae, given by: 
Figure 4.24: A high-
frequency RF transformer 
for driving cell voltage. 
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EeA =           (4.13) 
(where E is the electric field across the gap, m is the electron mass, νm is the collisional frequency 
with momentum transfer and ω is the drive frequency) is well below half the discharge gap 
length, d/2, the breakdown is diffusion controlled occurring mainly due to the oscillation of 
electrons with the applied electric field inducing momentum transfer collisions with other entities 
at a frequency, νm [30]. While there can be many possible electron energy distribution functions 
resulting in breakdown, a simplifying assumption is considered: after a diffusion-controlled 
electrical breakdown and at a relatively low mean electron temperature range (less than the first 
ionization energy of the gas atoms), the total optical discharge power is directly proportional to 
the mean electron temperature in the discharge gap. As the applied rf power is too fast in 
switching polarities to be considerably absorbed as kinetic energy by the heavy ions in an rf cycle, 
it is almost fully absorbed by the electrons in the simplified case and hence the mean electron 
temperature of the gap will be directly proportional to the rf power coupled to the gap [As the 
ionization and excitation processes depend more on the number of electrons in the high energy 
tail of the electron energy distribution (electrons with energies higher than the respective 
ionization and excitation potentials), the proportionality constant is in turn directly proportional 
to this local population density (refer section 2.2.3)]. Therefore, the real power absorbed in the 
discharge gap, Pabs, can be given by equation (2.16) and is equal to the total kinetic energy (KE) 
gained by the electrons over time.  
Assuming the optical power is proportional to the mean electron temperature implies a constant 
ratio between the total optical power, Pop, and the calculated discharge gap power, Pg, for 
different input conditions (drive frequency considered here) with the same optical output power 
(at the A << d/2 regime and for the same gas type). However, when the amplitude A >> d/2, 
many electrons are lost to the walls and hence, some energy in the gap is distributed or lost to 
the dielectric walls adding to drift losses. For this case, we expect a lower ratio of Pop/Pg since 
the effective Pg available for conversion to Pop is Pg–PDriftloss. Thus, using these conditions, we 
have developed functions which can estimate the efficiency of power coupled to the discharge 
gap, η = Pg/Pin (Pin - total power to load), total optical power, Pop, and the Rb D line optical 
power Pop_RbD for a given set of input parameters: (1) gas type, (2) pressure, (3) discharge gap 
length, (4) cell materials – relative permittivity, (5) drive frequency and (6) drive and cell 
parasitics. These functions are limited to cell temperatures lesser than the Rb red mode transition 
temperature or the Rb self-absorption temperature (section 3.2.1). 
For realizing these functions, an equivalent electrical model of the cell was developed (shown in 
Figure 4.25) to calculate Pg, the power lost from Pin to Pg and the mechanisms responsible for the 
losses. The first step was to calculate the voltage across the electrodes, Ve, for a given input rf 
power, where inrpe VQV .=  with 50).( rfin PPV −=  for a 50 Ω load where Pin = Pf – Pr and Pf 
and Pr are the electrical forward and reflected powers to the load.  
The input power value, Pin, is fully real with a zero reactive component as the input current and 
voltage are fully in phase due to the (50 + j.0) Ω resistive load at fr. However, the cell is a 
capacitive load (with the current leading the voltage by 90◦ in an ideal capacitor) which hence 
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absorbs almost only reactive power but some of this power is lost as real power losses due to the 
polarization of the dielectric layers. This can be calculated using equation (4.6) where the 
complex relative permittivity of the dielectric couples with the complex reactive power incident 
on the cell to yield real resistive losses (equation 4.14). Most of the real power is still dissipated in 
the matching circuit (PLCloss in equation 4.15 where ESR is the equivalent series resistance) 
because of the low Rcell/Rcircuit ratio (at fr) and with Ve and Pe values known, the power lost in the 
dielectrics and the Si walls can be calculated. The total power lost in a dielectric (for Pyrex and 
Si) can be given by: 
d
AVj
d
AVP rdrdd
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0
2''
0
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.
.... εεωεεω
+=        (4.14) 
PLCloss = Σ((ESR of component) x (I through component)2)  
           = IRl2.(Rl + k.√fr)+ IRsc2.Rsc + IRsce2.Rsce      (4.15) 
 
The intrinsic cell impedance is modeled as a lumped parameter model for the hermetically sealed 
Rb cell (with silicon walls and Pyrex thickness: 0.5 mm), the schematic of which is shown in 
Figure 4.25. The capacitances, 
CPy and CSi, of the respective 
Pyrex and Si layers an be 
derived from the equation 
(4.6). The respective relative 
permittivity values (ε’r and 
ε’’r) of Pyrex and silicon can 
be substituted to get the 
respective power loss 
functions, PPy and PSi whose 
real part is the power lost on 
polarizing the dielectrics and 
the imaginary part is the 
power stored. Typical loss 
tangent values for Pyrex and silicon at room temperature and low frequencies (<100 MHz) are 
0.003 and 0.005 [151]. The gap capacitance, Cg is defined using (4.6) where ε’’r of the gap (ε’’rg) 
can be derived from the power dissipated in the gap equation (2.16) as: 
0
2
2
0''
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rg =          (4.16) 
where Ag is the surface area of the gap walls and ε’rg ≈ 1. The power coupled to the discharge gap 
can be given by: 
Pg = Pe – 2.PPy – PSi  where  Re(Pg) = Pabs       (4.17) 
The optical power (400-1000 nm range), Pop, is defined as: 
Pop = kg(Pg – PDriftloss), [PDriftloss = 0 for A<d/2 and PDriftloss > 0 for A ≥ d/2]  (4.18) 
Figure 4.25: Cross-sectional view of the microfabricated Rb light 
source with circuit notations. On the right, equivalent circuit of the Rb
light source (without matching circuit) with the discharge current
modeled as a voltage-controlled current source, Ig. Lg is the parasitic 
inductance induced in the gap after electrical breakdown. 
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where kg is the electrical to optical power (400-1000 nm range) conversion factor in the gap for a 
specific gas type. For a given kg, it would be possible to calculate Pop using equation (4.18) and 
the experimentally observed kg values for Argon is reported in section 5.4.3. 
To calculate Pg at and after breakdown, the plasma discharge was modeled as a voltage 
controlled current source (VCCS), current: Ig, which is a function of the voltage across the 
electrodes, Ve, following the approach of Liu et al, and of Fang et al. [152], [153], shown in 
Figure 4.25. Several other models have been reported in the literature [154], [155], [148] 
including a dynamically varying resistance or capacitance but this VCCS model was chosen as it 
has some advantages including having a constant discharge gap capacitance (for a given 
discharge gap condition) and avoiding time variation definition conditions of the dynamic 
resistance or capacitance. PDriftloss is not quantified in this report but only conceptually 
acknowledged to analyze observed results in section 5.4.3. 
Considering CPy is the capacitance of the Pyrex substrates (Figure 4.25) and Cg is the discharge 
gap capacitance in the Rb cell, Ig – the discharge current in the gap, Ie – the external current to 
the electrodes, Ve – the voltage across the electrodes, CSi – capacitance of the Si wall and 
neglecting Lg, it can be derived that:  
dtdVCCtICCCtI eSigePySigg /).()())./).(2(1()( +−++=      (4.19) 
The value of Lg (Figure 4.25) can be calculated by experimentally observing the difference or 
shift in the resonant drive frequency upon plasma ignition and using the circuit impedance 
equation (model in Figure 4.18) to match the corresponding value of Lg to the measured shift.  
To calculate the voltage across the discharge gap, Vg, the memory effect has to be taken into 
consideration. Memory effect or memory charges are the additional charges present on the 
dielectric surface from previous drive half-cycles, apart from the free charges reaching the 
dielectric during the rf drive half-cycle [155]. If Vd(0) is the voltage difference at time t=0 of an rf 
cycle, created due to the memory charges for the first and second cases respectively, and T is the 
time period of one rf cycle, then it can be derived that [152], [156], 
−= 2/
0
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e
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d dttIC
V          (4.20) 
Equation (4.20) is applicable only after the charge accumulation reaches a steady state after the 
first several breakdown cycles as Vd(0) = 0 for the first breakdown cycle. The voltage across the 
discharge gap, including dielectric losses and charge accumulation on the dielectric surface now 
is: 
)0(.2).(2)()(.2)()(
0
d
t
e
py
epyeg VdttIC
tVtVtVtV −−=−=       (4.21) 
Using (4.21), (4.19) and (4.6), the power coupled to the discharge gap, Pg, can be derived as a 
function of the input power Pin to attain the power coupling efficiency: 
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where Zce is the impedance of the lamp-cell (Figure 4.25), XPy is the reactance of the Pyrex layer 
and the impedance of Lce is considered negligible. The real part of Pg is the power available for 
absorption in the discharge gap and it can be seen from equation (4.22) that the drive frequency 
and the cell material/impedance primarily decide the efficiency of total power coupled to the 
gap. Using the Rb vapor partial pressure function (function of T – cell temperature in K and pbg 
is the buffer gas pressure in mbar [157]), the emitted power on the Rb D line from the discharge 
gap can be given by:  
)*75.0/().(.10)*75.0/(.10
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Hence, for a given set of input conditions, the power loss functions (equations 4.14, 4.15, 4.18, 
4.22) would help identifying and modifying the appropriate parameters to reduce losses (results 
discussed in section 5.4.3). Also, using equation (4.23), it would be possible to calculate the 
expected output Rb D light from a low-pressure dielectric barrier discharge light source. The 
experimentally observed values of kg for three buffer gases are reported later in section 5.4.3, 
which can be used in equation (4.18) to calculate Pop. This model can also be generalized and 
applied to any other such DBD lamps and drive circuits to calculate the efficiency of power 
coupled to the discharge gap.  
Chapter conclusions 
The relevant and necessary rf design concepts for developing a compact and power-efficient Rb 
DBD lamp drive circuit were identified. This is the first reported capacitively-coupled miniature 
Rb light source and series LC resonant drive circuits were developed for driving the lamp at 
various frequencies between 2-500 MHz. High voltage amplification could be achieved across 
the lamp-cells using these developed rf circuits, which were impedance matched to 50 Ω at the 
desired frequencies for maximum power transfer to the lamp-cells.  
The electrical model of the DBD lamp was developed to calculate the voltage and power 
coupled to the discharge gap for characterizing the lamp-cells in terms of power consumption 
for various p.d and electrical input conditions. As these parameters cannot be measured directly 
using high-voltage probes, an impedance model of the lamp-cell and drive circuit was modeled in 
MATLAB followed by PSPICE circuit simulations to calculate the voltage and power coupled to 
the lamp-cell. These electrical models help understand the different power loss mechanisms and 
the voltage distributions across the cell, which are useful for power optimization purposes. The 
next chapter reports on the various results obtained from the plasma ignition and operation 
experiments starting with the explanation of the drive and measurement setup. 
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Chapter 5 Electrical and optical characterization of 
the Rb DBD lamp 
The observed performance of the developed miniature Rb DBD lamp, by varying different input 
variables (electrical power and frequency, electrode material and geometry, cell pressure and 
temperature) within an identified range of interest, and using different electrical and optical 
experimental characterization techniques, is reported in this chapter. The main purpose of these 
characterization experiments is to observe the primary parameters: electrical power consumption 
and optical power stability of the Rb lamp, as a function of these input variables, and identify the 
minimum operating power conditions for the lamp when its output optical power characteristics 
can meet the double-resonance optical pumping application requirements.  
First, the experimental test and measurement setup, including the input lamp drive and the 
various electrical and optical measuring instruments, used for the characterization analysis 
reported in this chapter, is described in section 5.1. Preliminary data showing an ignited and 
functioning Rb lamp at 13.56 MHz, including the recorded output optical spectrum of the lamp, 
is reported in section 5.2. Design optimization of the electrodes to achieve a high lamp-power 
efficiency by experimentally observing the lamp’s performance for different geometries using In, 
Al and ITO materials (for a Rb cell with a given p.d), and the electrode geometries used in this 
research are reported in section 5.3. The observed electrical power consumption of Rb lamp-
cells having different p.d conditions, for a specific electrode design, as a function of the input 
frequency (using different LC circuits with resonant frequencies varied between 2-500 MHz), is 
reported in section 5.4. The optical power and stability characteristics of the emitted Rb D lines 
for different input frequencies and cell conditions, and the observed DBD and rf-discharge 
dominant regimes (important for identifying the best lamp operating frequency and cell p.d 
value), are reported in section 5.5. The effect of temperature, rf input power on the light source 
performance and the observed red-mode transition and Rb self-absorption characteristics are 
reported in section 5.6. The lifetime and reliability characteristics of the Rb lamp, which are 
important for evaluating the feasibility of the lamp to be used in a potential atomic clock 
application, are experimentally analyzed and reported in section 5.7. An integrated Rb mini-lamp 
module with an LTCC cell heater and platform for the drive circuit developed for optical 
pumping applications in collaboration with LPM, EPFL is reported in section 5.8 
Some of the results reported in this chapter have been published in the IEEE Transactions on 
Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control journal [128] and have been presented in the 
European Time and Frequency Forum 2011 & 2012, Transducers 2011 and the 2012 IEEE 
SIITME conferences and published as proceedings [158], [159], [129], [160]. 
5.1  Experimental test setup for Rb DBD lamp characterization 
The experimental test setup and the apparatus used for electrical and optical characterization 
studies of the microfabricated Rb DBD lamp is described in this section. The test setup is 
illustrated schematically in Figure 5.1 and can be split into four sections for easier understanding: 
(1) rf drive – the input and the LC stage of the drive circuit (section 4.2) after impedance 
matching the LC-stage to 50 Ω using the VNA (Vector network analyzer) as discussed in 
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section 4.2.2, (2) temperature control – a cell heater with a temperature sensor and an external 
temperature control, (3) optical measurement – the devices and optics used for obtaining the 
necessary optical spectral data and (4) the read-out and feedback control interface – a PC 
(personal computer) with a control interface, which is connected to all measuring instruments for 
data recording and feedback control when necessary. The LabVIEW [149] program was used as 
the control interface in most cases where the necessary graphical VIs (Virtual Instruments) were 
coded for receiving, saving and sending data from/to the various instruments. In the next few 
pages, the specific instruments used and the important notes in each section are mentioned. 
There was an additional test setup realized in this research for continuous long-term (several 
months) monitoring of the Rb-lamp operation for understanding the lifetime and reliability 
aspects of the Rb-lamp (for the clock application) and the details of this setup is discussed in 
section 5.7. 
 
Figure 5.1: A schematic illustration of the test and measurement setup showing the four sections used for 
device characterization. The red lines are 50 Ω BNC coaxial cables, green lines are GPIB cables and black 
lines are standard laboratory cables/wires. The LC-stage was placed inside a electromagnetically shielded 
enclosure (Pomona box) or a Faraday cage whenever necessary. 
(1) The rf drive setup, as shown schematically in Figure 5.1, consists of a 0.1-1050 MHz HP 
8642A signal generator (set to 0 dBm/1 mW output at 50 Ω) connected to the input of an rf 
amplifier through a 50 Ω coaxial cable with BNC connectors on both ends (Agilent 33521A and 
33220A signal generators were also used in some experiments when the required drive frequency 
was less than 30 MHz). A sinusoidal waveform was always chosen and appropriate BNC-SMA 
and BNC-N type 50 Ω adapters were used wherever required.  
Two rf amplifier modules were used in this research, where one of them had to be selected for 
every experiment: (A1) 1059-BBM1C3KFL model, 30 W minimum CW power, (A2) 1028-
BBM1C3KAJ 10 W minimum CW power, both models: 1-500 MHz, Class AB, Empower RF 
Systems. The amplifier was selected for an experiment based on availability and amount of 
power required. Both rf amplifiers require a 28 V DC and a minimum of 3 A supply for 
operation and appropriate laboratory bench-top DC power supplies were used for this purpose. 
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A good heat sink was attached to the amplifier and an additional cooling fan was placed on top 
of the heat sink to avoid the highly likely event of the amplifier shutting down due to over-
heating. The output power of the amplifier was controlled by connecting a 0-5 V variable voltage 
attenuator (VVA) circuit module (a voltage stabilized manually tunable potentiometer) developed 
for conveniently adjusting the output power as desired.  
The 50 Ω output terminal of the amplifier is connected to the forward terminal (50 Ω BNC 
coax) of a power sensor connected to an rf power meter with a dual-directional coupler (Rohde 
& Schwarz NRT power reflection meter with NAP-Z7 power head). The rf power meter (model 
NRT) is a high-precision instrument capable of measuring rf power between 0.3 mW – 2000 W 
within the frequency range: 200 kHz – 4 GHz. The NAP-Z7 power sensor/power head, which 
can detect rf power in the range of 0.05 to 200 W in the frequency range: 0.4 to 80 MHz, is 
connected to the NRT and used to measure the forward rf power, Pf, propagating from the 
amplifier (connected to input terminal: 1) to the LC-stage load (connected to output terminal: 2) 
and the power reflected back, Pr, from terminal 2 to 1. These measurements are used to calculate 
the total power delivered to the LC-stage which is Pin = Pf – Pr. The voltage incident on the LC-
stage input can also be calculated from Pin, as 50.inin PV = . Another rf power meter DAIWA 
CN801H, which can measure the same parameters [0.1-2000 W detection range at 1-200 MHz], 
was also available but was only used when the NRT model was unavailable for an experiment. 
This is because of DAIWA’s lower accuracy in read-out (analog needle meter) and the rf power 
data cannot be automatically recorded in a PC as it does not have any analog or GPIB output 
[GPIB = IEEE 488 standard bus]. 
The prepared impedance-matched LC stage is then connected to the rf power meter’s output 
terminal: 2, for driving the Rb lamp. When the drive power level was more than few Watts 
and/or the drive frequency in the tens-hundreds of MHz range, the LC-stage load was either 
placed inside an electromagnetically shielded enclosure, a Pomona box (10.5x6.5x4cm3 with a 
2 cm x 2 cm rectangular drilled hole on the top cover- optical window) or inside a large custom-
built Faraday cage along with the necessary measuring apparatus, to avoid any escape of radiation 
that could possibly jam with some radio-communication signals. The Faraday cage 
(40x30x30cm3) has the grounded conducting top surface of the optical table as the base, copper 
mesh for walls (mesh hole size: 0.11 mm diameter) held by tall (40 cm) stainless steel rods 
(Thorlabs) fixed to the optical table and aluminum foil covering the top, and all spacing in-
between the entities were covered with conductive tapes leaving a maximum gap spacing that is 
less than 1/20th of the drive wavelength.  
(2) The purpose of the temperature control setup is to heat, control and monitor the temperature 
of the cell. With increase in the Rb cell temperature, Rb partial pressure in the cell rises leading 
to an increased Rb D line power during lamp operation (at temperatures below Rb self-
absorption, section 3.2.1). And to maintain a stable output Rb D line power, the cell temperature 
needs to be kept constant or controlled and hence this setup (2) is needed for this purpose. The 
Rb-cell can technically be heated by simply placing it on a temperature-controlled heater. 
However, as a power-efficient and compact heater is typically driven by electrical currents, there 
needs to be an electrically insulating and yet highly thermally conductive layer, with a certain 
minimum thickness, between the lamp-cell and the heater surface. This is because the top and 
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bottom layers of the lamp-cell are conductive electrode layers which would electrically short with 
a conducting heater surface when placed on it. Even in the case of an electrically insulated heater 
surface, the bottom cell-electrode can capacitively-couple with the conductive heating elements 
present inside the insulated heater surface and hence a certain minimum thickness of this 
intermediate layer is required to reduce these effects (heating the lamp-cell by placing its side-wall 
on the heater would be highly power-inefficient and inconvenient for testing).  
A 500 µm thick Al2O3 layer was chosen for this purpose as it 
was a suitable choice - an easily available material that meets the 
above requirements. Additional Al2O3 layers were added 
(stacked) whenever the capacitive interference from the heater 
was observed to be non-negligible and had to be reduced. A 
modified LC-stage PCB was developed by milling out a square 
hole in the PCB layer with a size slightly more than the lamp-cell 
lateral dimensions (1.2 cm x 1.2 cm) and attaching a custom-cut 
1.3 cm x 1.3 cm Al2O3 layer (500 µm thickness) on the bottom 
of the PCB to seat the lamp-cell (as shown in Figure 5.2).  
Different sets of components have been used for the 
setup (2) and they are discussed here. Three different 
types of heaters have been used in this research, as shown 
in Figure 5.3. The heater H1 (machined by Idonus Sarl, a 
company based in Neuchâtel after the design was sent) is 
a 4 cm x 4 cm x 0.5 cm metallic hot-plate (resistive 
heater) that has a Pt1000 temperature sensor glued 
(using high thermal conductivity adhesive tape, 3M 8943, 
thermal conductivity: 0.9 W/m.K) to it. [Pt1000 is a 
temperature sensor, with a temperature coefficient of 
3.85x10-3 ⁰C-1 at 0-100⁰C]. The heater is connected to an 
external control box (manufactured by Idonus Sarl) 
which uses PID feedback for temperature control and 
also powers the heater at 15 V DC (heating with a 230 V 
AC supply is also possible) with a heating capacity up to 
250 ⁰C. This heater was used for lamp heating and 
temperature control but was found to highly 
couple/interfere with the cell-electrodes leading to high power losses when the Al2O3 thickness 
was less than 3 mm in many cases. H1 was used as the cell heater for the long-term testing of the 
Rb lamp (reported in section 5.7) after placing a 3 mm thick Al2O3 spacer between the cell and 
heater surface. However, more compact and less interference ceramic heaters H2, and later H3, 
were explored and used for cell-heating during experiments in this research. 
Heaters H2 and H3 were developed at LPM, EPFL. H2 is a ceramic heater with a high 
resistance (~5 kΩ) DP 5092D paste patterned and deposited on top of an Al2O3 platform using 
screen-printing. The top metal layer is then over-glazed with a glass-ceramic for electrical 
insulation. High-temperature solders and SIL pins were always used for soldering connections to 
Figure 5.3: The heaters H1, H2 and H3 
used in this research showing the active 
heating area on top of which the Rb cell 
with the Al2O3 spacer is placed. 
Figure 5.2: Test PCBs for 
powering and heating Rb-cells 
placed on a 500 µm Al2O3 layer.
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the heater (Sn96Ag4 with melting point of 229 ⁰C was used in this research). This heater when 
used with a separate Pt1000 temperature sensor placed on it, can be powered and temperature 
controlled using the same Idonus box used for H1. However, it would first require a re-
calibration of the PID loop parameters in the control box for this specific heater for precise 
temperature control (up to 0.1⁰ C variations from the set temperature over time).  
H3 is an LTCC (Low temperature co-fired ceramic) heater, developed by Fabrizio Vecchio, 
fabricated using the traditional steps of LTCC technology: laser cutting of green tapes, screen-
printing, stacking and lamination, and firing. It has a serpentine design heater patterned as the 
top layer of a 4-layer LTCC stacked platform and a PTC sensor (DP 5092D paste, TCR = 4x10-3 
⁰C-1) patterned on the bottom. A 2 mm thick thermal foam (k = 0.044 W/mK at 25 ⁰C) was 
attached to the bottom layer for thermal insulation and mechanical support. H3, like H2, can be 
powered and temperature controlled using the Idonus box when used with a separate Pt1000 
sensor placed on the heater surface. If the PTC sensor must be used, the heater is powered by a 
DC power supply that is connected to a PC through a RS-232 or a GPIB port. The change in 
temperature corresponds to a change in resistance in the PTC that can be measured by a digital 
multimeter (Keithley 2000 used here) that is in turn connected to the PC (through GPIB here). 
By continuously running a PID feedback loop programmed in LabVIEW, it is possible to 
control the DC power to the heater (and hence control the temperature), as the PID loop can 
acquire the measured temperature and send the desired control voltage signal to the DC power 
supply indefinitely during every read/write cycle. Also, a temperature calibration (with the 
resistance) of the PTC sensor is required before it can be used as mentioned. In this research, the 
Pt1000 was used in almost all occasions except for the experiments shown in Appendix 2. A 
second Pt1000 sensor was also always placed on the bottom cell surface during experiments for 
recording the cell temperature by connecting it to a multimeter (in turn connected to the PC 
through the GPIB port) and measuring the change in resistance before multiplying it by the 
calibrated temperature function. 
(3) The optical measurement setup includes the 
components and apparatus used to measure the optical 
spectral data from the Rb lamp for its performance 
characterization. Two main instruments: (1) an optical 
spectrometer, (2) an optical power meter, along with 
several optical components were used for the 
experiments. An Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometer 
with a detection range of 390 nm -1090 nm, suitable for 
measuring the intensities of Rb D and the strong buffer 
gas discharge wavelengths was chosen for recording the 
optical spectra of the lamp. It has a wavelength 
resolution of around 1.5 nm which is sufficient for 
detecting the total Rb D line intensities but a much 
higher resolution (for example, a Fabry-perot interferometer) is required if the relative intensities 
of the 52P->52S(F=2) and 52P->52S(F=1) transitions need to be distinguished. The spectrometer 
has a 2 m fiber optic cable with a 600 μm aperture (SMA-905 connector) for optical detection – 
which is too small for collecting all the light from the 5 mm diameter optical window of the 
Figure 5.4: Some mounts and stages
developed using milling POM and
PTFE for the lamp experiments. 
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lamp. Hence, an additional collimating lens (COL-UV-30, Mikropack) with diameter 30 mm, 
focal length 30 mm, 200-2000 nm wavelength range with the SMA-905 connector was always 
connected to the end of the fiber optic cable for spectrum measurements from the lamp. 
As the interesting optical power range from the lamp is within the hundreds of nW to few mW 
range and the Rb D lines are at 780 nm and 795 nm, an optical power meter (Ophir Nova II 
with an RS-232 port) with an optical power sensor (PD-300-BB), which has (a) a suitable 
aperture of 10 mm x 10 mm, (b) a flat spectral response from 400 to 1000 nm and (c) a 
detectable power range of 50 pW-8 mW, was chosen for measuring all optical power in this 
research. When the sensor/photodiode is placed directly above the optical window of the light 
source, the total optical power of the discharges (including Rb and buffer gas lines) within the 
400-1000 nm can be measured. An optical narrow bandpass filter is placed between the power 
sensor and the light source to measure the optical power of specific wavelengths (Filters with 
narrow bandwidths (<12 nm) are required for effectively filtering out all other discharge lines 
occurring adjacent to the line of interest). Three such bandpass filters (all manufactured by 
Edmund Optics) with a 10±2 nm narrow bandwidth and 84% peak transmission (manufacturer 
specified information) were used in this research:  
(i) to measure Rb D1 line power – a 795 nm filter with a measured transmission of 52% 
(calculated by measuring and comparing the intensities of the D1 line from an ignited Rb-lamp 
1. with and 2. without the D1 filter between the spectrometer input). Additional data on 
measured transmissions of 60%, 50% and 10% transmission at 0°, 10° and 20° angles of 
incidence respectively (measured by Christoph Affolderbach at LTF, Neuchâtel using a 795 nm 
laser) 
(ii) to measure Rb D2 line power – a 780 nm filter with a measured transmission of 55% (same 
technique used for (i) but with D2 filter). Additional data on measured transmissions of 64%, 
46% and 3% transmission at 0°, 10° and 20° angles of incidence respectively (measured by 
Christoph Affolderbach at LTF, Neuchâtel using a 780 nm laser)  
(iii) to measure the strongest Ar line (764 nm) power – a 766 nm filter with a measured 
transmission of 58% (using technique similar to (i))  
Whenever required, the test setup is covered by a black cloth held by the stainless steel rods 
(used for the Faraday cage walls described in (1)) and this acts as an optical cage to remove all 
background light noise. A cardboard box with fully black walls was also used sometimes when 
such a shape was more convenient for the tests. 
All optical components were positioned or clamped as needed using various optical post 
assemblies (made of anodized Aluminum or stainless steel and manufactured by Thorlabs) 
fixed on an optical table. Suitable XY and Z optical stages, and custom-built cage systems were 
used when position adjustments were required for measurements. As the presence of a metal too 
close (<5 mm) to the lamp electrodes was observed to highly interfere with the lamp operation, 
several mounts were custom-built by milling commercially-available POM (polyoxymethylene) 
or PTFE (Teflon or polytetrafluoroethylene) sheets (choosing the necessary thickness) with a 
CNC router machine available at LMTS. Some examples are shown in Figure 5.4, which includes 
mounts to hold the Rb D1/D2 filter milled out of a 6 mm thick POM sheet using the CNC 
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router. Many general parts were created by CNC milling, whenever it was necessary to realize 
desired optical assemblies in this research. POM is usually more sturdy and robust especially for 
long parts but had a reasonably low melting temperature (175 °C) while PTFE parts can 
withstand much higher temperatures (melting point: 327 °C) but not very stiff. Hence, PTFE 
was usually chosen for parts that need to be near the lamp-cell or heaters while POM was chosen 
for any other part. 
(4) The signal generator, rf power meter and the 
multimeter measuring the cell temperature were 
connected using Agilent GPIB cables to a 
National Instruments GPIB controller that was 
in turn connected to a USB port of a PC. 
Necessary VIs with the appropriate VISA 
(Virtual Instrument Software Architecture) 
configurations were coded in LabVIEW to 
communicate with the instruments – read, write 
and save data in the PC. All data were made to 
save directly as spreadsheets. The number of 
points saved per instant of time depended on the 
number and type of tasks performed. The optical 
power meter and the spectrometer came with 
their own specific software, which were used to record their respective data.  
Whenever long-term (>hours) experiments were performed with the light source, the output rf 
power from the rf amplifier had to be feedback controlled to a constant value using a PID VI 
programmed and run in LabVIEW. This is because, the amplifier output was found to drift with 
time (Figure 5.5) irrespective of the load impedance and hence this PID feedback (with Pf as 
the input and set value) was needed to continuously control the voltage amplitude of the rf signal 
from the signal generator, to keep the input rf power to the LC-stage constant. Figure 5.5 shows 
an example of the long-term constant power set to 1 W achieved from the amplifier.  
5.2 A functional miniature Rb DBD lamp 
The test setup, as described in the previous 
section, was realized and made ready to drive an 
LC-stage load that has been impedance matched 
to 50 Ω at 13.56 MHz (section 4.2.2). After 
switching on the rf power supply and increasing 
the rf power, the Rb lamp (cell CN1 and Indium 
ring electrodes EL4, refer section 5.3) was 
ignited at 1.1 W of forward power and observed 
to emit 100 µW of total optical power when 
forward power was reduced to 650 mW. This 
research had the unique opportunity to report 
the first ever Rb discharge to be ignited in a 
miniature or microfabricated Rb cell (Figure 5.6) [128]. The output spectra of the lamp recorded 
Figure 5.6: An LC-stage circuit showing an
ignited microfabricated Rb light source, with
Indium ring electrodes, emitting a visible glow
discharge. 
Figure 5.5: The output of the RF amplifier when
set initially to 1 W output. It was controlled using
a PID feedback loop through LabVIEW to avoid
the observed drifts in forward power. 
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at different cell temperatures are shown in Figure 5.7 for cells CN1 and CN3. The Rb D line 
intensities increase with increase in cell temperature due to the rise in Rb vapor pressure in the 
cell, as expected. The corresponding optical power of the Rb D2 line with increase in 
temperature, when the initial total optical power was set at 100 µW for CN1, is shown in Figure 
5.8. The measured intensities of the Rb D2 and Ar 764 nm lines versus temperature for both 
cells are shown in Figure 5.9. 
  
Two observations can be made from the 
Figure 5.7: (1) for a given temperature, the Rb 
line intensity is stronger for the lower buffer gas 
pressure cell CN3 and (2) with increase in 
temperature, a reduction in the Ar line 
intensities is observed.  
Observation (1) is mainly because of the higher 
Rb vapor atom to Ar atom ratio in the cell (for 
CN2 than CN1) which leads to higher 
proportion of Rb excitations and hence Rb 
discharges. However, as it is important to 
achieve the ideal gas pressure for low-power 
operation, effect of cell pressure has been 
investigated in more detail and reported in 
section 6.1.  
Observation (2) has also been reported by other 
researchers [161], [162], where the main factor 
responsible for this phenomenon has been 
understood to be due to the increasing 
proportion of high energy electrons losing its 
momentum through exciting collisions with the 
increasing number of Rb vapor atoms at higher 
temperatures. Hence, this overall reduction in 
the electron temperature leads to lower Ar 
Figure 5.8: The total optical power and Rb D2 line 
power emitted by CN1 at different cell 
temperatures. 
Figure 5.9: Comparison of Rb and Ar line intensity 
variations with temperature. 
Figure 5.7: Optical spectrum showing the Rb D lines measured from cells: CN1 (a) and CN3 (b) at
different cell temperatures. 
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excitations and eventual Ar discharge emission. Another factor contributing to this behavior is 
the increased lifetime of the Ar metastable states at higher temperatures which results in a lower 
Ar decay rate to its ground state and hence a lower emission of the Ar line power. In the 
following sections, the different power, lifetime and other performance characteristics of the Rb 
DBD lamp are reported (sections 5.3-5.7).  
5.3 Electrode geometry optimization 
Different electrode geometries have been used for the experiments in this research and the 
relevant details of the various electrode properties are mentioned here in this section. To 
efficiently couple the applied rf electric field across the discharge gap, the electrode geometry and 
its material properties need to be optimized for best results. In order to identify the best 
electrode configuration, the power required for breakdown and the stability of the output 
discharges for different electrode geometries were recorded and analyzed. Figure 5.10 shows the 
various electrode patterns (top and bottom electrodes) tested using Indium solder, where EL4 
was used for the initial lamp characterization experiments. Figure 5.11 shows the measured 
capacitance of the cell (CN2) for the electrode configurations [EL1-EL6] with Indium and the 
breakdown power measured at around 5 MHz (all tested drive frequencies within ±0.5 MHz). 
Higher the surface area of interaction of the electrodes, higher was the observed capacitance and 
lower was the electrical breakdown power. The inner ring diameter of all electrodes were 4.5 mm 
(0.5 mm encroaching over the optical window) to increase the electric field lines through the gap 
without significantly reducing the optical output.  
 
Figure 5.10: The various electrode configurations used in this research where the electrodes are drawn to 
the cell scale on the left. The ring inner diameter is 4.5 mm and outer diameter is 6 mm. 
The configuration EL6 was identified, from the electrical breakdown experiments, to be the 
most power-efficient and was chosen for all Al electrode configurations. EL7 configuration was 
used only for cell CN8 and EL8 was used for cell CN7 only. Figure 5.12 shows the comparison 
of the power consumption of the CN2 cell with Indium and Al electrodes (EL6) at different 
drive frequencies in the 2-500 MHz range, to produce 10 µW of Rb D2 output power. [EL7 and 
EL8 configurations could not be compared as they were not deposited on CN8 and CN7 cells 
which had different buffer gas pressures and discharge lengths]. The Al electrodes were found to 
yield a more than 50% improvement in power consumption at the >tens of MHz drive range 
when compared to the initial Indium ring electrodes. This was mainly due to the drastically 
reduced surface roughness of the Al electrode layer when compared to In (manually deposited 
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using a solder gun or a hot plate) and the good adhesion properties of the Al on the Pyrex 
surface.  
As Al and In are opaque, they cannot be deposited right above the discharge gap, which is the 
most efficient field coupling configuration. A 
100 nm thick ITO (90% transmission measured) 
was deposited as the top electrode on CN8 and a 
200 nm thick Al blanket electrode for the bottom 
(EL7). This electrode configuration has three 
important advantages: (1) high transmission or 
transparent electrode - ITO allows for the 
electrode to be directly deposited over the optical 
window enabling high electric field lines coupling 
into the discharge gap while being almost 
transparent (>90% transmittance at the D line 
wavelengths). (2) It helps reduce the thermal gradients across the discharge gap - as the ITO 
layer has a non-negligible surface resistance (with surface resistivity: 40 Ω/sq), some of the input 
rf power is converted to heat due to resistive losses which helps in top-side heating of the cell 
and significantly reducing the temperature gradient across the cell. This in turn reduces rubidium 
vapor condensation on the inner top wall of the light source that decreases rubidium self-
absorption and Doppler broadening of the Rb D lines and increases the overall transmission 
intensity and stability of the D lines. (3) The Al layer bottom electrode acts as a light mirror 
increasing the photon yield through the optical window of the Rb cell. A direct comparison of 
the Al and ITO electrodes on the electrical breakdown properties was not possible as they could 
not be tested on the same cell or similar cells with the same buffer gas pressure. 
5.4 RF input characterization of the Rb DBD lamp 
In this section, the effect of the input rf power and frequency on the Rb-lamp operation for 
different cell p.d conditions are reported. There were two broad operation regions identified to 
have their own characteristic discharge behaviors: drift-dominated and the diffusion-controlled 
regions and the effects of different rf input powers in these regions are discussed in section 5.4.1. 
The change in the discharge breakdown characteristics at different drive frequencies are 
discussed in section 5.4.2 and the effects of impedance mismatch conditions are reported in 
section 5.4.3. 
5.4.1 Effects of input RF power on discharge emission 
When the input rf power to a 50 Ω matched LC-stage load is switched on and increased, the 
voltage across the cell increases (as described in section 4.2.2). At some specific value of the 
input power (Pf–Pr measured by the rf power meter), the voltage across the cell equals the 
breakdown voltage, VBR, of the specific cell in test and this ignites a visible discharge in the cell 
discharge gap. The input power corresponding to this breakdown is the breakdown power and is 
directly measured using the rf power meter. However, this value is not the minimum power 
required for sustaining the discharge and the input power can be drastically lowered to still 
maintain a visible discharge emission from the Rb lamp. The optical power would reduce but a 
Figure 5.11: The measured breakdown power
and capacitance values of CN2 for different
electrode configurations at ~5 MHz. 
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discharge emission is sustained until a certain minimum value, termed minimum sustaining 
power, is reached (below which no visible discharge emission is observed). This is because of the 
presence of a significant density of electrons, even at lower voltages after breakdown, with a 
mean electron temperature that is sufficient 
to produce enough ionizing collisions with 
gas atoms/molecules for sustained discharge 
emission.  
In the following sub-sections, the observed 
discharge emission powers for different input 
power levels are reported. At low power 
levels (Pin<few Watts), the discharge behavior 
depended on the chosen drive frequency. 
Two distinct discharge behavior regions, 
classified primarily by the drive frequency, 
were identified: the diffusion-controlled and 
drift-dominated breakdown regions. The rf 
drive frequency range, when the electron 
oscillation amplitude, Ae, is much higher than 
the discharge gap length, d, is conceptually the diffusion-controlled region and the frequency 
range when Ae ≈ d is the drift-dominated region [Ae is calculated using equation 4.13]. The two 
regions, whose theories were explained in section 2.3 and whose boundary conditions have not 
been defined accurately, are mainly distinguished based on two experimental observations: (1) 
the emitted optical power varies differently with changing input drive power in the two regions 
(reported in the next paragraph) and (2) the optical stability of the discharges changes drastically 
with a significant formation of DBDs on the inner dielectric surfaces in the drift-dominated 
region (reported in section 5.5). For the Rb cells, with their respective p.d values considered in 
this research: 3 mbar.cm to 14 
mbar.cm, the corresponding drift-
dominated breakdown region was 
observed to be approximately 
between 2.7 MHz to 8.2 MHz 
respectively and the diffusion-
controlled region at higher drive 
frequencies. These values also 
correspond well with the expected 
drift-dominated frequency range from 
Ae calculations. At very high input 
power levels (more than several 
Watts) however, the distinct discharge 
characteristics of the two regions become lower, as the density of plasma discharges formed in 
between the discharge gap becomes significantly more than the surface DBDs. 
The red plot in Figure 5.13 shows the total optical power measured from cell CN1 (with In EL6 
electrodes) when driven at 13.5 MHz for different values of input power, Pin. A linear relation 
Figure 5.13: The measured optical power from CN1 at two 
regions of operation: 13.5 MHz diffusion controlled
breakdown (red) and 4.2 MHz drift-dominated breakdown 
(blue). Measured cell temperatures at some relevant data 
points are mentioned for reference. 
Figure 5.12: The comparison of the power 
consumption of the CN2 cell with Al and In 
electrodes (EL6) to produce 10 µW of Rb D2 
output. More than 50% improvement in the power 
consumption is achieved with Al electrodes over In 
at the >10 MHz drive range. 
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between Pop and Pin was observed for this power range, where the maximum cell temperature 
reached in these experiments was 153 °C (corresponding to 9.5 W; it is much lesser than the 
cell’s expected Rb self-absorption temperature: 192 °C). A further increase in the input rf power 
led to heating the cell temperature to more than the melting point of the In electrodes (156.6 °C) 
which induced an erratic discharge behavior (most probably due to the highly inhomogeneous 
fields created across the gap due to the liquid electrodes) and an eventual discharge emission 
shut-off. [Increasing the input rf voltage increases the cell temperature due to several factors, 
namely: (1) frictional and collisional power losses in the discharge gap leading to heating effects, 
(2) ohmic heating of electrodes, (3) power dissipated as heat by all the cell dielectrics. The effect 
of increasing the rf voltage to heat the cell beyond its Rb self-absorption temperature is reported 
in section 5.6 where Al electrodes and high-melting temperature solders were used for the test.] 
The Pop became a slower varying function of Pin at higher input power values (typically more 
than 5 W for most circuits when sustained for more than few minutes), and this is thought to be 
due to three main reasons: (1) higher input power leads to an observed undesired heating of the 
inductor coils used in the LC-stage due to the high current flowing though the inductors’ DC 
and skin effect resistances. This reduces the circuit Qrp and hence the effective Ve across the cell 
(2) Higher Ve leads to an increase in the electron oscillation amplitude (equation 4.13) making 
more electrons reaching the walls and increasing drift-dominated losses. Hence, due to this 
increasing loss mechanism, the electron density in the discharge gap would reduce and lead to a 
lower increase in Pop with increase in Pin. (3) Also, as observed in and Figure 5.8, the Argon line 
intensities reduce with higher temperature and the overall power reduces in the 90-140 °C 
temperature range (Figure 5.8) despite the increase in the Rb D line emissions. The respective 
cell temperatures recorded for some data points have been marked to understand this relation. 
Table 5.1: The slope values (linear regression and keeping intercept zero) of the Pop function of Pin, 
when Pin is less than 5 W, for different cells at the diffusion and drift dominated regions. 
Lamp-
cells
 
Argon pressure 
(mbar) 
Slope value at fr≈13.5 MHz 
and Pin<5W (μW/W) 
Slope value at fr≈4.2 MHz 
and Pin<5W (μW/W) 
CN0
 
70 (no Rb) 80
 
55
 
CN1
 
70 91
 
60
 
CN2
 
70 89
 
58
 
CN3
 
30 105
 
75
 
CN4
 
30 (87Rb) 102
 
73
 
CN6
 
70 (high liquid Rb) 92
 
67
 
CN10
 
30 (high liquid Rb) 104
 
81
 
In the drift dominated region (below approximately 8 MHz), a significant number of electrons 
start hitting the Pyrex walls and hence the secondary electron effects of the DBDs start to play a 
significant role in the discharge process. The blue plot in Figure 5.13, using CN1 cell and 
5.2 MHz drive frequency, shows a typical example of the Pop to Pin relation when the electron 
drift-dominated losses are non-negligible. Pop here is observed to be a slower varying function of 
Pin in this range as an increase in the cell voltage, Ve, manipulates two primary mechanisms: (i) 
increases the electron temperature and (ii) increases the electron oscillation amplitude which 
leads to higher drift-losses. Mechanism (i) is similar in both regions but (ii) is a loss mechanism 
that is significant only in the drift-dominated region. Hence, the overall increase in Pop with a 
given increase in Pin (and hence Ve) is much lower than the diffusion-controlled breakdown case 
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(red plot) where mechanism (ii) has a negligible dependence on the cell voltage in the chosen 
power and p.d range in this research.  
Similar linear relations as shown by the red and blue plots in Figure 5.13, but with slightly 
different slopes, were found for the other cells: CN0, CN2-4, CN6 and CN10 and the slope 
values (from best fit using linear regression and 
setting the intercept as zero) at drive 
frequencies around 13.5 MHz and 5.2 MHz for 
the different cells are given in Table 5.1. [To 
drive all the LC-stage circuits with different Rb 
cells at the exact same drive frequency value, 
was not considered as it is very time-
consuming, unnecessary for the study and 
sometimes unachievable without an exhaustive 
number of LC component options. It is only 
important to compare the different Rb cells 
within an acceptable drive frequency range 
(within 0.5 MHz here) as the discharge 
physics does not vary drastically within such a 
small range]. It can be seen from Table 5.1 
that the slope was observed to be higher when the buffer gas pressure was lower in the 
diffusion-controlled region, indicating the possibility that there are higher inelastic collisional 
power losses at higher gas pressure leading to lesser effective gain in electron acceleration. This 
lowers the density of electrons with energy above the gas excited levels and hence leads to a 
lower discharge emission (in the case of CN2 for example). Considering two similar cells with 
the same buffer gas and pressure (CN1 and CN6 for example with 70 mbar Ar), the presence of 
more liquid Rb does not make a significant difference to the optical power characteristics in the 
diffusion controlled region but however at the drift-dominated region, the optical power to the 
input rf power is much higher due to the surface discharges formed on the Rb droplet (more 
details in section 5.6). It can also be seen that a purely Ar filled cell (CN0) has a lower slope value 
than the cells CN1 which has the same Ar pressure as CN0 but with Rb vapor atoms. This is due 
to the lower ionization energy of Rb (IE1: 4.17 eV) compared to that of Argon (IE1: 15.75 eV) 
which leads to the overall reduction in the electron temperature required for ionizing collisions 
in the discharge gap for a sustained discharge formation in the increasing presence of Rb atoms. 
5.4.2 Effects of drive frequency on the light source performance 
For the atomic clock application, any drive frequency value is suitable for the lamp except the 
clock interrogation frequencies and its multiple harmonic frequencies as it may possibly cause 
undesirable coupling effects and higher timing errors (both in GHz range). As discussed in 
sections 2.5 and 2.6, for the chosen test discharge length of 2 mm, at least 1 MHz would be 
required to increase the density of electrons and hence the space charge in the discharge gap 
(rather than being pushed to the walls at lower frequencies) for low power operation. To identify 
an ideal drive frequency value or range for the lowest power lamp operation, a set of experiments 
were performed whose main results are reported. 
Figure 5.14: The measured input power (black) at 
breakdown and the calculated breakdown voltage 
(blue) of CN3 (with EL6 electrodes) at different 
drive frequencies between 2-500 MHz. Ae is the 
electron oscillation amplitude. 
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For a given Rb lamp-cell, the LC-stage was developed after choosing the component values to 
accurately impedance match the cell to 50 Ω at the chosen fr and the Pin value at breakdown (PBR) 
was noted. The breakdown voltage was then calculated using the procedure mentioned in section 
4.2.2. This was repeated for different drive frequencies in the range of 2-500 MHz and the 
obtained results for CN3 (with EL6 electrodes) are shown in Figure 5.14. In order to avoid a 
considerable difference in parasitic values, the inductors in the LC-stage were chosen from the 
same manufacturer and the parallel capacitor (whenever used) was the same tunable capacitor 
with a wide tuning range (2-45 pF). The overall behavior observed in Figure 5.14 is indicative for 
other Rb lamp-cells (CN1 with EL6 electrodes and CN8 with EL7 electrodes) as well and the 
relevant critical frequencies of these cells are summarized in Table 5.2.  
The electron oscillation amplitude (Ae) decreases with increase in the drive frequency value. 
Referring to the blue plot in Figure 5.14, at values where the discharge gap length (d) is much 
lower than Ae, a plasma was not ignitable. This is most probably due to the very high breakdown 
voltage (unachievable with the available rf amplifiers) required in this region due to the 
significant loss of electrons into the walls which are not compensated by the secondary electron 
emission from the Pyrex walls [163]. At values when Ae ≈ d, there was a non-negligible amount 
of secondary electron emission from the Pyrex, 
evident from the significant number of surface DBDs 
observed, to allow a breakdown and the calculated 
breakdown voltage was observed to decrease with 
higher frequency as there would be more electrons 
adding to the space charge (hence higher electron 
temperature and ionizing collisions) in the discharge 
gap.  
According to the kinetic theory of gases, the 
breakdown voltage would be lowest when the drive 
frequency equaled the electron collision frequency in 
the discharge gap (refer to section 2.5). A trend on 
these lines can be seen here where the breakdown 
voltage was observed to reduce as the drive frequency 
got closer to the collision frequency, ν (calculated to 
be 219 MHz for CN3 at 300 K). The estimated ν and 
λe values for Argon, calculated from the kinetic theory 
equations for different pressures at room temperature 
(300 K), are shown in Figure 5.15 and the value 
calculated for CN3 is mentioned here as a reference. 
The electron mean free path in CN3 (30 mbar Ar) at 300 K can be given by: λe ≈ 4.√2.λAr = 105 
µm [using equation 2.1, Argon atomic diameter = 142 pm and λe ≈ 4.√2.λAr when the velocity of 
the electron is assumed to be much more than the velocity of the Argon molecules, derived in 
classical kinetic theory]. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution and the mean electron temperature 
to be 12 eV (above Ar metastable excited states), using equation 2.4, the random velocity of an 
electron, vr, can be calculated to be 2.3x104 m/s. The collision frequency can then be given by: 
ν = vr/λe = 219 MHz (the random velocity is higher than the electron drift velocity and hence 
Figure 5.15: The calculated collision
frequency and the electron mean free path
for different pressures of Argon at 300 K
and 12 eV electron temperature. 
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used here). The lowest breakdown voltage was recorded at fr=114 MHz for CN3 after which the 
breakdown voltage was observed to rise slightly with increase in the drive frequency. This 
difference in the estimated minimum voltage condition (at ν=fr) and the observed minimum is 
due to two main reasons: (1) the collision frequency calculations are simplified and not very 
accurate as Rb atoms were not included in the calculations and the electron temperature is 
assumed to be 12 eV (which is not accurate) and (2) the maximum kinetic energy that can be 
gained by the electrons can be limited at these high drive frequencies (electron kinetic effects) 
and this has not been considered in kinetic theory. Table 5.2 gives the drive frequency, fr, values 
for some Rb lamp-cells obtained from similar experiments where the breakdown voltage was 
observed to be minimum, the lowest and highest recorded frequencies when a breakdown could 
be initiated with the available resources, and the estimated ν value for each cell. 
At high drive frequencies (>100 MHz here), the breakdown voltage was observed to increase 
before the estimated ν value and this behavior is possibly due to the electron maximum kinetic 
energy effects, similar to the behavior observed by Walsh et al. [164]. At such high excitation 
frequencies, the time available for electron acceleration before the polarity change in the applied 
voltage becomes increasingly limited. This may compromise effective electron heating and 
subsequent gas ionization by such inadequately accelerated electrons. Walsh et al. reported on 
PIC (particle-in-cell) simulations for an atmospheric pressure rf discharge, where the maximum 
kinetic energy achievable by an electron started to reduce by 3% from 20 MHz for a 2 mm gap 
to about 15% at 500 MHz (at 1 atm pressure and 75 V/m). While these exact values do not 
apply here due to the different pressure, power and electrode conditions, the reported trend is 
relevant to the observed results. It is also possible that the experimentally observed fBRmin was 
almost equal to the actual collisional frequency, above which the electrons started to have lower 
ionizing collisions (than at fBRmin) due to the rf field changing polarities too quickly and changing 
the direction of electron motion before it can make sufficient ionizing collisions. This would 
lower the mean electron temperature, leading to a higher breakdown voltage needed to increase 
the electron oscillation amplitude and compensate this effect. 
Table 5.2: The experimentally observed fr values for different cells where the breakdown voltage was 
minimum. The estimated ν values for Ar, assuming 300 K and 12 eV electron temperature, are also 
mentioned for reference. 
Rb 
lamp-
cells 
Lowest 
plasma 
ignitable 
frequency, 
fmin (MHz) 
Highest 
plasma 
ignitable 
frequency, 
fmax (MHz) 
Lowest 
recorded 
breakdown 
voltage, 
VBRmin (V) 
PINmin - Input 
power 
corresponding 
to VBRmin (W) 
fBRmin - 
frequency 
corresponding 
to VBRmin 
(MHz) 
Estimated 
ν (MHz) 
CN1 2.1 465 86 6.7 265 511 
CN3 1.7 484 65 4.1 114 219 
CN8 4.6 434 98 2.1 76 110 
CN11 11.5 31 338 8.9 11.5 14.6 
As observed from Table 5.2, the fBRmin reduced with lower Ar pressure. The fmax values for CN1 
and CN3 were most probably limited because of the available rf amplifier whose upper limit 
specification was 500 MHz. It is to be noted that CN11 could only be ignited at two drive 
frequencies: 11.5 MHz and 31 MHz (range more important than exact frequency value) and the 
plasma extinguished within seconds of ignition. These observations point towards the fact that 
the mean free path in CN11 is almost equal to the discharge gap length (Figure 5.15) and hence 
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only at the ignited frequency range there might have been enough ionizing collisions to instigate 
a brief breakdown. After breakdown however, most of the electrons could have possibly been 
lost into the walls, due to the high electron oscillation amplitude, leading to a reduction in the 
discharge gap electron temperature and eventual shut-off. 
Even though the breakdown voltage can decrease with increasing frequency, the power required 
to achieve a said cell voltage increases with increasing frequency for the capacitive Rb-cell 
(Ve2 =Pe/Ccell.fr) (Figure 5.14). Also, the inductive parasitic components and the skin effect 
resistance of inductors become significant resulting in higher power coupling losses, low Qrp and 
hence lower lamp-operating power efficiency. For CN3, 114 MHz drive operation can be seen to 
be the most power-efficient with the lowest breakdown voltage and with the highest emission of 
optical power for a given input power (more than 25 µW of Rb D2 at 700 mW of input power, 
reported in Figure 5.20). Almost 4 W of power is required for breakdown at 114 MHz after 
which the power can be reduced (700 mW here) to emit the desired output power. As power 
consumption is the primary concern for the Rb light source, this breakdown power magnitude 
would be unsuitable for a portable application and hence a lower drive frequency might be 
required for the chosen cell. The buffer gas pressure can also be reduced to shift this VBRmin 
minimum point to a lower frequency, CN8 (15 mbar Ar) for example where the fBRmin changed to 
76 MHz. However, the VBRmin value increased to 98 V (as compared to 65 V for CN3). This still 
corresponds to a lower breakdown power value (2.1 W compared to 4.1 W for CN3) and hence 
would be a better solution from a power consumption perspective. However, there are also other 
light source performance parameters like optical stability (section 5.5) and lifetime (section 5.7), 
which also vary with the rf inputs and cell conditions and hence they need to be understood 
before the ideal lamp operating conditions can be evaluated.  
5.4.3 Power coupled to the discharge gap 
The Rb DBD lamp was electrically modeled in 
section 4.3, to: (1) understand the distribution 
of the applied rf power, Pin, within the cell and 
circuit, (2) calculate the proportion of input 
power that is incident on the cell, Pe, and (3) 
calculate the power coupled to the discharge 
gap, Pg, that is dissipated as optical discharges, 
Pop, and heat due to collisional losses. This 
section reports on the various calculated power 
and voltage distributions and losses in the CN3 
cell using the model described in section 4.3.  
First, the frequency and power range where this model would be valid need to be understood. 
Figure 5.16 shows the plot of Pop and Pg (using equation 4.19) for CN3 at a drive frequency of 
25 MHz but for different total rf input power values. An almost linear increase in optical power 
with the increase in Pg is observed at lower input powers, although it becomes a slower varying 
function of Pg at higher input power values, similar to what was observed in a Rb–Xe lamp 
experiment in [165]. The ratio of the optical power (400–1000 nm), Pop, measured from 
microfabricated Rb cells and Pg is plotted for different circuits with different drive frequencies. 
Figure 5.16: Plots of measured Pop and calculated 
Pg for CN3 when driven at 25 MHz at different 
input power values. 
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The total rf electrical power required to produce 100 μW of total optical power (Pop) was 
measured at different drive frequency points for CN3, shown in figure 9(b). It can be observed 
in Figure 5.17 that there is almost a 
constant ratio of around 0.00025 between 
∼10 and 100 MHz while the ratio is much 
lower at <5 MHz and >100 MHz drive 
frequencies. At <5 MHz, a lower ratio 
might be because there are many electrons 
lost in the dielectric walls due to the high 
drive wavelength leading to a lower mean 
electron temperature and lower output 
optical power. And at >100 MHz, it is 
possible that the maximum kinetic energy 
reachable by an electron becomes lower and 
hence the overall mean electron temperature reduces along with the optical power. Hence, it 
might be valid to use this model under conditions when the drive wavelength is much lower than 
the discharge gap and the drive frequency is lesser than the maximum K.E. critical limit 
condition. Outside of this frequency range, this model can be used if appended with appropriate 
adjustment factors: PDriftloss and PKEeffects which are not discussed further here. The experimentally 
observed kg value in this case is 0.0067 or 0.67%. For a comparative analysis, around 1.5% of 
visible light was estimated for sub-mm gap ac plasma display pixels for a given amount of power 
dissipated in the discharge gap [73], but the power efficiency in such cells is much higher because 
of the (1) phosphors utilizing the UV discharges, and (2) dielectric wall coatings with high 
secondary electron emission coefficient. 
The measured breakdown power, Pin and the calculated breakdown voltage across the cell, Ve, at 
the 2-500 MHz drive frequency range was shown in Figure 5.14. Ve here was calculated based on 
the MATLAB model described in section 4.2.2. 
For this set of data points, Figure 5.18 shows 
the calculated Pg, Pe and voltage across the 
discharge gap, Vg, values at breakdown. As the 
discharge gap is modeled as a capacitance, Cg, 
the incident power is reactive. This reactive 
power couples with the reactive part of the 
discharge gap impedance (equation 4.16) to 
yield real power dissipation in the discharge gap 
or the power absorbed by the electrons 
(equation 2.16). As observed from Figure 5.18 
and Figure 5.14, Vg and Pg are much lesser than 
Ve and this difference in this voltage is primarily 
lost in the Pyrex layers with additional losses 
due to the surface charge build-up on the inner Pyrex walls.  
Using the power loss functions described in section 4.3, we can calculate the respective reactive 
powers and power losses of the cell layers and the circuit at different resonant drive frequencies. 
Figure 5.18: The calculated values of the power
incident on the cell, Pe and the voltage and power
coupled to the gap, Vg and Pg respectively for
CN3 at breakdown in the 2-500 MHz range. 
Figure 5.17: Ratio of the measured optical power, Pop
and the calculated Pg for the same cell when emitting
a total optical power of 100 µW (400-1000 nm range).
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Table 5.3 shows the Qrp of different matching circuits and the different power distributions 
(where Pe, Ppy and Pg are total magnitude values and Ppyloss and Psiloss are the power dissipated in 
the Pyrex and silicon layers) for CN3. For most of the cases, it can be seen that more than 50% 
of the input power is dissipated as PLCloss in the drive circuit with the remaining dissipated as 
polarization losses in the Pyrex and silicon layers. Even though the power stored (Ppy – Ppyloss) 
and power lost (Ppyloss) in the dielectric increase with increasing frequency (where Psiloss>Ppyloss due 
to the higher relative permittivity of Si), the power efficiency of Pg/Pe becomes 10.4% at 
465 MHz from 1.58 % at 2 MHz. However, the input power required for electrical breakdown 
increases significantly with increasing drive frequency (due to decreasing Qrp) making a lower 
drive frequency preferable for a low-power lamp operation where the lower limit is primarily 
decided by the quality factor of the LC components. 
Table 5.3: The different calculated power losses for CN3 along with the measured input power, Pin and 
power coupled to the gap, Pg, at electrical breakdown condition for different resonant drive circuits. 
f (MHz) Pin 
(W) 
Qrp Pe 
(W) 
PLCloss 
(W) 
Ppy 
(W) 
Ppyloss 
(W) 
Psi 
(W) 
Psiloss 
(W) 
Pg 
(W) 
2 0.5 36.2 0.695 0.289 0.132 0.033 0.421 0.173 0.011
5 0.3 33.3 0.883 0.011 0.167 0.041 0.525 0.253 0.014
8 0.67 19.1 1.038 0.319 0.195 0.049 0.629 0.304 0.018
13 1.1 14.7 1.640 0.529 0.306 0.078 0.997 0.485 0.031
25 1.6 10.8 2.476 0.738 0.454 0.117 1.513 0.739 0.054
75 2.4 5.8 2.785 1.166 0.496 0.132 1.717 1.098 0.076
114 4.1 3.9 3.773 2.772 0.646 0.179 2.352 1.136 0.128
256 7.8 2.9 8.911 4.735 1.312 0.422 5.786 2.618 0.501
356 60 1.6 29.017 49.342 3.037 1.375 20.332 9.273 2.611
414 71 1.6 37.475 56.579 3.326 1.776 27.078 12.639 3.745
465 80 1.5 41.505 63.053 3.297 1.967 30.559 14.973 4.351
Only a small fraction of the applied input power is observed to be actually coupled to the 
discharge gap. This result is good for a Rb DBD lamp to be potentially used in a portable clock 
application as it suggests that the actual useful power needed to achieve a desired Rb D line 
output is only within few tens of mW. However, it also means that the current cell impedance 
and circuit does not allow the desired breakdown voltage to be achieved in a highly power 
efficient way with low losses in other components. Most of the power losses are observed to be 
in the circuit (PLCloss), where the primary loss component is the parasitic resistance of the 
inductor. Hence, using a technique as suggested in section 4.1.3, these losses can be drastically 
reduced to make it very low power consuming and suitable for optical pumping in chip-scale 
atomic clocks. 
5.4.4 Impedance mismatch conditions 
In this research, LC-stage loads were matched to 50 Ω for drive and testing where the reflected 
power is usually negligible to the forward power. This is important for two primary reasons: (1) 
maximum power transfer to the load, as mentioned before in section 4.1.3 and (2) for the 
accurate calculation of the voltage across the cell and components. However, the consequences 
on the Rb lamp and LC-stage performance when there is an impedance-mismatched condition 
or a shift in the input frequency (in the case of Lg for example, mentioned in section 4.3) has not 
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been discussed yet and are reported here. Figure 5.19 shows the observed total optical power 
output from the Rb lamp which is driven (and impedance matched) at 15.7 MHz as an example, 
after which the rf drive frequency is varied to plot the Pop vs. Pr, Pf and Pf-r.  
With increase in the rf drive frequency from the impedance-matched value, the Pop and Pf always 
decreases while Pr increases. With 
decrease in the drive frequency, the Pop 
and Pf initially increase, reaching a 
maximum value and then decrease 
consistently. The maximum Pop value 
typically corresponded to the point of the 
Pf-Pr value maximum and this maximum 
was observed to occur not at the exact 
impedance-matched frequency but always 
few % below the matched frequency. This 
is most probably due to the fact that 
decreasing the frequency makes the load 
have a non-negligible capacitive reactance 
and hence a negative phase difference 
between the reflected voltage and current. 
This when re-reflected back (explained in 
the next paragraph) to the load, can be absorbed easier by the capacitive Rb lamp-cell than a 
voltage signal with a positive phase difference (when drive frequency was increased above the 
initially matched value). 
For cell voltage calculations, as described in section 4.2.2, accurate LC-stage impedance matching 
is necessary, as the actual forward and reflected power measured during highly mismatched 
conditions are not reliable and is explained here. RF power is propagated to the LC-stage load 
where it gets completely absorbed if the load impedance is the same as the characteristic 
impedance of propagation. The load here can be viewed as, for easier understanding, a 
transmission line of infinite length with the same characteristic impedance, and hence the 
propagated rf power never returns. However, more the difference between the load impedance 
and the transmission line impedance, more of the propagated power in the forward direction 
travels back as reflected waves in the same conducting path, where some of which is lost as 
resistive losses in the transmission line and most of which reaches the source. [The reflection 
coefficient is defined as the ratio of these waves and is given by the ratio of reflected voltage 
amplitude to the forward wave voltage amplitude.] Most of the power that is reflected back to 
the source is dissipated as heat but the remaining power is re-reflected to travel back in the 
direction of forward propagation (for the same characteristic impedance). This re-reflected wave 
voltage adds to the forward voltage but the resultant peak amplitude is not a simple addition of 
their voltage amplitudes as their phase difference need to be considered. Hence, a two-port 
network with the LC-stage load connected between two rf power meters are needed if the cell 
voltage needs to be calculated under impedance mismatch conditions.  
In summary, the measured Pf-Pr using a one-port rf power meter gives the actual power 
delivered to the load but this is accurate only at and near impedance matched conditions. At 
Figure 5.19: The measured optical power and electrical 
powers at different input frequency values starting from 
the initial impedance matched value at 15.7 MHz.  
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highly mismatched conditions, this value would be highly inaccurate and a two-port network of 
rf power meters would be necessary. The observed increase in Pop at different mismatch 
conditions is only due to the unaccounted re-reflected power to the load. The shift in the 
resonant drive frequency induced by plasma ignition can be used to calculate Lg but the drive 
frequency has to be re-adjusted to the impedance matched condition for accurate evaluation of 
the input powers and cell voltages. 
5.5 Optical power and stability of the Rb DBD lamp 
The optical power measured from the Rb DBD lamp-cells CN1 and CN3 at different drive 
frequencies have been reported here. The effects of the electrode design, input rf power and 
frequency on the optical power and stability of the Rb DBD lamp-cells have been discussed in 
the previous sections of this chapter and these effects are briefly explained and summarized in 
this section. The optical characteristics for different cell p.d conditions and buffer gases are 
discussed in section 6.1.3.  
The maximum stable Rb D2 output 
power achieved in this research was 
380 µW and the Rb D1 output was 172 
µW (measured using the D1 and D2 
filters mentioned in section 5.1) from 
CN3 at 114 MHz and an input rf power 
of 7.5 W. Any further increase in the rf 
input power lead to the red-mode 
transition (section 5.6) and lowering of 
the output Rb D line power. 
The Rb DBD lamp needs to emit at least 10 µW of Rb D line (D1 or D2) output with less than 
0.2% sub-second fluctuations to meet the optical pumping requirements of the atomic clock. 
Figure 5.20 shows the variation of the Rb D2 optical power from CN3 and CN1 (both with Al 
EL6 electrodes) for a chosen input power of 700 mW. These values were measured after the 
optical power reached a steady-state, approximately within five minutes, and the measured cell 
temperatures were no longer at room temperature at this point, as expected. No external heater 
was used for this experiment. Lower the breakdown voltage, higher was the observed optical 
power emitted for a given input power/voltage at a given fr (can be seen from Figure 5.14). At 
low drive frequencies (<10 MHz) the increase in the output Rb D2 power (slope) with frequency 
was low but it increased beyond this range as most of the electron motions would have been 
reversed before they could reach the Pyrex walls (leading to higher electron density and 
temperature in the gap). The reason for the decrease in the Rb D2 optical power after 114 MHz 
(for CN3) and 265 MHz (for CN1), is attributed to the electron kinetic effects explained in 
section 5.4.2. The measured cell temperatures induced by the constant applied rf power at the 
respective drive frequencies have been mentioned at some relevant data points for reference. 
The stability of the optical power can vary between tens of percent fluctuations to less than 0.1% 
percent fluctuations depending on the cell and rf drive conditions. There are three types of 
discharges that are formed in the discharge gap: (1) volume discharges (VD), (2) diffuse glow 
Figure 5.20: The measured Rb D2 optical power from 
CN3 and CN1 at different drive frequencies for an input 
power of 700 mW. 
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discharges (DGD) and (3) surface discharges (SD). The volume and surface discharges are the 
dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) and they are usually homogenous over short distances (<few 
cm), that take place in thin layers off the dielectric surface [69], [34]. The main source of 
fluctuations in optical power is these DBDs as they are localized groups of discharges that can 
occur randomly over the dielectric surface. From the optical stability perspective, a fully diffuse 
glow discharge would be preferable as highly 
stable (<0.1% fluctuations) optical power is 
emitted but it is more power consuming 
than the DBD regime. Siliprandi [84] reports 
that, depending on the buffer gas and 
pressure in the discharge gap, DBDs operate 
in two regimes: at low pressure (generally 
less than 50 mbar), they operate in the 
Townsend breakdown regime, generating a 
diffuse glow discharge, whereas at higher 
pressures (approximately more than 50 
mbar), the discharge generally splits up into 
a large number of randomly distributed 
volume discharges or streamers of 
nanosecond duration, also called the 
streamer regime, as discussed in section 2.7.2. In both regimes, the dielectric barrier serves two 
functions: 1) it distributes the microdischarges evenly over the entire electrode area and 2) it 
limits the amount of charge and energy that can be fed into an individual microdischarge. After 
typically a few nanoseconds, the microdischarge is choked because of charge build up on the 
dielectric, which results in a local reduction of the electric field within the filament [166]. Also, 
the mean energy of the electrons and the short duration of the microdischarges strongly limit any 
heating of the gas atoms, allowing the major fraction of the energy gained by the electrons in the 
electric field to be deposited in excited atomic states.  
The effects of changing various input parameters on the different discharges are shown in 
Figure 5.21. The optical stability depends on all the mentioned parameters and hence a quantized 
characterization of the optical stability versus all these parameters is complicated. Hence, for a 
given set of initial input conditions, the optical stability can be manipulated by changing these 
parameters as mentioned in Figure 5.21. In summary, a lower buffer gas pressure, higher 
frequency, lower amount of liquid Rb, higher temperature and higher input power lead to more 
optical power stability in the mentioned DBD lamp operating ranges. 
5.6 Temperature tests and Rb self-absorption  
The Rb D line intensity increases with increase in the cell temperature. This was shown in 
section 5.2 with the output spectrum of the lamp at different temperatures along with the 
recorded optical power values. Here, some relevant performance characteristics of the lamp that 
is affected by the cell temperature are discussed: (1) the red-mode transition at high cell 
temperatures induced by high input power and its characteristics (section 5.6.1) and (2) the effect 
of Rb vapor pressure on the cell breakdown power (section 5.6.2).  
Figure 5.21: The change in the number of the
volume, diffuse and surface discharges with increase
in the magnitude of different input conditions. The
test range for each condition within which these
observations are valid is mentioned. Lower VDs and
SDs lead to higher optical stability but higher
breakdown power. 
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5.6.1 Rb red-mode transition at high cell temperatures 
As mentioned before in this chapter, the applied rf power leads to cell heating. When the applied 
power heated the cell to above its Rb self-absorption temperature, the output discharge was 
observed to undergo a distinct transition and started to appear fully ‘red’. Also, all the spectral 
lines corresponding to the buffer gas completely vanished and the full output spectrum of the 
lamp consisted only lines corresponding to Rb transitions (Figure 5.22). Camparo, in his paper 
[102], explained this phenomenon is a result of significant radiation trapping of the emitted Rb D 
lines at these temperatures leading to lower Rb atoms available for ionizing collisions. This 
changes the dynamics of the alkali atoms multi-step ionization process and leads to a lowering of 
the electron temperature. Since inelastic electron/noble gas collisions are the dominant 
mechanism for populating noble gas excited states, the lower electron temperature leads to a 
drastic reduction in the intensity of buffer gas emission in this ‘red mode’.  
Table 5.4 shows the different power levels at 
certain drive frequencies (within 1 MHz of 
the specified frequency) where the cells CN1, 
CN3 and CN10 (all with Al electrodes) were 
found to enter the red mode. As CN3 and 
CN10 (30 mbar Ar) have a lower buffer gas 
pressure than CN1 (70 mbar Ar), the Rb self-
absorption temperature for these cells was 
expected to be reached at a lower rf input 
power level (section 3.2.1) as observed. The 
average cell temperature measured within 
tens of seconds of the Rb red-mode 
transition for the CN1, CN3 and CN10 cells were found to be 185 °C, 165 °C and 162 °C 
respectively. These results were found to be in reasonable agreement with the expected Rb-self-
absorption temperature of the tested cells: 192 °C, 168 °C and 168 °C respectively (Figure 3.4). 
The cell temperature was measured about 1 mm away from the cell surface (to avoid capacitive 
interferences) during these red mode transitions. From previous studies, a difference of about 
15% in temperature was noticed between this position and at the center of the bottom cell 
surface at temperatures above 140 °C. Hence, this factor was added for a closer reference to the 
actual temperature inside the discharge gap. 
There was also another method for achieving high intensity Rb D lines, which sometimes 
transcends to the red mode, with significantly lower rf power (<~1 W to the LC-stage). In the 
case of CN10, there was at least 10 µL of Rb more than CN3 which forms a large (roughly 3 mm 
diameter and 0.5 mm height) spherical droplet on the bottom Pyrex surface in the discharge gap. 
Using the electrode design EL1 with Indium deposition, and a low drive frequency such that a 
significant number of electrons get drifted to the walls (3.7 MHz used here), the electrons are 
made to highly bombard the liquid Rb surface. If a low rf power (<few hundred mW) is applied, 
this locally heats the liquid Rb to emit a high intensity of Rb D lines (whose intensity at room 
temperature corresponds to the intensity achievable from externally heating a Rb cell with the 
same conditions but with no significant liquid Rb to 110 °C). However, at higher rf power levels 
(more than a Watt), this local heating creates a very high Rb vapor pressure locally near the liquid 
Figure 5.22: The spectrum of the emitted light from 
the Rb lamp-cell during the red-mode operation. 
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Rb surface leading to high radiation trapping and transition to the red mode. Hence, a very high 
intensity of Rb D lines can be achieved by this method for very low input power but the main 
disadvantage of this operation is that it can uncontrollably transcend into the red mode. Even 
though, it is possible to achieve optical pumping in an atomic clock using a Rb lamp in the red 
mode, some of its features were found to be undesirable that could lead to a lower device 
performance when compared to the standard operating mode (at temperatures lower than Rb 
self-absorption): (1) the Rb line intensities were found to be unstable with time (few % 
fluctuations at temperatures well above the red mode transition temperature, up to 50% 
fluctuations near the transition temperature) and (2) the Rb D lines have been reported by other 
researchers to be Doppler broadened [167] in this mode that would lead to higher clock 
frequency instabilities. 
Table 5.4: The measured input power values at different drive frequencies for the three cells when they 
were observed to transcend to the red mode. The accuracy of the drive frequency values is ±1 MHz. 
Cells 5 MHz 20 MHz 434 MHz 
CN1 No red mode observed 8.8 W 9.7 W 
CN3 No red mode observed 7.3 W 8.4 W 
CN10 4.7 W 7.1 W 8.5 W 
There were many tests performed to identify the Rb self-absorption temperature of cells by 
heating the cell using an external heater (H1) up to 190 °C but however no obvious red-mode 
transition was observed during these experiments (The only important observation from these 
experiments, especially with CN6 and CN1 was that: a reduction in the Rb D2 optical power was 
consistently noticed at temperatures around 120-130 °C). The results of these experiments are 
not presented here as they are inconsequential. But as a red-mode has been observed at much 
lower temperatures but with the addition of rf power, it suggests that the red-mode transition is 
not simply dependent on the cell temperature but also on the discharge physics of the cell. 
However, more analysis to understand the exact phenomenon is beyond the scope of this 
research and hence is not discussed further here.  
5.6.2 Breakdown power versus cell temperature 
The first ionization energy of Rb (4.17 eV) is significantly smaller than that of Ar (15.75 eV). 
Hence, if a significant amount of Rb vapor is 
mixed with the Ar atoms, the breakdown power 
is expected to reduce by a certain percentage. 
CN1 and CN0 cells were experimentally 
investigated in order to understand if a 
significant reduction in the breakdown power 
can be achieved by igniting the discharge at 
higher temperatures. Figure 5.23 reports on the 
electrical breakdown power measured for CN0 
and CN1 cells at 76.8 and 76.6 MHz and also 
for the CN1 cell at 8.5 MHz at different cell 
temperatures (using external heater H2). CN0 
and CN1 have the same Argon pressure with the only difference being no Rb atoms in CN0. 
The first observation is that the breakdown power of CN1 at room temperature was found to be 
Figure 5.23: The measured breakdown power 
values for CN0 and CN1 at different cell 
temperatures.
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around 11% less than that of CN0. With increase in temperature, the CN0 breakdown power did 
not consistently reduce but the breakdown power of CN1 reduced by 15% at 150 °C (when 
compared to room temperature breakdown). At 8.5 MHz, the breakdown power at 150 °C was 
found to be 18% lower than that at room temperature. However, at a practical lamp temperature 
of 100 °C, the breakdown power was usually almost the same as that at room temperature with a 
difference of less than a few percent.  
From these observations, it can be seen that the presence of liquid Rb and Rb vapor atoms does 
reduce the breakdown potential for the cell (when compared to CN0). However, there are no 
significant advantages observed by igniting the discharge after heating the cell to practical lamp 
operating temperatures (around 100 °C), when compared to standard room temperature ignition. 
5.7 Lifetime and reliability studies 
The microfabricated Rb light source, with all its good performance and compact integration 
properties, is of no use for atomic clocks or magnetometers if it cannot function reliably for at 
least several years. This section reports on the experiments performed and data analyzed towards 
determining the device lifetime and the long-term reliability of its output and performance. The 
results in this section have been presented at the 2013 SPIE MOEMS-MEMS conference. 
First, the hermeticity of the anodic bonded cells has been tested by Yves Pétremand, where the 
concentration of Rb atoms in an anodic bonded Rb cell (only cell, no plasma ignition) were 
monitored using laser absorption spectroscopy measurements. The cells produced by this sealing 
technique have been found to be highly hermetic for more than 2 years now [168] and has also 
been tested at 180 °C for several months to yield similar results. 
The first set of observations from the various Rb lamp-cell discharge tests over the last 2.5 years 
is that the Rb lamp-cells were very robust with no significant change in performance after: (1) 
being ignited thousands of times, (2) heated to more than 150 °C hundreds of times and (3) 
being accidentally dropped on the floor several times. 
Rb light source lifetime test 
An experiment was set to allow an ignited Rb light source (CN2 cell and EL4 electrodes) to 
continuously emit discharges for an indefinite period of time, for monitoring the long-term 
stability of the output optical power (Pop), all other parameters of interest (Tcell, Pf, Pr) and the 
long-term reliability aspects of the device in general. The experimental setup is the same as 
illustrated in the schematic (Figure 5.1), where the optical power meter was a SM05PD1A Si 
broadband photodiode (Thorlabs Inc., 350-1100 nm range, active area: 13 mm2) connected to a 
photodiode amplifier (Thorlabs Inc., PDA200C, 100 nA to 100 mA measurement range), the 
analog output of which is connected to a NI DAQ to allow the data to be recorded using 
LabVIEW. The entire setup, with all the necessary instruments, were kept inside a closed steel 
cabinet and isolated in a room corner, fully covering the cell setup with black sheets to remove 
any background light noise. The LC-stage was impedance matched to 50 Ω at 17.1 MHz and the 
forward power from the rf amplifier (A2) was PID feedback controlled using LabVIEW, to give 
out a steady and constant output power (Figure 5.5). As explained in section 5.1, this was 
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because the output power amplitude of the 
rf amplifier was found to drift with time, 
hence an external control was needed to 
ensure steady input conditions for the Rb 
lamp under test.  
The lamp was ignited and the initial 
conditions were chosen to emit an optimal 
Pop of 100 µW when heated (using heater 
H1) to 100 °C. As 90-120 °C is the relevant 
operation temperature range for the Rb light 
source, 100 °C was chosen for this 
experiment which corresponded to a Rb D2 
output of 6 µW. A 4 mm thick Al2O3 spacer 
was placed between the Rb cell and the 
heater surface (to remove the observed 
capacitive interference at closer separations) 
and the photodiode was positioned around 1 
cm away from the top electrode for the 
same reason. The exact position was set in 
such a way that the optical power reading 
from there was 25 µW when it was 100 µW 
if measured right above the electrode 
surface. A high-power rating inductor (3 A 
current rating) with a high temperature 
tolerance was used in the LC-stage for this 
experiment to avoid the inductor failing due 
to over-heating effects during the long-term 
operation. Figure 5.24 shows the optical 
power recorded (one data point every 20 
seconds) for the long-term experiment, with 
the initial conditions set as mentioned above 
and this corresponded to a PID-controlled 
input forward power of 1.25 W to the LC-stage. The Rb light source was ignited on 10th 
November 2011 to indefinitely emit discharges and this operation ended on 5th June 2012 only 
because the bottom cell electrode interconnect was found to be unsoldered and disconnected 
most probably due to the continuous heating effects (100 °C) from the nearby heater. The 
interconnect was then re-soldered and the lamp was re-ignited to confirm that the Rb lamp was 
still indeed functional, with an observed performance that matched the last recorded data point 
and hence the test was confirmed to be hindered only due to an external mechanical soldering 
defect and not anything because of the Rb-lamp.  
The first observation from this lifetime test was that the Rb lamp was found to operate without 
any functional problems for at least six months to emit a stable 100 µW of total optical power at 
100 °C (corresponds to 6 µW of Rb D2 line power). The short-term (sub-second) fluctuations in 
Figure 5.24: The measured optical power and forward 
and reflected electrical powers to the LC-stage of the 
Rb DBD lamp lifetime test. The lamp was initially set 
to emit 100 μW of optical power (corresponding to 
25 μW from the position of measurement. The lamp 
was still fully functional after the test. 
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the optical power was found to be less than 0.2% (which is in the acceptable range for the 
atomic clock applications [15]). As seen from the figure, there were drifts in the optical power 
over time and it has not been possible to prove the exact causes for the observed behavior. 
There are some possible reasons identified, based on the observations made from various lamp 
experiments, which are thought of as the main causes for the 
observed fluctuations: (1) the resistance change of the inductor 
with time due to long-term heating effects, (2) solder 
interconnects losing their full integrity which leads to changes in 
the power coupled to the lamp and (3) Rb diffusion into the inner 
glass walls leading to a lower transmission of light from the Rb-
lamp. (1) and (3) can possibly explain gradual and consistent 
changes in the optical power but (2) can result in erratic and 
random changes. This is because such behaviors were observed 
many times before in other lamp tests when the interconnects 
were not ‘perfectly’ soldered to the electrodes. The measured 
reflected power, shown in Figure 5.24, shows a steady drift after 
100 days possibly indicating the failing solder interconnect. The 
solder used was 100% Indium, which is a good choice as it wets 
the Pyrex surface well but an additional non-metallic mechanical support should probably make 
the interconnect more stable and avoid any unpredictable power coupling losses and optical 
power fluctuations. 
Rb diffusion into Pyrex wall 
Figure 5.25 shows a picture of the CN2 cell after the 6-month lifetime test showing the mildly 
brownish layer formed on the inner Pyrex wall. This is most probably due to the Rb atoms 
diffused into the wall over time (similar to the observations reported by other researchers [125],  
[169]). This layer causes problems like increased Rb self-absorption leading to Doppler 
broadening of the emitted Rb D lines and also overall reduced transmission of the D line power 
[161], [102]. However, as the Rb lamp is intended to be operated at low power (10 µW Rb D 
output), this would not be a limiting factor for its use in an atomic clock application - as seen 
from Figure 5.24, the optical power emitted after 6 months is still 
in the same range as the initially set value. 
Plasma erosion of inner dielectric walls 
Placing electrodes external to the discharge gap (electrodeless) 
avoids a major lifetime-limiting problem of electrode erosion from 
plasma discharges. However, the inner dielectric walls are in 
contact with the discharges and hence get slightly eroded with 
time. The erosion rate should primarily depend on the input rf 
power, the drive frequency and the cell temperature. When the 
electron oscillation amplitude is significantly smaller than the 
discharge gap length (fr>10 MHz for most Rb cells here), most of 
the discharges are contained within the discharge gap with minimal 
DBDs occurring on the dielectric surface. For lower drive 
Figure 5.25: CN2 after the
lifetime test showing a slightly
brownish thin layer of Rb on
the inner dielectric wall
indicating possible Rb
diffusion in the Pyrex walls. 
Figure 5.26: Dark craters 
observed on the inner Pyrex 
wall after several months of 
plasma operation in CN6. 
The surface discharges 
formed on liquid Rb droplets 
are the most likely cause. 
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frequencies or high input power, the wall erosion will be much higher due to the significant 
amount of surface discharges leading to wall erosion. Separate set of experiments were not 
performed to study this phenomenon as all Rb cells were tested at various frequencies and power 
levels. However, some fundamental visual observations have been made and are reported here. 
Figure 5.26 shows the picture of CN6 photographed using an optical microscope with focus on 
the inner dielectric wall after several months of operation. From visual observations, almost no 
etching of the dielectric layers was observed but dark shallow spots that would reduce the output 
transmission are seen The dark spots are most probably high concentrations of diffused Rb 
originating into the glass wall. Similar spots also occurred when there was a significant presence 
of liquid Rb in the cells (in CN6 and CN10), especially when the light source was operated for 
hundreds of hours (not necessarily continuously) at the drive frequency less than ~8 MHz. When 
the light source was predominantly operated at a higher frequency (such as in the lifetime test), a 
Rb thin film was formed rather than dark spots with no visually observable Pyrex erosion. 
5.8 LTCC integrated Rb DBD lamp module  
By heating and temperature controlling a Rb light source at a high enough temperature (typically 
100-130 °C), stable and high intensity of Rb D lines can be emitted with reduced drifts in optical 
power, meeting the optical pumping 
requirements of many applications. For 
this purpose, a Rb DBD lamp module 
with an LTCC (Low Temperature Co-
fired Ceramic) integrated heater, 
temperature control and the drive circuit 
was developed (in collaboration with 
Fabrizio Vecchio and Dr. Thomas 
Maeder, LPM, EPFL) for optical 
pumping applications and is presented 
here in this section. The results in this 
section have been presented at the 2012 IEEE SIITME conference [160]. 
The Rb mini-lamp module (15x26x4 mm3) (Figure 5.27) consists of the CN8 cell, positioned on 
top of a 0.6 mm thick (thickness adjustable) 4-layer LTCC (Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic) 
stacked platform, containing a serpentine heating resistor design with high heating capacity (up 
to several hundred °C) for lamp heating, a fast response DP 5092D PTC temperature sensor 
[170] for temperature stabilization using PID feedback and a patterned pad layout for the drive 
circuit components and interconnects. The LTCC heater and drive circuit platform was 
fabricated by Fabrizio Vecchio and the thermal loss optimizations can be found in [171], . The 
reason for choosing LTCC technology [172] is because it allows for high-level integration, easy 
batch fabrication and compact multi-functional modules, offering many advantages with respect 
to traditional techniques (thick films on alumina substrates and hybrids) including: (1) excellent 
3D structuration, (2) low firing temperatures, (3) possibility to integrate many functions in one 
same module, and (4) resistance to harsh environments.  
The ITO layer has two distinct advantages for this application. The first advantage being high 
transmission or transparent electrode: ITO allows for the electrode to be directly deposited over 
Figure 5.27: The LTCC integrated Rb mini-lamp module at
operation (lamp powered at 25 MHz). 
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The ITO layer has two distinct advantages for this application. The first advantage being high 
transmission or transparent electrode: ITO allows for the electrode to be directly deposited over 
the optical window enabling high electric field lines coupling into the discharge gap while being 
almost transparent (>90% transmittance at the D line wavelengths). The second advantage is 
that it helps reduce the thermal 
gradients across the discharge gap. As 
the ITO layer has a non-negligible 
surface resistance (with surface 
resistivity: 40 Ω/sq), some of the input 
rf power is converted to heat due to 
resistive losses which helps in top-side 
heating of the cell and significantly 
reducing the temperature gradient 
across the cell. This reduces rubidium 
vapor condensation on the inner top 
wall of the light source and hence (1) 
decreases rubidium self-absorption and Doppler broadening of the Rb D lines and (2) increases 
the overall transmission intensity and stability of the D lines. The Al layer bottom electrode acts 
as a light mirror increasing the photon yield through the optical window of the Rb cell. 
The fast-response PTC temperature sensor (DP 5092D paste) [10], with a resistance value of 
7.1 kΩ, was calibrated before use.  Conducting pads (AgPd) for LC drive components are 
screen-printed on the top layer where 
the heater and the pads are thermally 
isolated with 0.4 mm thick bridges 
connecting the two sections. A 2 mm 
thick thermal foam (nominal k = 0.044 
W/(m.K) at 25 ⁰C) (Evonik Industries, 
Germany) was attached to the bottom 
layer for thermal insulation and 
mechanical support. A thin thermally 
conductive and electrically insulating 
adhesive layer (3M, 8805 tape) is used 
to fix the light source on to the LTCC 
platform. A thin alumina substrate can 
also be added as a spacer between the 
heater and the light source to further reduce capacitive interferences and for homogeneous cell 
heating. 
Module operation and results 
The module is operated through two connectors: (1) SMA for the rf input power and (2) D-pin 
connector for heating and temperature sensing (Figure 5.28). The light source is powered at 
11.5 MHz (hence requiring a high-frequency connector), which was found to be optimal for the 
test cell used here (Rb and 15 mbar Ar). The heater was powered by a DC power source whose 
input voltage is calibrated to the cell temperature readout. The heater can be powered by a DC 
Figure 5.28: The schematic of the LTCC module
operation and test setup. 
Figure 5.29: Cell temperature and Rb D2 optical power
measured during a continuous run of 5 hours. Lamp drive
frequency: 25 MHz, forward power: 1.1 Watts. 
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or an AC power source depending on the target application. For example, in a magnetometer 
pumping application, a DC powered heater will create magnetic field inhomogeneities when 
detecting a DC magnetic field while an AC powered heater should conceptually avoid this 
problem. However, for general applications, DC heating is used as it is uncomplicated and more 
power efficient than AC heating. The corresponding change in resistance of the PTC sensor with 
change in temperature is monitored and is fed to the heating power source via a PID 
(Proportional-Integral- Derivative) feedback controller loop to set and control the temperature 
and achieve up to less than 0.2 degree Celsius fluctuations with time.  
The emitted Rb D2 (780 nm) line optical power and the temperature stability of the Rb lamp-cell 
recorded over time are shown in Figure 5.29. The heater was powered by a DC source (Input 
conditions: 7.1 V, 0.2 A for 110 ⁰C) where the temperature was set and controlled using a PID 
feedback loop. The optical power was detected using a standard broadband silicon photodiode 
and a photodiode amplifier. The observed result in Figure 5.29 shows the capacity of the LTCC 
module to enable highly stable optical pumping in miniature atomic clocks and other 
applications. 
Chapter conclusions 
This chapter reported on the characteristics of the first ever Rb discharge ignited from a 
miniature microfabricated light source. The electrical and optical characterization experiments of 
different Rb lamp-cells and the relevant results obtained were reported in this chapter for 
performance evaluation of microfabricated Rb DBD lamps for miniature atomic clocks. The 
lowest breakdown power was observed to occur when the calculated collision frequency, ν was 
around the same range as the drive frequency, fr (drive frequency) - this confirmed that the 
kinetic theory assumptions are reasonable and a lower pressure buffer gas is preferable for a 
lower drive frequency (hence lower breakdown power) adding to the advantage of a higher Rb D 
output efficiency (with lower buffer gas pressure) for a given power and temperature. Two 
distinct operation modes, dependent on the electron oscillation amplitude (Ae), were identified 
and were named the DBD (drift-dominated breakdown, Ae>d/2) and the rf-discharge (diffusion 
controlled breakdown, Ae<d/2) regions. The main characteristics of these regions were observed 
to be: DBD – lower breakdown power, higher optical instability and rf-discharge – higher 
breakdown power, lower optical instability. The suitable region for the light source operation was 
found to be when Ae≈d/2, where a power-efficient emission of Rb D line power was possible 
with an acceptable amount of optical fluctuations. This corresponded to the 8-15 MHz 
frequency range and an Argon pressure of 15-30 mbar.  
The power coupled to the discharge gap was calculated using the developed MATLAB and 
PSPICE models and it was observed to be less than tens of mW in the preferred drive frequency 
range (8-15 MHz) for a 30 mbar Ar buffer gas cell. Lifetime and long-term reliability tests, a 6-
month continuous monitoring experiment performed on the microfabricated Rb light source, 
were reported and the light source was found to be robust without any significant degradation in 
its performance. The effect of cell temperature on the Rb DBD lamp performance was reported 
and the breakdown power reduced by 15% only when the lamp was heated up to 150 °C. ‘Red-
mode’ transitions could be observed at the expected Rb self-absorption temperatures only when 
supplying rf power but not when externally heated to much higher temperatures. The 
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observations suggest that the red-mode transition is not simply dependent on the cell 
temperature but also on the discharge physics of the cell. A miniature LTCC integrated Rb lamp 
module was developed in collaboration with LPM, EPFL, where a temperature-controlled and 
long-term stable output light of 12 µW RB D2 was demonstrated.  
While this chapter gives an indication of the suitable drive and cell conditions for a Rb DBD 
lamp, there are several other parameters like buffer gas type, discharge gap length and the 
secondary electron coefficient of the material that can be modified to further engineer the device 
towards the desired clock application. The experiments and simulations carried out to investigate 
these effects are reported in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 6 Experiments and simulations for 
optimizing discharge gap parameters 
Very high power efficiency and output optical stability is required from the Rb DBD lamp and 
this requires a rigorous optimization of both the drive circuit and the lamp-cell parameters to 
meet the optical pumping performance requirements. As seen from chapters 4 and 5, the range 
of cell parameters tested using the microfabricated cells were limited – only one buffer gas: 
Argon with a limited number of gas pressure values and a constant discharge gap length of 2 mm 
(with the exception of CN8 with 0.5 mm gap length) were tested. The effect of different buffer 
gases, pressures, discharge lengths, surface area and cell wall conditions on the DBD lamp 
performance could not be tested using microfabricated Rb cells as such a large number of cells 
could not be microfabricated with the available resources in the short time-frame of this 
research. Hence, a set of experiments and plasma simulations were performed to study the effect 
of varying these cell parameters that can potentially further optimize the DBD lamp power 
efficiency and the results from these analyses are reported in this chapter. There is also very 
limited literature on low-pressure DBDs [173], [174] and thus these experimental results are very 
useful towards realizing the desired low-power miniature Rb lamp. 
Two sets of data are reported in this chapter: (1) results from igniting plasma discharges between 
dielectrics for different p.d, buffer gas and surface area values in a pressure controlled chamber 
in section 6.1, (2) results from DBD simulations using a two-term Boltzmann equation solver in 
COMSOL in section 6.2. Some of these results were also published as a peer-reviewed article in 
the Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics [129] and also presented at the 2012 European 
Frequency and Time Forum conference [129]. 
6.1 Plasma characterization at different discharge gap conditions 
This section reports on the experiments performed for identifying the ideal buffer gas and p.d 
values for a low-power consuming and optically stable plasma light source. The discharge gap 
test setup, explained in the following sub-section, was built to simulate the effect of different 
buffer gas types and pressures without having to microfabricate a Rb cell. Also, as discussed in 
Figure 6.1: The photograph of the pressure chamber and the schematic of the discharge gap experiment
setup inside which the ITO coated Pyrex substrates were aligned in parallel inside a pressure-controlled 
chamber to ignite DBDs by connected the ITO electrodes to rf power. 
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section 3.1, the size of the light source needs to be preferably as small as possible with a 
maximum cell volume of 1 cm3. A discharge gap length of 2 mm is acceptable with a maximum 
lateral cell surface area of 1 cm2. Reducing these dimensions can be beneficial as it can enable 
highly compact clocks or possibly chip-scale clocks but this is of interest only if the lamp’s power 
consumption and optical stability performance properties can remain the same or made to 
improve on size down-scaling. Any buffer gas that is inert to Rb and any pressure up to an 
atmospheric pressure are suitable for the light source microfabricated by anodic bonding and 
hence different p.d values within these ranges with some suitable buffer gases were tested for 
identifying the optimal cell conditions.  
6.1.1 Discharge gap experiments – test setup 
The test setup built for performing the discharge gap experiments are described here. Figure 6.1 
shows a schematic of the test setup where two Pyrex substrates (of 1 mm thickness and varying 
surface area) with 20 nm thick ITO thin 
film electrodes (on one side of the 
substrates) are positioned using 
mechanical alignments inside a pressure-
controlled chamber. Figure 6.2 shows a 
photograph of one of the milled POM 
alignment parts which were used to 
define the discharge gap length needed 
for an experiment (six different discharge 
gap lengths were tested 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.5 
and 2 mm). The discharges were ignited 
between the substrate gaps for different 
gap lengths, buffer gas and pressure conditions where the electrode side of the substrate is 
external to the gap. The ITO electrodes were connected to an LC matching circuit to form a 
50 Ω load that is powered by an rf power supply, similar to the one used for the Rb cells. The 
parallel ITO electrodes acted as a 
capacitive load and different matching LC 
components were used depending on the 
desired testing frequency. The optical 
power meter was placed right above the 
optical window of the chamber. No 
external heater was used and all 
measurements correspond to room 
temperature. 
The main advantage of this test setup is its 
ability to quickly vary the gap length, gas 
type, gas pressure, electrodes and materials 
and measure optical and electrical 
characteristics without the presence of Rb. 
Rb is highly reactive in air and hence is not possible to test it unless it is in a continuously 
Figure 6.2: Photographs of an example bases with the 
milled slots, with different separation lengths, where the 
Pyrex substrates are placed. 
Figure 6.3: Cross-sectional view of the discharge gap
ITO coated substrates. On the right, equivalent circuit
of these substrates (without matching circuit) with the
discharge current modelled as a voltage-controlled
current source, Idg. 
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hermetically sealed condition. But the presence or absence of Rb for the discharge gap 
experiments almost makes no difference to the measurements as the amount of Rb vapor atoms 
to the number of buffer gas atoms in the gap at room temperature would be <0.001% for the 
range under study. Hence, the observed results are relevant and are indicative of the breakdown 
behavior in DBD Rb light sources. 
Three different buffer gases were used in this study: He, Ar, and N2 with their respective 
atomic/molecular diameters of 62 pm, 142 pm and 280 pm and their respective first ionization 
energies of 24.5 eV, 15.7 eV and 14.53 eV. The choice of test gases was based on several factors, 
first of which is that the gas has to be inert with Rb. While it seems preferable to have gas atoms 
with low ionization energy for a larger electron density and a lower breakdown field, a high 
atomic diameter means a lower mean free path for electron acceleration, resulting in a lower 
electron temperature (for a given p.d, Pin and fr). Hence, an ideal combination of both these 
characteristics would be best for the Rb light source low-power operation.  
6.1.2 Electrical equivalent model 
Similar to the electrical model discussed in section 4.3 for the Rb DBD cell, the electrical 
equivalent model of the discharge gap is shown in Figure 6.3. The Vdg, Vdg(0) and Vdg values can 
be defined by the equations (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) and Idg here can be defined as: 
dtdVCtICCtI edgePydgdg /.)())./.2(1()( −+=      (6.1) 
Using equations (4.21), (6.1) and (4.6), we can derive the power coupled to the discharge gap, Pdg, 
here as a function of the input power Pin to attain the power coupling efficiency: 
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where Zdg is the impedance of the discharge gap, XPy is the reactance of the Pyrex layer and ω is 
the angular drive frequency. 
6.1.3 Plasma discharge characterization results 
The discharge gap tests were performed for the three different 
buffer gases at varying pressures (within 1-200 mbar depending 
on other input conditions), drive frequencies (2-500 MHz) and 
discharge gap lengths (0.2-2 mm). Plasma discharges were 
successfully ignited inside the discharge gap for most of the input 
conditions, however, for the remaining set of conditions, either a 
plasma discharge could not be ignited with the available rf power 
supply or the plasma ignited outside the discharge gap. These 
observations are explained in more detail in the following sub-
sections. An example view of an ignited discharge seen through 
the optical window is shown in Figure 6.4. 
Figure 6.4: An ignited discharge
between the ITO coated Pyrex
substrates viewed through the
optical window 
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The following sub-sections report: (1) the electrical breakdown power required and (2) the 
optical power and stability of the discharges, for different p.d values at drive frequencies: 
4.4 MHz, 75.7 MHz and 465 MHz.  
Electrical breakdown characteristics versus p.d and frequency 
Figure 6.5a shows the measured power delivered to the load (matching circuit and the 
electrodes), Pin, plotted against p.d (d = 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 mm) for the three buffer gases at a 
drive frequency of 4.42 MHz (where the electron oscillation amplitude is in the discharge gap 
length range (0.5-2 mm)). Figure 6.5 (b) and (c) show the corresponding data at 75.7 MHz and 
465.2 MHz drive frequencies respectively. Only discharges ignited between the substrates are 
recorded and shown here; electrical breakdown at p.d values lower than those shown in these 
figures took place outside the discharge gap, which can be explained by the increase in required 
breakdown power across the discharge gap as the electron oscillation amplitude exceeds d/2. 
During these input conditions, the p.d values around the discharge gap are more suitable for 
breakdown than the p.d value inside the discharge gap (due to the electron mean free path 
explained in sections 2.4) and hence the plasma discharge slowly progresses outside of the 
discharge gap with decrease in the buffer gas pressure (below the last recorded p.d data point). 
At the other end of the data plots, when the p.d was very high, no plasma could be ignited as 
most probably the power required for such an ignition was not possible with the available rf 
Figure 6.5: Input electrical breakdown power, Pin, of three different buffer gases for different pd 
conditions at (a) 4.42 MHz, (b) 75.7 MHz and at 465.2 MHz. Measured data points are marked but line
plots were chosen only for convenient understanding. 
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power amplifiers. These higher p.d ranges are anyway not of interest for this research as even 
higher input powers are required for breakdown.  
It can be seen from Figure 6.5 (a) that under low pressure conditions, Ar has a lower breakdown 
power than N2 or He. At a higher pressure (p.d > 3 mbar.cm), He has lower breakdown power 
than the other two gases. From these data it can be understood that He, in spite of its low 
atomic diameter, has a high breakdown field at low pressures due to its high ionization energy. 
Argon, even though it has higher atomic diameter, has much lower ionization energy than He 
and hence the reached electron temperature is sufficient for ignition. N2 has its first ionization 
energy value very similar to Ar but a much higher atomic diameter. Hence, it requires a higher 
breakdown field than Ar but lower than He at low pressures. At higher gas pressures, the mean 
free path is reduced for all gases and hence a gas atom with a higher mean free path can reach a 
higher electron temperature for a given input power, He in this case. The observed operating 
regime that would be preferable for the Rb light source is shown in the figure as it corresponds 
to the lowest recorded breakdown power and a low buffer gas pressure. A low buffer gas 
pressure is preferred for a Rb light source as a higher Rb D line intensity can be achieved at a 
given temperature when compared to higher buffer gas pressures.  
At higher drive frequencies (at 75.7 and 465.2 MHz as shown) where the electron oscillation 
amplitude is much smaller than d/2, the breakdown voltage decreases but the required 
breakdown power is higher than at 4.4 MHz. This is primarily due to the capacitive load where 
the power required to produce a certain voltage across the load increases with frequency. 
Hence, from a power consumption perspective, a lower drive frequency would be 
preferable for the Rb light source operation. 
Optical characterization of discharges 
Alkali light sources for optical pumping in atomic frequency standards must provide high short-
term (sub-second) stability of output optical power (<0.2 % fluctuations) with a long lifetime of 
several years. Depending on the cell gap conditions, drive frequency and electrode geometry, the 
lamp can operate in different plasma regimes and it is preferable to operate the lamp in the 
homogeneous diffuse glow discharge regime where the emitted optical power is highly stable. 
Figure 6.6 shows the observed discharges at different pressures of Argon where both the top and 
side views are included. It was observed that the plasma discharge enters the diffuse discharge 
regime only at lower pressures (values depending on the buffer gas), emitting higher optical 
Figure 6.6: Top and side view photographs of observed discharge behavior at different pressures of Ar.
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power per input electrical power. The stability of the emitted optical power was found to be 
higher at lower pressures 
or higher drive frequency 
where the electron 
oscillation amplitude 
becomes smaller than the 
discharge gap length.  
Figure 6.7 shows the sub-
second optical power 
stability for the three test 
gases as a function of 
frequency and p.d 
(fr/(p.d)) (measured 
wavelength range 400–1000 nm). It was observed that for input conditions where the calculated 
electron oscillation amplitude was greater than half the gap length due to a low drive frequency, 
the lamp was no longer operating in the homogeneous diffuse glow discharge regime, but several 
locally homogeneous volume discharges and surface discharges were formed on the Pyrex inner 
walls and they primarily contribute to the more than 0.5% fluctuations in optical power. The 
volume discharges occurring on the Pyrex surface were observed to be fairly large (few mm3 on 
visible inspection) and homogeneous at frequencies between 4.5 and 9 MHz. At lower 
frequencies (2–4 MHz), the size of the discharges reduced, becoming more random in 
occurrence on the Pyrex surface. Due to the presence of trace quantities of liquid Rb on the 
inner dielectric surface, a number of surface discharges (increases with decreasing drive 
frequency) are formed on the Rb microdroplets and the Pyrex inner surface which have been 
observed to be highly fluctuating in magnitude possibly due to local field inhomogeneities and 
Rb droplet heating. The overall optical power from both these discharges, for a given input 
power, was observed to be lower than that of the diffuse glow discharge because the volume 
discharges have a much lower overall plasma density in a discharge gap than a diffuse discharge. 
The lower optical power is also because volume discharges are quickly quenched by the surface 
charge accumulation on the dielectric surface and hence the discharge time and power are much 
lesser than that of the diffuse discharge. As seen in Figure 6.7, for mm-scale discharge gap 
lengths, a minimum drive frequency of 
around 4 MHz and a buffer gas 
pressure less than ∼40 mbar are 
required to ensure lamp operation in 
the diffuse discharge regime. 
The optical power measured at different 
frequency values for the three buffer gases 
are shown in Figure 6.8 for a given input 
power (Pin) of 1 W. As seen from this 
figure, a drastic difference in optical power 
between buffer gases is not observed. Some 
interesting trends can be observed such as: (1) He has a higher optical power output at higher 
Figure 6.7: Optical power fluctuations (sub-second) observed in the 
discharge gap setup, as a function of drive frequency/(pd) ratio. 
Figure 6.8: The optical power measured above the 
optical window for the different buffer gases at various 
drive frequencies for Pin=1W. 
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frequencies, corresponding to the higher collision frequency of He expected at higher 
frequencies due to its smaller atomic diameter, (2) Ar and N2 have similar power values 
throughout the frequency range but the value of N2 is usually lower than Ar and this 
corresponds to the higher first ionization energy and molecular diameter of N2 when compared 
to that of Ar, (3) the overall increase in the values from 4.4 MHz to 8.5 MHz is due to the 
decrease in the drift-dominated electron losses owing to the decrease in the electron oscillation 
amplitude with increasing drive frequency. At even higher frequencies, the input power coupled 
to the discharge gap reduces (as discussed in section 5.4.2) and hence an overall decrease in 
optical power is observed. Hence, from the experimental observations, Argon is a better 
choice as a buffer gas for the Rb light source, with a 2 mm discharge gap length, as it 
offers the lowest breakdown power and highest optical power efficiency at the preferred 
operation range of the light source. 
Discharge behavior at different drive frequencies  
For a given buffer gas, pressure and input power (hence the Ve), the drive frequency affects the 
electron oscillation amplitude and hence the breakdown and discharge powers. The effect of the 
drive frequency on the Rb light source operation was reported in section 5.4.2 and here some 
visual observations of the discharges, sustained in the discharge gap experiment at different 
frequencies, are reported in Figure 6.9 for a better understanding. The frequency and pressure 
values were appropriately chosen to clearly show the different discharge behaviors observed in 
the relevant operating range for the light source. Images corresponding to (1) 15 mbar here 
represent the ‘low pressure’ range (8-35 mbar) within which the discharge behaviors were similar 
and 70 mbar represents the ‘high pressure’ range (35-80 mbar). Regarding frequency, as 
discussed earlier, there are three interesting breakdown regions: (1) Ae <d/2 represented by 5.3 
MHz, (2) Ae≈d/2, corresponding to 10.2 MHz and (3) Ae>>d/2, represented by 36.7 MHz. 
Many interesting observations can be made from Figure 6.9: (1) at 5.3 MHz, and for both 
Figure 6.9: Side-view photographs of the observed plasma in the discharge gap at different 
frequencies and Argon pressures for a 2 mm discharge gap length and Pin=1 W. The increase in the 
diffuse glow discharge is observed at lower pressures while a decrease in the number of dielectric
barrier discharges can be seen at higher drive frequencies. 
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pressures, it can be seen that the concentration of the discharges are higher near the dielectric 
surfaces with a clear dark area in the middle (when compared to the images taken at higher drive 
frequencies). This is most probably due to the higher electron oscillation amplitude leading to 
high electron bombardment on the dielectric surface leading to significant secondary electron 
emission and higher concentration of discharges near the Pyrex walls. Hence, in this frequency 
range (~<8 MHz), there is a high concentration of volume discharges that lead to high optical 
power instabilities. (2) With increase in the drive frequency, at 10.2 MHz, at both pressures, it 
was observed that the discharges started to concentrate more towards the centre of the discharge 
gap - more diffuse, less optical fluctuations and higher optical intensity. While DBDs were 
observed on the surface at lower pressures, they were found to be highly homogeneous with less 
than 0.2% short-term fluctuations. (3) At a much higher frequency, 36.7 MHz, the discharges are 
much more concentrated in the centre of the discharge gap, as expected and was much more 
homogeneous and diffuse compared to the lower frequencies. (4) At a lower pressure, the 
discharges were observed to be more wide spread across the discharge gap. This is probably due 
to the higher electron mean free path leading to higher electron movement and dispersion across 
the discharge gap. 
6.2 COMSOL plasma discharge simulations 
A plasma physics model was built in COMSOL, a finite element analysis software with a partial 
differential equation solver; 
using which it was possible 
to simulate the electron 
density, the electron 
temperature and estimate 
the output Rb D line power 
from a defined discharge 
gap for a given set of input 
conditions. A plasma 
simulation model helps 
estimate the Rb D output 
from a defined discharge gap 
geometry for an unlimited 
range of cell, electrode and 
electrical input conditions. In particular, it helps to understand the effect of adding a layer with a 
higher secondary electron coefficient on the inner dielectric walls (which was not possible to be 
determined experimentally) and also to estimate the light source performance at smaller 
discharge gap geometries if further miniaturization of the device is considered. Using the drift-
diffusion equation solver pre-defined in the plasma module of COMSOL, it was possible to 
simulate the complete collision kinetics leading to an rf discharge, and hence the study the effects 
of the above parameters by keying in: (1) all the gaseous species in the discharge gap and their 
atomic/molecular properties, (2) all possible electron impact collisions and their corresponding 
collision cross-section data and (3) all important ionic and neutral species collisions and their 
corresponding reaction rate constants. The details of all the considered collisions, collisions 
cross-section data, reaction rate constants and their references can be found in Appendix 2. 
Figure 6.10: Experimentally measured optical spectrum of the CN10
cell at 100 °C showing the observed Rb lines and their corresponding
transitions. All other spectral lines correspond to Ar or Cs impurities. 
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6.2.1 COMSOL plasma model 
The discharge gap geometry was defined as a one-dimensional (1D) model in the COMSOL 
plasma module. [A 2D model was first built in COMSOL, however, due to several problems 
including memory allocation problems and very high computation times (up to few days for 
detailed simulations), the 1D model was chosen instead as it allowed to do the desired 
computations with acceptable accuracy and run-times.] Argon was considered as the buffer gas 
and the temperature was always 373 K for all reported data (unless otherwise stated). The 
collision cross-section data of both Ar and Rb were defined along with all the electron impact 
collisions resulting in atomic excitations and ionizations. Only the strong Rb transitions in the 
400-1000 nm range were considered and the many Argon metastable excited states were defined 
as one single metastable state for easier computation purposes. The strong Rb lines were 
identified by recording the optical spectrum emitted by microfabricated light sources (the 
spectrum measured from CN10 is shown in Figure 6.10 as an example where the dominant Rb 
lines and the corresponding atomic transitions are marked). All other peak intensities correspond 
to Argon or Cs impurities. Further details on all the included reaction species, transitions and 
kinetics are reported in Appendix 2. 
The dielectric constant of the Pyrex 
layers and the discharge gap were 
assumed to be 4.5 and 1 respectively 
and a fine plasma-specific mesh was 
used for the discharge gap. The 
secondary electron coefficient of 
Pyrex was fixed to be 1.5 and the 
initial electron density of the discharge 
gap was assumed to be 106 per m3 
with a temperature of 2 eV. One 
external side of the Pyrex was defined 
as a high-voltage RF-AC source 
(sinusoidal waveform) while the other external side was defined as the ground. All simulations 
were run for at least 40 rf cycles to allow the discharges to reach a steady-state condition. 
Model validation 
In order to use this plasma model to understand the effect of changing/optimizing cell materials 
and geometry conditions, it needs to first be validated by comparing it to known experimental 
results. The optical spectrum emitted by CN10 (shown in Figure 6.10) was obtained when the 
cell temperature was 100 °C. For the same cell conditions including temperature, Argon pressure 
and the input voltage (130 V at 8 MHz here – voltage calculated from the measured breakdown 
power), the plasma discharges were simulated and the density of the corresponding Rb decay 
transitions were recorded. The values were normalized to the strongest Rb line wavelength – the 
D2 line 780 nm in both cases and plotted in Figure 6.11. As it can be seen, the simulated values 
reasonably match with the experimentally recorded values and hence this model can be used for 
the intended further studies. 
Figure 6.11: The normalized Rb line intensities in the 400-
1000 nm range from both measured and simulated data 
corresponding to CN10 at 100 °C. The values were found to
be closely matched.
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6.2.2 Simulation results 
Several sets of simulation data were recorded for different input conditions with particular focus 
on understanding the electron density, electron temperature values (which could not be 
experimentally determined), the number density of the Rb D2 emissions and some interesting 
results attained from these simulations are reported here. Surface plots of the electron density 
and electron temperature for one of the simulations: (2 MHz, 150 V, 373 K and 30 mbar Argon) 
are shown in Figure 6.12. The x-axis is the space dimension denoting the Pyrex layers and the 
discharge gap in between them; the y-axis is time and hence the surface plot shows the discharge 
characteristics evolving with time. The simulation was run for 40 rf cycles (and not more due to 
time constraints) and a near-steady-state values could be achieved. Using these types of 
simulations, it is also possible to understand the spatial distribution of the electrons which can in 
turn indicate the suitable cell and input frequency values for the Rb light source operation where 
there are minimal surface discharges and hence a higher estimated optical stability. It can be seen 
from the figures that while there is a higher electron density near the inner dielectric surfaces, 
especially near the high-voltage side, the mean electron temperature is higher in the center of the 
discharge gap.  
 
 
Five different sets of data tables are reported below to compare the electron energies at 
(1) different drive frequencies, (2) buffer gas pressures, (3) secondary electron emission 
coefficients, (4) input voltages and (5) at shorter discharge gap lengths while keeping all other 
conditions constant. The electron temperature and the electron density values reported here in 
all the tables are the observed maximum values in the discharge gap after 40 rf cycles. The 
observed density of the Rb D2 transitions for each simulation are also given which directly gives 
an estimate of how the output power changes with change in the respective input parameter. 
Table 6.1 reports on the results attained from simulating a 30 mbar Ar buffer gas pressure with 
an input voltage of 150 V. An optimal value of 150 V was chosen for most simulations for data 
comparisons as it was in the relevant range for light source operation and certainly above the 
breakdown voltage at the tens of MHz, as observed from the Rb light source experiments. 
Figure 6.12: A surface plot of the electron density and the electron temperature from a 1-D discharge gap 
simulation with the input parameters: 2 MHz, 150 V, 373 K and 30 mbar Argon. 
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Table 6.1: The electron properties in the discharge gap recorded for a 30 mbar Ar and 2 mm discharge 
gap length with an input voltage of 150 V at different drive frequencies. 
Drive frequency 
(Hz) 
Electron temperature 
(eV) 
Electron density (1/m3) Density of Rb D2 
transitions (1/m3) 
100k 6.1 2.2E+11 3.6E+15 
2M 6.0 5.7E+08 8.1E+12 
13M 6.7 1.1E+09 6.9E+12 
125M 6.8 4.6E+10 6.0E+12 
460M 16.8 2.1E+13 2.8E+14 
As observed from Table 6.1, the electron temperature was found to not vary too much between 
a wide frequency range (100 kHz to 125 MHz) but steadily increase after 2 MHz. The electron 
density however, is observed to be at least two magnitudes higher at 100 kHz when compared to 
the 2-125 MHz range. This should be mainly due to the significant contribution of secondary 
electrons emitted from the Pyrex walls leading to high electron densities near the Pyrex surface. 
While drive frequencies near 100 kHz have been widely tested by many researchers [175], [176], 
[177], especially for plasma display panels, it has never been tested on the Rb lamp-cell due to 
the unavailability of a suitable amplifier. However, while the data suggests that driving a Rb-lamp 
near 100 kHz might allow for a low-power operation, there is a high chance that there might be 
significant number of surface discharges due to the electron bombardment on the liquid Rb 
droplets inevitably present on the dielectric surface, leading to high optical instabilities and 
higher Rb diffusion with time. Hence, such a lower frequency might be preferable compared to 
the MHz operating frequency range only if Rb is not made to condense on the inner dielectric 
walls. Further studies will be required on that aspect before such a design can be implemented.  
The electron temperature remained almost the same, possibly reducing slightly from 6.1 eV at 
100 kHz to 6.0 eV at 2 MHz. A reduction is expected due to the uncompensated loss of 
secondary electrons from impact ionizations due to the lower drive wavelength at 2 MHz. 
However, the electron energy increases at higher frequencies as expected due to the higher 
impact collisions which also leads to a higher electron density. At 460 MHz, the electron density 
is significantly higher than at lower frequencies, most probably because 150 V at this frequency 
would correspond to a much higher power incident on the discharge gap resulting in these 
elevated electron energies. As the collision frequency of 30 mbar Ar was calculated to be 
219 MHz for a 2 mm discharge gap, a reduction in the electron temperature was expected and 
hence this result was contrary to expectations. 
Table 6.2: The electron properties in the discharge gap recorded for an input voltage of 150 V at 13 MHz 
for different Argon pressures at a 2 mm discharge gap length. 
Argon pressure 
(mbar) 
Electron temperature 
(eV) 
Electron density 
(1/m3) 
Density of Rb D2 
transitions (1/m3) 
0.01 68.1 2.1E+06 2.6E+09 
2 28.3 2.4E+07 6.5E+11 
30 6.7 1.1E+09 6.9E+12 
70 5.1 4.0E+08 1.4E+13 
Table 6.2 shows the observed electron properties for different Argon pressures for an input of 
150 V at 13 MHz. The electron temperature significantly reduced with increasing gas pressure 
and these elevated electron energies at the low pressures (≤2 mbar) must be because of the very 
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low number of momentum transfer collisions with neutral species leading to high momentum 
gain and kinetic energy by the electrons. The cell CN11 had 2 mbar Ar and it could be ignited to 
emit discharges only few times at two drive frequencies: 11.5 MHz and 31 MHz and the plasma 
extinguished within seconds of ignition. Hence, this simulated value might suggest that while the 
electrons might have had high energies, there might have not been enough number of electrons 
to sustain the rf discharge. As observed, the electron density increases significantly at 30 mbar 
which is probably why the breakdown power is lower around this pressure range, as observed for 
CN3. A higher breakdown power recorded for CN1 and CN2 correspond to the decrease in 
both the electron density and temperature at 70 mbar. Hence, the suitable pressure range for a 
2 mm discharge gap seems to be between few mbar-tens of mbar, which corresponds well with 
the experimentally measured values. 
Table 6.3: The electron properties in the discharge gap recorded for an input voltage of 150 V with 30 
mbar Ar and 2 mm discharge gap length for different secondary electron emission coefficients of the 
inner dielectric walls. 
Drive 
frequency 
(Hz) 
γ = 1.5 γ = 3 
Electron 
temperature 
(eV) 
Electron 
density 
(1/m3) 
Density of Rb 
D2 transitions 
(1/m3) 
Electron 
temperature 
(eV) 
Electron 
density 
(1/m3) 
Density of Rb 
D2 transitions 
(1/m3) 
2M 6.0 5.7E+08 8.1E+12 6.0 1.5E+09 1.2E+13 
13M 6.7 1.1E+09 6.9E+12 6.8 1.9E+09 7.5E+12 
One of the useful studies using COMSOL was to understand the improvement in the light 
source performance achievable by adding a secondary electron emissive (SEE) material on the 
inner dielectric surface. At higher drive frequencies (approximately more than 10 MHz for a 
2 mm discharge gap and tens of mbar buffer gas pressure), the effect of this additional layer 
would have a minimal effect on the light source’s performance because of the low electron 
oscillation amplitude. However, as a low drive frequency is preferred for low-power operation, 
such an addition could potentially reduce the power required for breakdown significantly and 
hence could possibly offer a better solution in the future. Table 6.3 reports on the data simulated 
to understand these effects discussed above. For a drive frequency of 2 MHz, the electron 
density almost triples with the addition of a layer with a SEE coefficient, γ=3, showing a 
promising potential for breakdown at a lower voltage. The increase is less pronounced at a 
higher frequency, 13 MHz, as expected but still improves the number of electrons available for 
impact ionizations. The electron temperature however does not increase significantly, as 
expected.  
Table 6.4: The electron properties in the discharge gap with 30 mbar Ar and a 2 mm discharge gap length 
with different input voltages when the drive frequency is 13 MHz. 
Input voltage 
(V) 
Electron temperature 
(eV) 
Electron density 
(1/m3) 
Density of Rb D2 
transitions (1/m3) 
30 4.3 1.0E+08 4.6E+10 
150 6.7 1.1E+09 6.9E+12 
500 29.0 6.2E+17 5.7E+18 
There already exist many such materials with a high γ value [178], [179], such as MgO, MgF2 and 
other compounds and they are used in discharge light sources and also in plasma display panels. 
The main obstacle here is that most of these materials might not be compatible with Rb and 
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hence unsuitable for the Rb light source. Thus, further studies on the reaction rates of Rb with 
these materials are required to identify a suitable material with a high γ value for the Rb lamp.  
Table 6.4 reports on the change in both the electron temperature and density with increase in the 
applied rf voltage. A relevant frequency of 13 MHz was chosen and both the electron properties 
were observed to not increase significantly at 150 V when compared to the data at 30 V. 
However, a drastic increase was found at 500 V, which however is only for reference and will 
most probably never be needed for the light source operation. 
Table 6.5: The simulated electron properties on reducing the discharge gap length when the drive 
frequency is 13 MHz, 150 V input voltage and 30 mbar Ar buffer gas pressure. 
Discharge 
gap (mm) 
Electron temperature 
(eV) 
Electron density 
(1/m3) 
Density of Rb D2 
transitions (1/m3) 
2 6.7 1.1E+09 6.9E+12 
1.5 7.9 1.8E+09 7.4E+12 
0.8 10.0 4.1E+09 1.1E+13 
As size, along with power, is of prime importance for the light source design, a further 
miniaturization of the light source, while not mandatory for miniature-scale clocks, will be 
welcome for chip-scale clocks. However, power is the first concern for the light source and 
hence a further down-scaling of the discharge gap length would be considered only if the same 
performance of the light source could be achieved with a lower or same power requirement. 
Table 6.5 reports on the electron properties for a given set of conditions (30 mbar Ar, 150 V at 
13 MHz) for different discharge gap lengths. It can be seen that both the electron temperature 
and the electron density increases with decrease in the discharge gap length possibly due to the 
higher electric fields incident on the gap and the higher contribution of the secondary electrons 
than electrons losses into the walls. The disadvantage of this further miniaturization would again 
be the condensed Rb droplets interfering with the electrons near the walls. A much higher drive 
frequency would reduce this effect but would require a higher input power to achieve the same 
said voltage. Hence, overall, a lower breakdown power can be expected at lower discharge gap 
lengths for a 30 mbar Ar pressure at 13 MHz condition but also necessary steps need to be taken 
to avoid optical fluctuations due to the expected Rb surface discharges on the dielectric walls. 
Chapter conclusions 
This chapter reported on the discharge gap experimental setup and its results for studying the 
effects of varying the buffer gases, pressures, discharge lengths, surface area and cell wall 
conditions on the DBD lamp performance, which couldn’t be extensively tested using 
microfabricated Rb cells as such a large number of cells could not be microfabricated with the 
available resources in the time-frame of this research.  
The discharge gap experiments helped identify all the cell parameters that can be changed to 
further optimize the DBD lamp power efficiency and optical stability for efficient optical 
pumping in atomic clocks: 
• For mm-scale discharge gap lengths, a minimum drive frequency of 4 MHz and a buffer gas 
pressure less than 40 mbar are required to ensure a stable and diffuse optical output 
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• Among the tested gases, Argon is a better choice as a buffer gas for the Rb light source, with 
a 2 mm discharge gap length, as it offers the lowest breakdown power and highest optical 
power efficiency at the preferred low-pressure operation range of the light source. 
• The gas pressure, discharge gap length and drive frequency values need to be chosen such 
that Ae ≈ d/2, for an optimum light source operation as a suitable trade-off between power 
consumption, optical stability and optical power efficiency occurs in this range.  
A plasma model of the Rb and Argon discharge in a Rb DBD light source was simulated using 
COMSOL to understand the electron properties and the expected Rb output at different cell and 
frequency conditions. The light source performances after wall-coating the inner dielectric layers 
with a higher secondary electron coefficient and after further miniaturization were estimated. 
The model was validated by comparing it to the measured Rb spectral data from a light source 
with the same input conditions. These results help identifying the next steps that could to be 
taken to further optimize the light source performance in terms of size and power consumption 
and potentially engineer it for even smaller chip-scale atomic clock applications. 
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Chapter 7 Optical pumping experiments 
The final goal of the Rb light source is to integrate as an optical ‘pump’ into a miniature atomic 
clock or in other miniature quantum sensors such as the atomic magnetometer. Experiments 
performed and the test setups built for demonstrating the optical pumping ability of Rb light 
sources with a microfabricated Rb resonance cell, are reported in this chapter. A magnetometer 
pumping experiment setup was built for this purpose and is described in section 7.2. A Rb D1 
laser and glass-blown ICP Rb lamps were used as reference light sources to record the optical 
pumping signals at different input conditions and confirm a functional built test-setup. A 
successful optical pumping signal with the microfabricated Rb light source could not be achieved 
within the research time-frame, however the experiments performed and the steps that could be 
taken towards achieving this goal are presented here in this chapter. 
7.1  Magnetometer optical pumping  
This section reports on the magnetometer optical pumping test setup built for demonstrating the 
optical pumping ability of the Rb light source. First, the background experiments performed 
using an atomic clock pumping test setup are described. The reasons for choosing this test setup, 
the principles behind atomic double-resonance magnetometers and the details of the test setup 
built are described in this section. 
7.1.1 Background: atomic clock DR experiment 
As the primary target application of the microfabricated Rb light source is the atomic clock, it is 
ideal if the lamp could be tested in an atomic clock test setup for demonstrating its optical 
pumping abilities. A double-resonance atomic clock test setup, for testing the optical pumping 
characteristics of lasers, already existed at the Laboratoire Temps-Fréquence, University of 
Neuchâtel. The setup has already been confirmed to be functional from the pumping results 
achieved with the Rb D1 lasers. Here, the laser was replaced with the microfabricated Rb light 
source to test the lamp’s optical pumping characteristics. Several trials of this experiment were 
performed between 2010 and 2011 with constant improvements in the lamp output power 
characteristics after learning from each trial’s result. However, a successful pumping signal could 
not be achieved using this light source and the DR test setup, but the reasons were identified. 
The test setup and the results are discussed below, mentioning the lessons learnt from the trials. 
Figure 7.1: The DR atomic clock test setup (photograph and schematic) to test the optical pumping
characteristics of the microfabricated Rb light source at LTF, University of Neuchâtel. 
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The setup, shown in Figure 7.1, constituted of a microwave resonator housing, placed on an 
optical table, with a nat. Rb resonance cell placed inside and a photodetector at the rear end of it. 
The microwave interrogation field was frequency-modulated and the photodiode input was 
connected as input to a lock-in-amplifier, whose output was in-turn connected to an oscilloscope 
for monitoring the pumping signal. The resonance cell was heated to temperatures between 80-
100 °C. The microwave housing had a hole on the front end for light input, before which the 
light source was placed and carefully aligned using optical mounts. A suitable collimating lens 
(focal length: 3 cm) was inserted between the light source aperture and the microwave housing to 
maximize the light coupled to the resonance cell. The cell CN1 was used and was driven at 
3.7 MHz to emit more than 10 µW of optical power on the Rb D2 line (measured within few 
mm from the light source surface). The main problems encountered in the first trials were: (1) 
the high instability of the output optical power from the light source and (2) the low Rb D line 
optical power incident on the 
resonance cell (<few µW). The first 
problem was identified to be 
because of the low drive frequency 
that led to the significant formation 
of surface DBDs resulting in high 
fluctuations in optical power. It was 
solved by choosing a drive 
frequency more than 8 MHz and a 
30 mbar Ar filled Rb cell. To solve 
the second problem, inductors with 
a high-current rating (11 A rating) 
was used for the LC-load matching 
to allow for high power lamp-
operation in the next trial. The cells 
CN2 and CN3 were used as the 
lamp-cells with EL4 electrodes for 
the tests, driven at 5.6 MHz and 17.5 MHz respectively to emit more than 30 µW of stable 
(<0.2% sub-second fluctuations) optical power on the Rb D2 line (measured within few mm 
from the light source surface). An aspheric collimating lens (details mentioned below) was also 
used to improve the light output on the resonance cell. However, the light incident on the 
resonance cell was still probably not good enough for a detectable signal (< few µW) and no 
successful optical pumping signal was observed. 
One of the main problems encountered in this test setup was the distance between the light 
source and the resonance cell (and the photodetector). It was more than 10 cm and as the lamp-
cell was a diffuse light source, the efficiency of light coupled to the resonance cell was negligible 
without the use of an appropriate collimating lens. As seen from Figure 7.2, only a few % of light 
is actually coupled to the resonance cell if the distance is more than few cm and no optics are 
used. The ideal lens here would have the lowest focal length and the highest diameter, with the 
ability to withstand a high temperature (at least up to 125 °C). It also needs to be an imaging 
system to increase the amount of Rb atoms in the resonance cell interacting with the emitted Rb 
light. Two different aspheric collimating lenses (Thorlabs Inc.) were shortlisted and studied – (1) 
Figure 7.2: The drop in optical power versus distance from the 
light source surface. The focal length and diameter are in
millimetres. The measured data points are marked and line
plots were chosen for easier understanding. 
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with focal length 10 mm and a diameter of 12.5 mm, (2) with focal length 8 mm and a diameter 
of 9.94 mm. While they showed a significant improvement in the optical power at low distances 
(<4 cm), at distances of 8-10 cm the improvement was insignificant. Also due to the inflexible 
nature of the atomic clock test setup, it was also not possible to reduce the distance to any lesser 
than 8 cm. Hence, a DR test setup with a shorter working distance was needed for 
demonstrating the optical pumping ability of the lamp and thus the atomic magnetometer test 
setup was conceived for this purpose.  
In the envisioned chip-scale DR clock (Figure 1.3), the light source will be within millimeters 
from the resonance cell and hence ample light will be available for optical pumping in that 
situation. However, such a miniature microwave cavity is still under research and hence such a 
chip-scale atomic clock test setup was not available for testing the lamp’s optical pumping 
characteristics. The atomic clock requires interrogation in the GHz range and only a large 
microwave resonator was available for testing, however an atomic magnetometer requires 
interrogation typically in the kHz range and a much more compact setup using Helmholtz coils is 
possible. The principles of this concept and the setup built are discussed in the following section. 
A Fresnel lens, with focal length of 15 mm and diameter of 25 mm, was tested later as it offers 
the advantage of a collimating lens with a higher diameter to focal length ratio when compared 
to aspheric lens. It can be observed from Figure 7.2 that for longer distances (8-10 cm), more 
than 35% of optical power can be coupled to the resonance cell when using the Fresnel lens and 
hence it is a better choice for future atomic clock DR pumping experiments. 
7.1.2 Atomic double-resonance magnetometry 
The microfabricated Rb light source, is not only useful for realizing chip-scale DR atomic clocks, 
but also many other applications, 
especially chip-scale Rb 
magnetometers [180]. Miniature or 
chip-scale magnetometers are of 
high interest for several portable 
applications including navigation, 
geophysical mapping [181], 
magnetic mapping of the human 
heart beat [182] and 
magnetoencephalography [183] due 
to their small volume (<few cm3), 
easy handling abilities and low 
power consumption (<tens of 
mW). A magnetometer here can be 
used for measuring the strength of 
the magnetic field in a given direction. The basic principles for testing and developing a chip-
scale Rb DR magnetometer using the Mz technique are discussed below. 
In a Rb atom, the ground and excited states split into hyperfine levels as the two states have 
different angular momentum or spin  [184]. These hyperfine levels further split to Zeeman levels 
Figure 7.3: The Rb energy levels, hyperfine splitting and the
Zeeman splitting in the presence of a magnetic field [185].  
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in the presence of a magnetic field as the magnetic field changes the angular momentum of the 
hyperfine states, as shown in Figure 7.3 [185]. 
Fig represents the ground (|g = |F, M) and excited states (|e = |f, m) of Rb atoms [186] 
placed in a static magnetic field, B. The atoms precess about the B field axis with a frequency 
called the Larmor frequency, ωL and the energy separations/differences of Zeeman levels are 
directly proportional to the B field strength, such that: 
B = ωL/γ           (7.1) 
where γ is termed the gyromagnetic ratio. γ is approximately equal to 7 kHz/µT for 87Rb and 
4.66 kHz/µT for 85Rb from reported literature [187]. If σ+ (or σ-) circularly polarized Rb D1 (or 
D2) light is irradiated on these Rb 
atoms, they are excited from various 
Zeeman levels from nS1/2 (|g) mF to 
nP1/2 (|e) mF+1 levels because the 
circular polarization adds angular 
momentum to the excitations (as shown 
in Fig). Excited atoms decaying back to 
their ground states |F, M≠F (M≠-F for 
σ-) can be excited again but the atoms in 
the M=F (M=-F for σ-) ‘dark state’ 
remain trapped there as these atoms 
cannot excite to higher states. The Rb 
atoms now become transparent to the 
irradiating light from the light source. If the atoms are exposed to an oscillating magnetic field Brf 
with a frequency ωrf=ωL, then the atoms in the |F, M=F state jump to M=F-1 and lower states 
and hence an absorption in the incident Rb D light will resume [186]. The exact determination of 
ωrf corresponding to the light absorption would yield ωL and hence the strength of the B field 
using equation (7.1). This is the Rb magnetometry principle and the test setup used to realize this 
and demonstrate the Rb lamp’s optical pumping ability is described in the following section. 
7.1.3 Magnetometer test setup 
A magnetometer test setup, following the atomic magnetometry principles discussed in the 
previous section, was built for demonstrating the optical pumping abilities of Rb light sources 
and the schematic of this test setup is shown in Figure 7.5. There are two ways to realize the test 
setup: (1) sweeping the electromagnetic field frequency while keeping a constant magnetic field 
and (2) sweeping the magnetic field strength and keeping a constant electromagnetic field 
frequency. The method (1) is used here in this research as it is a more direct approach in 
determining the magnetic field strength.  
The test setup was a vertical stack alignment where all the components were held and aligned 
using a custom-milled POM parts-cage system, as shown in Figure 7.6. The distance between the 
light source and the final photodetector was reduced to less than 4 cm and hence a high light 
coupling efficiency could be achieved with this test setup (refer section 7.1.1). 
Figure 7.4: Representation of the ground and excited
states of Rb atoms in the presence of a static magnetic
field and the transitions induced by pumping these atoms
with circularly polarized light [186]. 
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The setup constituted of (from bottom to top): (1) the microfabricated Rb light source placed on 
a heater whenever necessary, (2) a collimating lens (the aspheric and Fresnel lens discussed in 
section 7.1.1 were used), (3) a Rb D1 or D2 filter, depending on the wavelength needed, (4) a 
linear polarizer, (5) a quarter 
wave plate placed 45° to the 
linear polarizer plane for 
circularly polarized light, (6) 
the resonance cell arrangement 
and (7) a Si broadband 
photodiode. The resonance 
cell arrangement includes the 
Rb resonance cell, cell heater 
placed on a POM platform and 
the Helmholtz coils for both 
the DC and RF interrogation 
fields. The Rb resonance cell 
was CN5 – a microfabricated 
nat. Rb cell with 100 mbar of 
N2 as buffer gas, placed on a 
heater with a hole in the centre 
for allowing the light to pass 
through. A resonance cell with a high buffer gas pressure was preferred to reduce the number of 
depolarizing Rb atomic collisions with the cell walls and an increased pumping efficiency [188]. 
The heater was an LTCC serpentine heater (H3) shown in Figure 5.3. A DC field was established 
Figure 7.5: The magnetometer test setup schematic showing the vertical stack configuration of the
various components. 
Figure 7.6: A photograph of the realized magnetometer test setup
with the vertically aligned cage system using milled POM parts. 
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by placing two custom-made 15 turns Helmholtz coils of diameter 2 cm (frame material: PTFE), 
above and below the Rb resonance cell (and heater in such a way that the distance of separation 
between the coils equaled the radius of the coils for a highly homogeneous field. The coils were 
connected to a low-noise current supply to produce steady DC fields up to several hundred µT at 
the centre. The RF interrogation field was established by two similar Helmholtz coils but of 
diameter 10 cm and 25 turns and placed at 90° to the DC field and the light propagation 
direction. A 45° angle was also used in many experiments, because of the higher signal-to-noise 
in detection [188] but all the results reported here in this thesis correspond to the 90° placement.  
The whole setup was magnetically-shielded by three cylindrical layers of mu-metal. The height of 
all the shielding layers were 38 cm (15 inches) and the diameter of the layers were 15 cm, 18 cm 
and 20 cm. The ambient DC magnetic field without any shielding was around 78 µT. After 
shielding, the DC field was reduced to less than 1.5 µT where the Rb resonance cell was placed. 
The whole setup including the magnetic shielding layers was covered by a Faraday cage 
(described in section 5.1) when necessary and a black cloth-optical cage to remove all 
background light noise. 
7.1.4 Signal noise reduction using FM 
The FM field modulation technique, widely used by other researchers [188], [189], is used to 
frequency modulate the applied radio-frequency EM field for a high SNR detection of the 
pumping signal.  
 
Figure 7.7: The FM of the rf field technique to produce a high SNR pumping signal and avoid the 
influence of optical power fluctuations on the signal detection. 
An LIA was used to generate the modulation frequency to the rf signal generator that was 
connected to the Helmholtz coil producing the rf field (Figure 7.7). The modulation frequency 
was chosen to be 188 Hz to avoid any ambient harmonic interferences and also to have an 
acceptable time constant (100-300 ms or >20/fm) in the LIA [fm = modulation frequency]. The 
frequency deviation was chosen to be less than half the expected line width for best results and 
hence values between 10-20 kHz were chosen typically. The photodiode output (analog voltage 
output from the photodiode amplifier) was connected as the input to the LIA and the output of 
the LIA was monitored through an oscilloscope and also recorded in a PC using a National 
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Instruments A/D converter and LabVIEW. The results obtained from this technique are 
discussed in section 7.2.2. 
7.2 Optical pumping results 
This section reports on the pumping results obtained using the magnetometer test setup 
described in the previous section. The magnetometer pumping signals obtained from using: (1) a 
Rb D1 wavelength laser without any FM or LIA and (2) conventional Rb ICP lamps with the 
FM technique are reported here. The preliminary tests and observations from optical pumping 
tests using the microfabricated light source are also discussed. 
7.2.1 Rb D1 laser pumping test 
In order to first verify the functionality of the realized magnetometer setup, a Rb D1 laser was 
used instead of the microfabricated light source in the schematic shown in Figure 7.5. The 
pumping experiment was performed with Dr. Christoph Affolderbach at LTF, University of 
Neuchâtel, where the modified test setup, shown in Figure 7.8, was placed inside a triaxial 
Helmholtz coil cage to cancel out all background/external DC fields. Circularly polarized light 
from the Rb D1 laser was made incident on the heated microfabricated nat. Rb resonance cell 
(CN5) and the light was measured by a photodetector positioned behind the cage setup. 
 
Figure 7.8: The modified magnetometer test setup placed inside a triaxial Helmholtz coil shield stage for 
the Rb D1 laser pumping test. 
The pumping results from the laser-magnetometer experiment for different applied DC fields of 
85 µT, 65 µT and 48 µT are shown in Figure 7.9. The CN5 resonance cell was heated with DC 
power to 110 °C (to allow for ~25% absorption of the Rb D light for efficient pumping), the 
optical power emitted from the D1 laser was 600 µW and the voltage across the RF Helmholtz 
coils was 70 mVpp (resistance of the coils: ~1 Ω). The corresponding RF field was measured be 
in the few µT range when measured at the frequency range less than 75 kHz (the maximum 
detection range of the 3-axis AC gaussmeter was up to 75 kHz). The applied radio-frequency 
field was swept from 1-800 kHz as a linear sweep with a sweep time of 8 seconds. Clear Rb 
absorption signals could be observed with the peaks occurring at different radio-frequencies, as 
expected for the different applied DC field conditions. Many other parameters were also varied 
for better understanding of the reference values: (1) the strength of the applied RF field, (2) the 
minimum Rb D1 optical power needed for a detectable pumping signal and (3) the effect of the 
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DC powered cell heater on the pumping signal. The linewidths of the absorption lines, as 
observed in Figure 7.9, was more than 80 kHz at the half-height point. This could be 
significantly reduced to less than 10 kHz 
by reducing the strength of the rf field 
and removing the inhomogeneous DC 
magnetic field created by the DC-
powered serpentine design reference-cell 
heater. The minimum optical power 
needed to observe a pumping signal was 
observed to be around 10 µW of Rb D1 
as shown in Figure 7.10. While it is 
possible to produce 10 µW of Rb D1 
from the microfabricated light source, a 
lower power requirement would allow 
for a lower power operation of the light 
source. The rf field FM technique using a 
LIA would allow for a high SNR at much 
lower optical powers and hence this was 
first investigated using a conventional Rb 
ICP whose results are reported in the 
next sub-section.  
 
7.2.2 Optical pumping tests with Rb discharge lamps 
The pumping results obtained using a conventional 1 cm diameter glass-blown Rb discharge 
lamp. The lamp was inductively coupled with an external spiral excitation coil around it and 
being driven at 125 MHz. The pumping tests and observations from using a microfabricated Rb 
DBD lamp are also discussed in this sub-section. The test setup, shown in Figure 7.5, was used 
by replacing the light source with a nat. Rb ICP lamp (shown in Figure 1.5). Two lamp-cells (nat. 
Rb and 87Rb with a few mbar of an unknown buffer gas) and the excited circuit were borrowed 
from LTF, University of Neuchâtel for the pumping experiments. The rf field FM technique, as 
shown in Figure 7.7, was used where the following settings were used after optimization: 
Modulation frequency: 188.5 Hz, frequency deviation: 10 kHz, lock-in time constant: 100 ms, 
lock-in sensitivity: 500 µV, rf sweep step size: 1 kHz, rf sweep wait time for each frequency step: 
600 ms. Main results: (1) successful pumping results could be achieved with both Rb D1 and D2 
Figure 7.10: The pumping signal when the
optical power of the Rb D1 laser was 10 µW. A
detectable magnetometer signal without the rf
field FM technique can be understood to be
around 10 µW. 
Figure 7.9: The pumping test results using a Rb D1 laser
showing the Rb absorption signals. The DC current
through the DC field coils shown correspond to 85 µT,
65 µT and 48 µT DC fields respectively. The intensity (Y-
axis) values correspond to the voltage measured across a
100 kΩ resistor connected to the photodetector. 
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lines, where the signal contrast was 
found to be marginally better in the 
case of D1 (2) Only few µW (3.5 µW 
for D1 and 5 µW for D2) was 
observed as needed for a detectable 
pumping signal using the FM 
technique for both D1 and D2 lines.   
The pumping signal, the magnitude (R) 
of the signal vector obtained from the 
LIA for a DC magnetic field of 25 µT 
is shown in Figure 7.11. The resonance 
cell here was heated by an AC power 
supply at 1.07 kHz to a temperature of 
70 °C and switched off just before the 
radio-frequency field was swept 
from 10 kHz to 250 kHz. 
Hence, the actual temperature of 
the heater was around 52 °C 
when the 85Rb absorption was 
recorded and around 46 °C 
when the 87Rb was recorded.  
An AC heater was first used 
instead of a DC heater because a 
DC-powered heater would 
produce magnetic field 
inhomogeneities in the DC 
range, hence disrupting the 
homogeneity of the applied DC 
field (using the Helmholtz coils) 
at the interrogation area of the 
Rb resonance cell. However, it 
was noticed that an AC-powered 
heater completely suppressed 
the absorption signal when powered at any frequency between 50 Hz to 10 kHz. This is shown 
in Figure 7.12 where the absorption signal at different temperatures and when the AC-heater is 
switched ON are shown. It is not very clear why exactly this should happen, other than the 
expected random inhomogeneities caused by the AC supply frequency (and its multiple 
harmonics). A similar effect was also observed when applying DC power for heating. Hence, to 
avoid this signal suppression, the heater had to be switched off before measuring the signals. 
Discussion on the pumping experiments with Rb DBD lamps 
The magnetometer test setup built was verified to be functional, as confirmed by the pumping 
results attained from the laser and conventional Rb lamp tests. The expected linewidth, the input 
Figure 7.11: The pumping signal recorded using the LIA 
(R output) and the rf field FM technique from a nat. Rb 
ICP lamp at a DC magnetic field of 25 µT. 
Figure 7.12: The measured 85Rb pumping signals at 110 kHz at 
different cell temperatures. When the AC heater was switched on,
the signal was highly attenuated or almost vanished possibly due to
the field inhomogeneities introduced by the heater. 
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rf field conditions, the lock-in settings and all other parameters were understood from the 
previous experiments, which play as important starting points for the DBD lamp pumping tests. 
Several pumping experiments with the microfabricated Rb lamps were conducted with the FM 
technique, using both nat. Rb and 87Rb lamp-cells, with an optical power up to 20 µW on the Rb 
D2 and 16 µW on the Rb D1 line and a stabilized power output with less than 0.2% sub-second 
fluctuations but a successful optical pumping signal could not be achieved.  
There were many reasons suspected over time for these unexpected pumping results but most of 
them were eliminated: (1) the optical power fluctuations of the light source – [it was stabilized to 
the same order as the Rb ICP lamp and hence was not the limiting factor]; (2) the optical power 
was not enough – [an optical power of more than 10 µW on the Rb D lines could be produced 
from the DBD lamp and even a few µW from the Rb ICP could produce a pumping signal]; (3) 
for a detectable signal contrast, only D1 could be used – [the D1 line has been reported to be 
highly efficient for optical pumping compared to the D2 line in alkali vapor magnetometers 
[188]. As the Rb DBD lamps have Argon as buffer gas, one of the Argon spectral lines coincides 
with the Rb D1 line (794.8 nm for Rb D1 and 794.82 nm for Argon) which could probably make 
it less efficient for pumping due to self-absorption and Doppler broadening of the D1 line. 
However, the D2 line has no such interferences and a pumping signal could be achieved with D2 
line pumping using the Rb ICP lamp.].  
Two possible reasons have been narrowed down after all trouble-shooting experiments: (1) the 
cell electrodes interfering with the light field and/or the magnetic field and (2) inadequate 
optimization of the frequency modulation parameters. The modulation frequency used was 
188.5 Hz while the frequency deviation was at least more than 5 kHz during tests. Hence, it is 
possible that the modulation parameter, ΔR, was not optimum to detect the absorption [190]. 
More steps are necessary in this direction to improve the signal contrast and possibly record a 
pumping signal with the DBD lamp. Also, the Mx technique has been shown to yield a higher 
signal contrast when compared to the Mz technique [186], [185] and hence might be a better 
solution to demonstrate the optical pumping ability of the DBD lamp. 
Chapter conclusions 
This chapter reported on the efforts taken towards establishing the optical pumping abilities of 
the microfabricated Rb DBD light source. The DBD lamp-cells were tested in a double-
resonance atomic clock test setup for microwave interrogation but a successful pumping signal 
could not be observed after several trials. Many improvements in the drive circuitry and the 
necessary optics were implemented but due to the high working distance of ~10 cm between the 
light source and the resonance cell, enough light could not be coupled for a detectable signal. A 
double-resonance test setup following the principles of atomic Rb magnetometry was developed 
to avoid this problem and a Rb D1 laser and conventional Rb ICP discharge lamps were tested 
for a reference pumping signal. The optical pumping was successfully demonstrated using both 
these light sources and valuable information regarding the optical power, field strengths and 
expected signal contrasts for different input conditions were learnt from these experiments. It 
was observed that only few µW of the Rb D1 or D2 line was required for a detectable signal, 
which highly encourages the potential of the microfabricated Rb light source in low-power chip-
scale applications. Optical pumping tests were conducted using the Rb DBD lamp but a 
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successful pumping signal could not be demonstrated possibly because of the cell electrodes 
interfering with the light field and/or the magnetic field and/or inadequate optimization of the 
frequency modulation parameters. It is necessary to resolve these problems to achieve a 
successful pumping signal with the Rb DBD lamp. Also, the Mx technique has been shown to 
yield a higher signal contrast when compared to the Mz technique and hence might be a better 
solution to demonstrate the optical pumping ability of the DBD lamp  
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 
The motivation behind this research was to extend the advantages of the double-resonance 
interrogation technique to miniature atomic clocks to improve the performance of a broad range 
of portable applications. One of the main factors preventing this extension, other than the 
difficulty of creating a high-Q miniature microwave cavity, was the Rb ICP discharge lamps’ 
difficult-to-integrate non-planar geometry and power consumption of several Watts. A low-
power consuming planar mm-scale Rb discharge light source, even though previously deemed a 
challenge, would help enabling a chip-scale DR atomic clock. Developing and studying such a 
miniature Rb light source was the primary objective of this research. 
The design, development and characterization of a novel microfabricated low-power consuming 
mm-scale Rb dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) light source, for optical pumping in miniature 
atomic clocks and magnetometers, was presented in this thesis. The goal of this thesis was to 
create a functional mm-scale Rb discharge light source, where the light source needs to consume 
less than tens of mWs of power. A minimum of few μW of optical power on one of the Rb D 
lines with less than 0.2% short-term fluctuations was required for stable optical pumping and an 
acceptable clock performance. A stable output of 10 μW of Rb D2 with less than 0.2% sub-
second fluctuations could be emitted from the Rb DBD light source for a discharge gap power 
consumption of less than 20 mW (but ~700 mW total power consumption by the 50 Ω 
impedance-matching LC circuit). This was achieved after various optimization experiments 
involving the cell, electrode and electrical input parameters and the 15-30 mbar Argon buffer gas 
range, a discharge gap length of 2 mm, a drive frequency in the 8-15 MHz range and the Al EL6 
(blanket Al electrodes with 4.5 mm centre-hole on top electrode) electrode geometry was 
identified to be the most suitable for a low-power and stable operation of the anodically bonded 
Pyrex-Si-Pyrex Rb lamp-cell. The microfabricated Rb light source also functioned continuously 
for 6 months without any significant degradation in its performance, showing its high potential 
for a new class of portable DR clocks and quantum sensors. 
This work was published in peer-reviewed journals:  
(1) V. Venkatraman et al., “Microfabricated chip-scale rubidium plasma light source for 
miniature atomic clocks”, IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequency Control, vol. 
59, pp. 448-456, 2012. 
(2) V. Venkatraman et al., “Characterization and modelling of low-pressure rf discharges at 2-
500 MHz for miniature alkali vapour dielectric barrier discharge lamps”, Journal of Physics D: 
Applied Physics, vol. 45(50), 505205, 2012. 
(3) F. Vecchio, V. Venkatraman, et al., "Dispensing and hermetic sealing Rb in a miniature 
resonance cell for integrated atomic clocks", Sensors and Actuators A: Physical, vol. 172(1), pp. 330-
335, 2011. 
and also presented at 7 international conferences, published proceedings articles [158], [159], 
[129], [160], [87], and won the best poster award for ‘LTCC integrated miniature Rb discharge 
lamp module for stable optical pumping in miniature atomic clocks and magnetometers’ at the 
2012 IEEE 18th international symposium for design and technology in packaging conference. 
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8.1  Summary  
The motivation behind pushing the double-resonance technique towards miniature and chip-
scale clock applications was described, and this necessitates a low-power consuming easily-
integrable chip-scale Rb light source for efficient optical pumping. The exact power, stability and 
performance requirements of the light source were stated and all the necessary background 
information, including the current state-of-the-art Rb lamps and atomic clocks, were studied for 
the light source development. This whole study was part of the MACQS (Miniature Atomic 
Clocks and Quantum Sensors) project, funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation 
(SNSF), which involved a multi-disciplinary task force with an objective to realize and study the 
physics package of a chip-scale DR clock and other quantum sensors. 
An external and parallel electrode geometry (dielectric barrier discharge or DBD design) to ignite 
a RF-AC capacitively-coupled plasma (CCP) discharge was chosen for the planar mm-scale gap 
cell fabrication and characterization. This design allowed for (1) the electrodes to be placed 
outside the discharge gap hence avoiding electrode erosion and a longer device lifetime, (2) 
lower breakdown power by maximizing the number of electron momentum transfer collisions in 
the discharge gap. The conceptually ideal frequency was identified to be 1-50 MHz based on 
kinetic theory calculations, as it was in the range when the transit time of electrons in the applied 
alternating electric field starts to get higher than half the time period of the applied field cycle.  
A low-pressure buffer gas inert to Rb - Argon, was chosen to enable a low-power breakdown 
power, and other suitable gases and pressure ranges were reported. A novel low-temperature 
(<140 °C with 58Bi42Sn) Rb dispensing and solder-sealing technique was reported, and it was 
developed in collaboration with Dr. Thomas Maeder and Mr. Fabrizio Vecchio at LPM, EPFL 
for producing mm-scale planar Rb vapor cells. In the current state of development, the solder-
sealed cells stayed hermetically sealed for not more than two weeks. However, with further 
studies, especially on metallization and soldering materials for minimum leaching, enhanced 
metallization-solder wetting and elimination of contamination by solder flux residues, a long-
term hermetic cell can be potentially achieved through this novel technique. Rb lamp-cells for 
this research were microfabricated by Dr. Yves Pétremand, using a state-of-the-art chip-scale 
anodic bonding setup developed by EPFL-SAMLAB and UniNE-LTF. 
A series LC resonant rf drive circuit was developed for the various capacitive-load lamp-cells for 
high voltage amplification at the desired drive frequencies. The lamp-cell load was impedance 
matched to 50 Ω at the desired drive frequency for maximum power transfer to the discharge 
gap. Plasma discharges could be ignited down with less than 200 mW of total electrical power at 
drive frequencies between 2-4 MHz where the power consumed by the lamp-cell was less than 
few mW. At higher drive frequencies, significant amount of power was dissipated by the LC 
matching components, mainly because of the huge mismatch between the source impedance 
(50 Ω) and the lamp-cell load impedance (~80 kΩ at tens of MHz). A significant improvement 
in the power consumption can be achieved by developing a custom drive circuitry for the light 
source, rather than using standard commercially-available components. The drive circuits 
developed in this research were successful in demonstrating the first capacitively-coupled Rb 
discharge light source and were used for observing the lamp performance for a wide drive range 
between 2-500 MHz. 
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One of the primary objectives of this research is to evaluate the feasibility of a miniature Rb 
discharge light source in a potential portable clock application. The Rb lamp-cells were 
experimentally characterized in terms of power consumption, optical power and optical stability 
for a wide range of the relevant input parameters and reported in the fifth chapter. Two distinct 
operation modes, dependent on the electron oscillation amplitude (Ae), were identified and were 
named the DBD (drift-dominated breakdown, Ae>d/2) and the rf-discharge (diffusion 
controlled breakdown, Ae<d/2) regions. The main characteristics of these regions were observed 
to be: DBD – lower breakdown power, higher optical instability and rf-discharge – higher 
breakdown power, lower optical instability. The suitable region for the light source operation was 
found to be when Ae≈d/2, where a power-efficient emission of Rb D line power was possible 
with an acceptable amount of optical fluctuations. DBD observations have never been reported 
for Rb discharge light sources and these experiments helped establish the different operating 
regimes and the preferred range of parameter values for miniature light sources. 
The best electrode configuration had to be determined for an optically stable and low sustaining-
power operation of the light source for which different electrode geometries and materials (In, 
Al, ITO) were tested. The EL6 configuration with Al and the EL8 configuration with Al-ITO 
electrodes were experimentally observed to yield the lowest sustaining power and highest optical 
stability for a given p.d cell. The effect of cell temperature on the light source performance and 
the red-mode transition was demonstrated. More than 70% improvement in the Rb D line 
output power was possible in the red mode when compared to the normal operation mode for a 
given input power. Hence, if optical pumping in the red mode can give an acceptable clock 
performance, it can make way for a highly power-efficient and compact light source. The 
microfabricated Rb light source also functioned continuously for 6 months without any 
significant degradation in its performance, showing its high potential for a new class of portable 
DR clocks and quantum sensors. These experiments report on the previously unexplored area of 
microfabricated Rb discharge lamps and the experimentally verified input conditions suitable for 
a low-power consuming, optically stable and long-term operation.  
Very high power efficiency and output optical stability is required from the Rb DBD lamp and 
this requires a rigorous optimization of the lamp-cell parameters to meet the optical pumping 
performance requirements. However, a sufficient range of cell parameters could not be tested 
using the microfabricated cells (only one buffer gas: Argon with a limited number of gas pressure 
values and an almost constant discharge gap length of 2 mm were tested) for a complete 
performance evaluation, as such a large number of cells could not be microfabricated with the 
available resources in the time-frame of this research. Also, while the developed Rb DBD light 
source is promising for a miniature atomic clock, there is high interest to understand if it could 
be potentially scaled down to a chip-scale atomic clock application. To comprehensively 
characterize and evaluate the lamp performance for such a wide range of parameters, two sets of 
experiments were performed:  
(1) A discharge gap experimental setup, reported in the sixth chapter, was developed to study the 
effect of different buffer gas types, wider range of pressures and discharge lengths and surface 
area on the DBD lamp performance. These experiments helped identify that Argon, with lower 
ionization energy than helium and lower atomic diameter than N2, had a lower breakdown field 
at the preferred diffusion-controlled operating regime of the Rb lamp. It was also observed that 
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the best drive frequency for the mm-scale light source is when the electron oscillation amplitude 
is just lesser than half the gap length (8-15 MHz for a 2 mm gap) for a low breakdown power, 
with low p.d conditions (~2 mbar.cm here for Argon) to enable a very stable (<0.1% sub-second 
fluctuations) diffuse discharge output. This set of experiments helped establishing the suitable 
operating conditions for the current mm-scale Rb DBD light source.  
(2) A plasma model of the Rb and Argon discharge in a Rb DBD light source, using the impact 
collisions kinetics of Rb and Argon atoms, was simulated using COMSOL to understand the 
electron properties and the expected Rb output at different cell and frequency conditions. The 
light source performances after wall-coating the inner dielectric layers with a secondary electron 
coefficient and after further miniaturization were estimated. The model was validated by 
comparing it to the experimentally measured Rb spectral data from a light source with the same 
input conditions. This is the first reported simulation model that can estimate the optical power 
of the Rb D light from a light source for a given set of operating conditions. The results from 
both these experiments help identifying the next steps that could to be taken to further optimize 
the light source performance in terms of size and power consumption and potentially engineer it 
for even smaller chip-scale atomic clock applications. 
An understanding of the optical pumping performance of the Rb DBD lamp would give a better 
insight on the possible steps that could be taken towards improving its pumping efficiency. In 
order to get this information, the lamp was tested in a DR atomic clock test setup at LTF, 
University of Neuchâtel. However, due to the unavoidable high working distance between the 
lamp and the resonance cell (10 cm), enough light could not be coupled for a measurable signal 
even after several improvements in the lamp’s operation. A compact DR magnetometer test 
setup using the Mz-technique was built to reduce the working distance to less than few cm and 
the setup was successfully demonstrated to be functional after observing pumping signals from a 
Rb D1 laser and conventional Rb ICP lamps. Optical pumping tests were conducted using the 
Rb DBD lamp but a pumping signal could not be demonstrated possibly because of 
electromagnetic interferences from the electrodes or due to inadequate optimization of the 
frequency modulation parameters. 
8.2  Thesis contributions 
A summary of the key thesis contributions include: 
1. This research successfully demonstrated the first ever capacitively-coupled miniature Rb 
discharge light source. 
2. This research is also the first to report on a microfabricated Rb DBD light source, showing 
high potential for use in an integrated miniature DR atomic clock or magnetometer. 
3. A stable output of 10 μW of Rb D2 with less than 0.2% sub-second fluctuations could be 
achieved from the Rb DBD light source for a discharge gap power consumption of less than 
20 mW. 
4. The optimum operating conditions, including the drive frequency range and buffer gas 
pressure range for a mm-scale planar Rb light source were reported. 
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5. The best lamp-electrode configurations for a low-power consumption and high optical 
stability operation were identified and reported. 
6. A novel low-temperature Rb dispensing and solder-sealing technique was developed for 
producing mm-scale planar Rb vapor cells. 
7. An electrical model of the light source and matching circuit was developed using MATLAB 
and PSPICE to calculate the discharge gap voltage and power consumption, whose values 
cannot be reliably measured using high-frequency voltage probes. 
8. A plasma simulation model, that can calculate the electron properties and estimate the Rb D 
line power from a light source for a given set of input conditions, was developed in COMSOL. 
9. A compact optical pumping test setup using a microfabricated Rb cell, following the principles 
of atomic magnetometry was developed. 
10. An LTCC packaged Rb discharge lamp module, including the drive circuit and heater, was 
developed for portable optical pumping applications. 
8.3  Outlook 
Future work aimed at improving and industrializing the Rb DBD light sources developed in this 
research should focus on the following key points: 
1. The rf drive circuitry needs to be improved, which can be done by custom-building a drive 
circuitry with a characteristic impedance equal to the cell impedance. This also requires the 
amplifier to have an output impedance that is the complex conjugate of the cell impedance, to 
allow for a significant reduction in power dissipation losses, pushing the device closer to the 
desired power consumption levels of portable applications. 
2. For potential chip-scale clock applications, a novel, highly compact (<0.5 mm discharge gap 
length) and high Rb D line power emitting device with very low power consumption (possibly 
10 µW of Rb D2 with less than 1/10th of the power consumption levels reported in this thesis) 
is possible to develop but the lamp will be operating in the ‘red-mode’. Optical pumping has 
been demonstrated when the lamp was operating in the red-mode by past researchers but it was 
never used as the timing uncertainty was much worse than when the lamp was in the normal 
mode (or ring-mode in the case of ICP lamps). If such a higher timing uncertainty is acceptable, 
the red-mode operation might be useful and a novel way to consider for a miniature DR clock 
design. 
By having a very small discharge gap (0.2-0.5 mm with the Rb DBD cell or possibly even lower), 
filling with a suitable higher buffer gas pressure (80-200 mbar) and a high volume of Rb (enough 
to cover a good proportion of the inner dielectric surface), a very low breakdown field can be 
achieved and by having appropriate electrodes, the fields can be maximized for electron 
bombardment on the liquid Rb surface which leads to localized heating and a high output of Rb 
D lines. However, this also usually leads to a higher probability of Rb self-absorption leading to 
the red-mode transition, Doppler broadening of Rb lines and a lower contrast in the pumping 
signal (and probably a slightly higher Rb diffusion into the walls with time). But this method 
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would avoid the necessity of an external heater, can allow much smaller devices, low drive 
frequencies and much lower input powers.  
3. A Fabry-perot interferometer or an optical instrument with a similar capacity, that can help 
measure the hyperfine line spectra that are of interest for optical pumping, is required for 
improving the light source parameters and for efficient troubleshooting. This would help 
understand the hyperfine frequency shifts induced due to the buffer gases and the Doppler 
broadening effects due to Rb self-absorption and hence is crucial for performance evaluation 
and product development. 
4. The glass used for the microfabrication could be changed from Pyrex to a more alkali resistant 
glass such as SCHOTT 8436 [191] to increase the lifetime and reliability of the light source. 
5. One of the spectral lines of Argon coincides with the Rb D1 wavelength. Neon and mixtures 
of Xenon-Neon have been reported to yield slightly lower breakdown fields compared to Argon 
[83]. Hence, changing the buffer gas to such a mixture might improve both the device power 
consumption and the contrast of the emitted Rb D1 line. 
6. A miniature DBD light source, without the addition of Rb, can also be used as an excimer 
lamp for several applications in the fields of microbiology, skin treatments and photochemistry 
[192]. By using high-pressure (several hundreds of mbar) Xenon - a suitable choice for high 
density UV radiation [72], local skin treatments [193] would be possible when they require a 
power-efficient high UV output on mm-scale precision surfaces. 
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Appendix: COMSOL simulation data 
Here, the necessary atomic data required as inputs for simulating a Rb discharge (with Argon 
buffer gas) using COMSOL are mentioned. The collision cross-section data, the excited levels of 
Rubidium and Argon and the necessary reaction rate constants for all the considered reactions 
are specified. Some important data references for Rubidium and Argon: [194], [195], [196], [197]. 
I. Species considered in the plasma region 
Electrons, e; Neutral Argon atoms, Ar; Argon ions, Ar+; Argon excited states, Ars1-Ars12; 
Neutral Rubidium atoms, Rb; Rubidium excited states, Rb1-Rb5; Rubidium ions, Rb+ 
II. Rubidium excited states 
Excited state notation Excited level Energy of level 
Rb1 52P1/2 1.56 eV 
Rb2 52P3/2 1.59 eV 
Rb3 5D 3.19 eV 
Rb4 7S 3.26 eV 
Rb5 6D 3.56 eV 
 
III. Argon excited states 
Excited state notation Energy of level Excited state notation Energy of level 
Ars1 11.54 eV Ars7 13.15 eV    
Ars2 11.623 eV Ars8 13.17 eV    
Ars3 11.72 eV Ars9 13.28 eV    
Ars4 11.82 eV Ars10 13.30 eV 
Ars5 13.07 eV   Ars11 13.32 eV   
Ars6 13.09 eV   Ars12 13.47 eV 
 
IV. Elastic collisions 
Collision cross-section data is necessary for these reactions. The data for Argon is given in 
COMSOL. The data for Rb can be found here [198]. 
e+Rb=>e+Rb  e+Ars4=>e+Ars4 
e+Rb1=>e+Rb1  e+Ars5=>e+Ars5 
e+Rb2=>e+Rb2  e+Ars6=>e+Ars6  
e+Rb3=>e+Rb3  e+Ars7=>e+Ars7  
e+Rb4=>e+Rb4  e+Ar8=>e+Ar8  
e+Rb5=>e+Rb5  e+Ars9=>e+Ars9  
e+Ar=>e+Ar  e+Ars10=>e+Ars10  
e+Ars1=>e+Ars1  e+Ars11=>e+Ars11  
e+Ars2=>e+Ars2  e+Ars12=>e+Ars12  
e+Ars3=>e+Ars3   
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V. Electron impact collisions leading to Ar and Rb excitations 
e+Ar=>e+Ars1 11.54 (eV) e+Rb=>e+Rb1 1.56 (eV) 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars2 0.083 e+Rb=>e+Rb2 1.59 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars3 0.18 e+Rb=>e+Rb3 3.19 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars4 0.28 e+Rb=>e+Rb4 3.26 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars5 1.53 e+Rb=>e+Rb5 3.56 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars6 1.55 e+Rb1=>e+Rb2 0.03 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars7 1.61 e+Rb1=>e+Rb3 1.63 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars8 1.63 e+Rb1=>e+Rb4 1.7 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars9 1.74 e+Rb1=>e+Rb5 2 
e+Ars1=>e+Ars10 1.76   
e+Ars1=>e+Ars11 1.78   
e+Ars1=>e+Ars12 1.847   
 
V. Rb discharge emissions between 400-1000 nm 
Rb de-excitations to 
lower states  
Rate constant (s-1)  Wavelength in 
spectrum (nm) 
Rb1=>Rb  3.61e7 795  (D1) 
Rb2=>Rb  3.8e7 780 (D2) 
Rb3=>Rb1  1.17e7 761 
Rb3=>Rb2  1.29e7 775 
Rb4=>Rb1  3.62e6 728 
Rb4=>Rb2  3.5e6 741 
Rb5=>Rb1  1.19e6 620 
Rb5=>Rb2  1.24e6 630 
 
VI. Strong Ar emissions between 400-1000 nm 
Ar de-excitations to lower 
states  
Wavelength in spectrum 
(nm) 
Ars11=>Ars1  696.5  
Ars10=>Ars1  706.7 
Ars12=>Ars4  750.3 
Ars8=>Ars1  763.5 
Ars9=>Ars3  794.8 
Ars6=>Ars1  801.4 
Ars7=>Ars2  810.3 
Ars5=>Ars1  811.5 
Ars10=>Ars4 840.5 
Ars11=>Ars2 912.4 
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